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PREFACE.

This hook is prepared principally from
lecture and instn^-tion notes which the author
has prepared and used for twelve years, in his
work as Instructor in Power Machinery, Min-
nesota School of A.c:riculture; in Creamery En-
S-incerincr in the :\linnesota Dairy School'; and
I'arm Mechanics in the School of A^j^riculture
Short Course. These notes have heen made
up from reviewing: various works on the sub-
ject, such as "Manual of Steam Boilers" by
Thurston, "Catechism of the Locomotive" by
Ar. X. Forney, "Farm Fnoines and How to
Run Them" by Jas. 11. Stephenson. "The
Traction En.j-ine" by J. H. Majrjrard, and
"Power Catechism" by ]\)wer r'ublishing Co.;
also from practical experience and observation
\yith farm enj2:ines in the field, and with sta-
tionary enoines and boilers. It has been the au-
thor's aim to arran^ie the work in a systematic
manner, and make it as plain and practical as
possible, in order to meet his requirements in
.e:ivin.c^ instruction on this line to engineers in
charge of creamery and traction engines, and to
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serve as a book of elcmctarv instruction for
eni,.neers an,, firemen. TI,e an.hor .lesirest
oxi-ress „s appreciation for valuable su^U->-ns an.l efficient service ren,Iere,l bv his1s
--Olr.H.B.Wbite. Man.voftb/c!::;
n> <lo fron, or,ff„,al clrawinRs bv the authora few are tak-en fron, other works on enc^ineer-

chapter on <p,est,ons an.l ansuers. the most
•".portant points are covered, and the

"

^al.le to ask ,n ffumy an examination to an en-

fri^j:;.^
'''"'' '° "" ^ '---" - creal

''^WMwm^m^^w 'ri^ 'fi ".*-
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DEFINITIONS.

A few definitions are n:iven in order that
the en.£ri„cer may understand some of the com-
mon terms nsed in explaininjr the work of
steam enjn^ines and boilers.

Area. Area is the extent of any open snr-
face. and is found 1)y muhiplying its length
hy its breadth, if sqnare or rectangular. If the
surface is circular, the area mav be found by
squarmg the diameter, which is multiplying
the diameter by itself, and multiplying 'this
number by .7854. This rule will apply to any
circular surface, no matter what the diame-
ter is.

Circumference. Circumference is the dis-
tance around a circle. The circumference is
found by multiplying the diameter by 3. 1416.

Diameter. 'JMie diameter is the distance
across a circle or through a sphere j.assing
through its center. Doubling the diameter of
a circle will double its circumference, and will
nicrease its area four times.
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Radius. ^I'hc radius is the distance from
tlie contcT of a circle or sphere to one side,
f>r one half of the diameter.

Matter. Matter is anythin.^. that occupies
•'^Pace. It ,s the substance of which all bodies

atoms''
''"*' '' "'''"1^°'"'' ^^ molecules and

Molecules. A molecule is the smallest part
<^

a substance that can exist separatelv and
st.ll retam its composition and ,)roperties

Atoms. An atom is the smallest portion
nto which matter can be divided. Atoms unite
to form molecules, and a collection of mole-
cules forms a mass or bo<ly. A drop of water
nia> be divided and subdivided, until each par-
ticle IS so small that it can onlv be seen bv the"seoi the most p,>werful microscope. But'each
particle wdl still be water. When the division
|as becM. carried on until it is impossible to
livide It a.^ain without changin^^ its nature, or
to he point where if it be divided a^ain it
V, cease to be water and will be something

^1-^
.
the small particle of water would be a-olecule If the molecule of water be again

^I'VHled. It will become atoms, and will consistof two atoms of hydro.c.cn gas and one of oxy-
.^cn s:as:-water being formed from hydro-
S-cn and oxygen. ^

%T m̂Bmi^:-^>^m'^3^r!m
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Bodies. Bodies are composed of a collec-
tion of molecules, and exist in three conditions
or forms, as solid, liquid and gaseous.

Solid Body. A solid ' ody is one whose
molecules chanj^c their relative position with
.Sfreat difficulty, as iron, wood, stone, etc.

Liquid Body. A liquid liody is one whose
molecules tend to change their relative position
easily. Liquids readily adapt themselves to
the shape of vessels which contain them, and
their upper surface always tends to become
perfectly level.

Gaseous Bodies. A gaseous body, or gas,
is one whose molecules tend to separate one
from another, as air.

Vapor. \'apor is the gaseous form of a
substance that is usually solid or liquid, caused
by the application of heat to the liquid, as
steam.

Heat. Heat is a form of en'^-gy, caused by
a motion of the molecules cor sing matter.
If the molecules composing matter move slow-
ly, the body feels cold ; whereas if the motion
between the molecules is rapid, the body feels
warm or hot.

Temperature. Temperature is a term used
to mdicate how hot or cold a body is, or to
indicate the velocity of the vibration of the
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mo ecles of a l,o<Iy. Tc„,perat„re is n,ea.ur.
e<I by an instrument calle.l the thermometer,

w.th a bulb at one end filled with merenry
Pon l>empr heate.l, the mereury expands inproportmn to the rise of tentperature. Ther-

monteters are graduated in different wavs. 1„the I.ahre„ho,t thermometer, which is in -en-

when the instrument is plaeed in melting ice
s „,arked 32 .legrees. The point indicated bvhe mercury when the .hern,o,„eter is placedn bo.hng water. ,n the open air at the level ofhe sea, js n,arked _ ,2 degrees. The space be-tween these two points is divided into 180

c<|ual ijarts, called degrees
Absolute Zero. Absolute zero is a pointabout 4(« degrees belo,v zero Fahrenheit and

vould r"l '' "''"'' "'" '"°''''""- °f » '-dvwoiikl be at rest.

Absolute Temperature. Absolute tempera-nre ,s the ten,perature nu.asnred from the ab-solute zero point.

H«t Unit, or Measurement of Heat. Heat;s measured by the effect it produces in a bed"Tl,e standard heat unit is the amount of .,-atreqmred to raise the temperature of a poundof water from 6. ,0 63 degrees, Fahrrhdt
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This unit is called the British Thermal Unit
or B. T. U.

Work. Work is the overcoming of resist-
ance of any kind. The measure of work is

(me pound raised vertically one foot, and is
called one foot pound. All work is measured
by this standard. 'J'hc total amount of work
IS independent of time, wheiner it takes one
minute or one year in which to do it. But in
order to compare the work with a common
Standard, time must be considered.

Horse Power. The common standard to
which all work is reduced is the horse power.
One horse power is 33.000 foot pounds per
minute: or is equal to 33.000 pounds raised
vertically one foot in one minute ; or one pound
raised vertically 33.000 feet in one min-ite. Or
any combination that will when multiplied to-
gether give 33,000 foot pounds per minute.

A horse power as figured above, is based
upon the amount of work which a horse will
do in one hour, walking at an ordinary gait
pidling a light load. A horse pulling a load-
ed wagon, farm machinery, etc. often does
more than one horse power o.' work.

Pressure. In speaking of pressure in con-
nection "dth engines and boilers, we gener-
ally mean the pressure per square inch. When
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a boiler lias loo pounds steam pressure on it,

the steam is i)rcssiiij^r on each square inch in
the boiler at a pressure of loo pounds in all
directions. Steam jrajres indicate the pressure
on each s(|uare inch.

Pressure of Atmosphere or Air. The air or
atmosphere which is about us exerts pressure.
This pressure varies with the altitude or
height. At the sea level the air exerts a press-
ure of 14.7 pounds per s(|. inch. At hij^her eleva-
tions the pressure is less. On very hij^h moun-
tains the pressure is much less. Air may be
compressed. If we had a cvlinder closed at
the bottom, with a tight fitting piston at the
top, and we pushed the piston down in the cyl-
inder it would compress the air. and its pres-
ure would rise. Air may be compressed until
It becomes a liquid. When air is compressed
It gives ott heat. Air will also expand. If
we had a long cylinder closed at the bottom,
a tight fitting piston or plunger near the bot-
tom leaving some air in the lower part of
the cylinder, and were to pull the piston or
plunger up. the air would expand. It- press-
ure would then be less. Air will not condense
or turn to water as steam will when it becomes
cold.

Circulation of Air. Air circulates with heat.

j-imY
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Warm air, bciii^r lijrhtor than cold air. rises
rapidly tlir(ni.q:li the cold air. This is what give?
a draft through a chimney or smoke pipe; it

IS als(< what causes air to circulate through a
room where a hot air furnace is used. In an
ordinary room heated with a stove, the air is

generally se.-eral degrees hotter at the ceiling
than it is at the floor.

Vacuum. A vacuum is a space from which
the air has been removed, generally by
what is comuKjnly called suction. An abso'-
liite vacuum is a space from which the air has
been entirely exhausted. A partial vacuum is
a space from which a part of the air has been
removed. Were we to take a cylinder closed
at the bottom, having a tight-fitting piston or
Plnnscr in it at the bottom, and pull up on
the plungei we would remove the air from
the top. and the space between the plunger
and the bottom would become a vocuum,
"r partial vacuum. On an absolute vacuum
we would get a pressure equal to the weight
ot the air which would be 14.7 pounds
per square inch at the sea level. The press-
ure would be less on a partial vacuum
and less at a higher altitude, depending up-
on the height at which the vacuum was se-
cured.

*-as^-'>^'
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Water. Water is a colorless licjuid and is

foriiK'd from liydro-en and oxy.i-eii. in the pro-
portion of two vohmies of liydrofrcn to one of
oxvfren; (,r hy wei.o;lit. two parts of hydrogen
to sixteen parts oxy^vn. The several condi-
tions of water are usually stated as the solid,
when ice. the lirpii.!. when licpiid, and the gase-
ous ()r vaj)orous. when turned into steam. The
ordiui.ry temperature of water as we get it

trom a well will generally be from ^3 \o 75
degrees Fahrenheit. At or below 32 degrees
Fahrenheit, water is in a solid state, or fro;^en
as ice. At 3.; degrees Fahrenheit water reaches
Its maximum density, or is i„ its most compact
form. If cooled below 39 degrees it expands,
and upon reaching 32 degrees it freezes and
expands still more. When water is heated
above 39 degrees, it also expands. When heat-
ed in a boiler or kettle it circulates The
water next the fire on becoming heated
expands, is lighter than the cold water, and
rises to the top of the boiler. The cold water
goes downward to the bottom, giving a cir-
culation throughout the boiler. When^he cir-
culation in a boiler is good, the water is nearly
all at the same temperature. When water is
heated to 212 degrees i„ an open boiler or
kettle, It commences to give off vapor or steam
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The water will not hcconi hotter, but will re-

main at a tiMni)t'raturc of 21 _> dcj^^rccs until it

is all turned into steam.

One cubic inch of water
one cubic foot of steam, or w
1700 times as much s

will make about

ill occupy about
pace as it occupied as

water. One cubic foot of water weighs about
f-2"j lbs.. Contains f)'4 gallons. ijjH cubic
inches.

A gallon (.f water weighs 10 pounds and
contains 277.J7384 cubic inche>.

The pressure per sipiare inch which water
will give, depends upon the height to which
it is elevated. Each foot of elevation will give
about .43 of a pound pressure per scpiare inch.
A water tank or pipe 100 feet high will give
a pressure of 43 pounds. To find the pressure
which a tank will gue, multiply its height in

feet by .43.

The pressure cannot be increased by in-

creasing the size of the tank; it can oidy be
increased by elevating the tank.

One pound per square inch will raise water
2.31 feet in a pipe or tank.

Water will not expand into a vacuum as
air will, but will remain in a solid form at the
bottom. Water cannot be compressed. When

7S~-\->'>.;nHA.I«l'iB?-SS«
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a cylin.lcr is f„ll of water, it will not be pos-
siIjIc to force in mere, or to compress it.

Were we to stand a pipe in water, liavinj?
the Inwer end ..pen aiul remove the air from
tlie pipe ahove water, prodncin- a vacnum, the
water will rise in the pipe some distance, ac-
cordin^r to .1,0 c-xtent the vacnum was secnred.
It an ahsolnte vacuum is secured, it will rise
t" a heiVlit of alH.ut 34 feet. The rise of the
water m the vacuum is .hie to the pressure of
the atmosphere up..n the surface .,f the water
outside .,f the pipe. It will be note.l that the
pressure ot the atmosphere of 14.; lbs. times
-'.31. the hei.^ht in feel which one pound press-
ure will raise water. e.|uals 34 feet. Water will
not rise h.oher than 34 feet in an absolute
vacuum.

( )n a suc-ion pump where the cvlin-
'l^-r IS placed above the water, the wat.;r is
cau.sed t., nse by the vacuum and the air press-
ure, it ,s n.it practical to put a pump cvlinder
"lore than 25 feet above the ^^ ater. on account
of a bein.o- imp.,ssible to secure an absolute
vacuum with a common pump. The pump
w.ll work better by pntfm^ the cvlinder closer
or even rioht in the water.

Steam, \\heii water is heated to a tem-
perature of 212 de.^Tees Fahrenheit, it com-
mences to boil and ,c.ive of¥ vapor called steam

»' if:.'
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The temperature of the water and J the steam
that is given off in an open boiler will be 212
degrees. The steam in passing off will con-
dense, or turn to water again. As it turns to
water it becomes white in color. When in the
form of steam it has no color. The white
vapor we notice is the steam condensing an-;

turning to water.

It water or steam be confined in a clos.J
vessel or boiler the temperature of the water
and the stea.n will be the same, and the tem-
perature will increase as the steam pressure
increases. When the water is heated to boil-
ing and commences to give off steam the tem-
perature is 212 degrees. At a pressure of 5
pounds the tern, .rature will be nearly 22y
degrees

;
at a pressure of 25 pounds the' tem-

perature will be nearly 267 degrees ; at a press-
ure of 50 pounds the temperature will be near-
ly 2()y degrees; at a pressure of 100 pounds
the temperature will be nearly 337 degrees, and
at a jiressure of 200 pounds the temperature
will be nearly 389 degrees.

In raising steam pressure from the b< ^iiw-

point lu 50 pounds gage pressure, the t(;;.i-

perature of the v ater and steam will be i "ri

from 212 to 297 degrees, or 85 degree- ::

raismg the steam pressure from 50 poi ..'s

^V^r^^^SRO*WyS^r^ o*t
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S^ge pressure to loo pounds, the temperature
of the water and steam will be raised from
297 to 337 degrees, a difference of 40 degrees.
It will be noted that the pressure is raised
from 50 to 100 pounds with about half the
heat necessary to raise it from boiling to 50
pounds. As the pressure increases, a smaller
amount of heat is required to raise the steam
pressure.

Fig. I is an imaginary illustration of the
conditions of ice. water and steam. In A we
will suppose we put one pound of ice in the
bottom of an open-mouthed cylinder, and place

1

Wa til-

Fig.

Saturated
Steam

I

D
Dry Super-

heated Steam.

a tight-fitting piston P on it. On the applica-
tion of heat at the bottom of the cylinder the
ice is gradually heated until it arrives at a
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temperature of 32 degrees. The temperature
will remain at ^2 degrees until the ice melts
and becomes converted into water. The bulk
of the water will be a little less than that of

the ice from which it is formed, and the piston

descends a very little as at B. After the ice

is all turned into water, the temperature of the

water will gradually increase until a tem])era-

ture of 212 degrees is reached, when the water
will commence boiling and steam will be form-
ed, the pressure of the steam raising the piston

as at C\ So long as any water remains at the
bottom of the cylinder we are producing what
is called "saturated" steam, or wet steam. Thi?
is the condition of steam usually supplied to

engines from ordinary boilers having the ordi-

nary steam space. When all the water in the
bottom of the cylinder has been evaporated.
or turned into steam, as at 1). we obtain "dry"
steam. Tf heat were continue;! under the cylin-

der, the temperature would increase, and' we
would get what is termed "sui)erheated" steam.

Expansion of Steam. Suppt^se that steam
from a boiler enters a cylinder fitted with a

piston, the steam will push the piston ahead of
it. Suppose then that when the piston has
completed, say. one-half of its stroke, the valve
between the boiler and the cylinder is closed,
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and no more live steam is admitted, the pis-
ton wd! still he pushed hy the steam alreadv
contained in the eylinder. The pressure, how-
<'ver. udl decrease as the piston approaches
llu' opposite end of the cylinder. The work-
that the steam does in pushincr the piston, after
.t IS shut off from the boiler, must come frr n
the heat contained in the steam alreadv in the
cylinder. Its temperature must fall with its
pressure, as the piston moves out to the endW Iicn steam is shut off from the cvlinder in
this manner, it does work at the expense of
'ts own heat, and is said to be used "ex-
pansively," or "workin.ir on expansion."

Condensation of Steam. As the tempera-
tnrc of steam is lowered, the steam will con-
dense or turn into water. If in the cvlinder
1>. "is:. I. we remove the heat after the water
IS all turned into steam, the steam will crradu-
ally cool and condense, and we will have the
reverse action. The steam cooUu^ turns to
water, as in C and P,. If no steam were allow-
ed to escape around the piston, we would have
the same amount of water that we had when
we started. AX'ere we to hold the piston at the
top in D and allow the steam to condense the
water would settle to the bottom of the cvlin-

:Sf>
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(ler, and the space then between the water and
the piston would become a vacuum.

Latent Heat of Steam. Were we to take
one pound of water at a temperature of 32 de-

ijrees. and apply heat to it, and note the
time it took to raise its temperature to 212 de-

,^rees. or boilin^f poiut, and were we to con-
tinue heatinjT it until it was all evaporated or

boiled away, it would take 5%. times as louij. or
5I2 times as much heat, to turn it into steam
from 212 degrees, as it did to raise it from the
temperature of 32 degrees to 212 degrees. Its

tem]5erature would not rise, but would remain
at 212 degrees. The heat which we apply to

this water after the boiling point is reached
is called 'Mat- ;• heat."

Steam Table. The steam table g-ivcn on
pages 2r,. 27. 28. 29. is a table of the properties
of saturated steam, a. pressures from i to 300
pounds above the vacuum. Whenever the
pressure of steam is changed its other proper^
ties also change, such as the following:

I'irst. The temperature of the steam, or
its boiling point.

Second. The number of heat units required
to raise a pound of water from 32 degrees to
the boiling point corresponding to the given
pressure. This is called the heat of the liquid.



'Ihinl The n,„o.,nt of heat required to
' •a"«c ,1,0 water at ,he boili„j, ,e„,peratt,reno s,ea,„ at the same ,emperat„re. This isca le,I ,he la,ent heat, or latent heat of vapor !

Fourth. The an.ount of heat rccjuired to

St a„, of the re,|„,re,l ten,pera,„re aud press-"rc
.

1 h,s ,., called ,o,al hea,, c. the total heato vapon.a.,o„. The total heat is ,he ,s„n, of
tl,c h,|u,d an.l the latent heat.

Fifth. The speeitic volume of s,eam a,
1,0 «,ven pre,ssure, or the „„n,ber of eubic

feot oceup.ed by a pouud of steam at the givenpressure. &'\t;n

Sixth. The density of steam. That is thewc.,H.t of one eubic foot of steam at the givenpressure. s'^t^n

Explanation of Steam Table. The stean,table on pages 2G. 27. 28, 29 of the propertieso saturated steam, gives the ordinary pr'cssure

., ,

° '°° ''"'""'^ '-"'"^^ vacuu,,,. CoUunn
> ,Y^c^

the pressure shown on the steam gage
0°

ed".;,"'T: ""' """"" ="'"^-^ "- --"•"'tailed ahso ute nres<;iirn r-^ilue pressure. Column 3 mvcs theempcrature of the stean, when af the g gPU-ssure show,, in Colun,,, ,. or absolute pr ,t"re .shown ,n CoI„„,n 2. Colun,n 4 gives the
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heat of the liquid. Column 5 gives the latent

heat of vaporization. It will be noted that this

decreases slightly as the pressure increases.

Column 6 gives the total heat of vaporization.

The values in Column 6 may be had by adding

together the values in Columns 4 and 5.

Column 7 gives the weight of a cubic foot of

steam in pounds. It will be noted that as

the pressure rises the steam becomes denser,

and weighs more per cubic foot. Column 8

gives the number of cubic feet occupied by
one pound of steam at the given pressure.

Column 9 gives the ratio of the volume of a

pound of steam at the given pressure and the

volume of a pound of water at 39.1 degrees.

The values in Column 9 may be obtained by
dividing 62.425, the weight of a cubic foot of

water at 39.1 degrees, by the numbers in

Column 7.
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STEAM BOILERS.

A slrain l,.,il,.r is a vessel i„ ,vliiel. stein,

.. n,
e„.a,e,.u,,K.,„rne,li„,ostea;„:a„,.

1 .
c f,,r storage u i.e,, Uu- s,ea,n is ^,n..au,l. Iluy are made in ,„a„v forms o|- n press„re „r „ea,l„, boi-ers, Vhe a;

,':;":''''' ,''•'"'-''- power purposesarc generally ,„a,l>. ;„„„ ,.^„„ . ^. ^j_,

I

"<>" "r SI. for „„,,„ "-^
,;';:"'• 7'™*-"" "f f-- fifty >o six

, :;

ll'e safe uorki,,,. press„re „f a steam l.oiler

I,;"
:"""""^ '"""-• -l»'>l.ickness of its
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material bciiij? cut out in iiuikiup: I'olcs for the
rivets. ( )u a siuj^Me riveted boiler it is custom-
ary to allow only about 56 per cent of the ten-
sile stren.i,rth of the material. (Jn a double
riveted boilt-r it is customary to allow about
70 per cent of the tensile stren.i,nh of the ma-
terial. ( )n the better class of boilers often
there are three or more rows of rivets, and
cften on the best class of boilers the ed^es
of the sheets butt toj^^ether and a strap is rivet-
ed on each side of the joint. Such a joint is

called a butt and strap joint. When well made
uith the proper size rivets, the efficiency of
this joint may reach above 90 ])er cent of the
tensile strent^nli of the materia'.

In threshing or creamery boilers the longi-
tudmal seams, or seams running lengthwise
of the boiler, are ,onerally double riveted. The
girth seams, or seams running around the
boikT, are generally single riveted. 'JMie girth
seams are not subject to as much pressure as
the longitudinal seams.

A large boiler must have a thicker shell
than a small one in order to stand the same
pressure. The thickness of a boiler shell must
uicrease in the same ratio that the diameter
increases. A boiler 24 inches in diameter ^4
of an inch thick, will stand twice the pressure
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of a bniUr 4H iiiclus in <Iiamct( r '4 uf an inch
thick. ..r the 4« inch hoiic-r uoukl need to be
h inch thick- in r.nk'r to stand the same press-
ure as the 24 inch hoik-r '

j inch thick. The
pressure in a steani boik-r is e(|nal in all direc-
tions, and a 48 inch boiler wnnld have twice
as many s.piare inches in its shell as a -4 inch
boiler, conse.inently it must be twice as strong
•n order to stan.l the same pressure. The lenj^nh
"t a boder is imt consi.kre.l in fii^nrin- its safe
working or bursting pressure, as it is t!ie lon.n.
tiidinal seams that are re(|uired to stanrl th»
greatest pressure.

Boiler iron or steel should have a tensile
strength of fron. uify to sixtv thousand
pounds. I h,s means that a bar of the material
from which the boiler was made, one inch
thick, must stand the pulling strain of that
amount. A bar ; j inch lluck and i inch wide
would stand one-half of that amount. \ bar
.'4 of an inch thick and i inch wide would
stand ()nc-(juarter that amount.

The tensile strength of boiler plate is found
by testing a piece of it in a testing machine,
and the tensile strength of the material is usu-
ally stamped upon the plate. It is customary
to allow onc-si.xth of the bursting pressure of
boiler material as a safe working pressure
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Test strips of the niai-rial sliouUl stand beiul-

iiijjf double while hot. also while cold, and after

havinj^^ been heatel to a hri^dit red heat and
c|ueiiched in iM.ld water.

To tind the hnrstinjj^ pressure of a cylindri-

cal hoilrr. multiply th" tensile strentjth of the

.>lull hy its thickiuss in inch.-s. If the boiler

be double rivcied. inullii)ly tliis by 70 per cent
to tind its strenj^th at the riveted joint. Divide
this by the radius, or one-half of the diameter
of the boiler. To find tin- safe working press-

ure, divide this by six.

Example
: Diameter of boiler 36 inches;

thickness of shell '4 inch; tensile strength
Thlooo pounds: seams double riveted. What
is the bursting ])ressure. and the safe working
pressure?

60,000 multiplied by '4 inch (thickness of
shell) e(|uals 15.000. 15.000 multiplied by 70
per cent ecpials 10.500. 10,500 divided by 18

inches (radius of boiler) cMpials ^8^ pounds,
bursting pressure.

5<S3 pounds divided by 6 (factor of safety)
ccpialb 97 pounds, safe working pressure.
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1:^ )rizontal Boilers. Figure 2 shows a hor-
izontal return tuhular boiler set in brick work,
..bich is a form in common use in creameries
and small stationary plants. It is probably the
best boiler f(^r such places, being economical
of fuel, easily managed and cleaned. Because of

its cylindrical form the greater part of the dirt

and sediment will settle at the bottom where
it may be easily scraped and washed out
through the hand-hole (R) and blow-olT (S).

These boilers range in size from about 8
to 150 horse ])ower. Owing to their form, no
stay bolts and but few braces are required in

boilers of this type. The tube sheets and top
of the dome being the only flat i)laces, are all

that re(|uire braces. The tubes which extend
from end to end act as braces for the tube
sheets in the water space. Solid braces are
i)ut above the tubes running from the tube
sheets to the top side of the boiler; also from
the top to the sides of the dome.

IJoilers of this type are not so liable to
serious damage from low water as many other
types. As long as there is any water in the
boiler it is over the fire or hottest part. The
first damage that is liable to occur is from the
tubes being burned at the rear end, should the
water become low.
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These 1)oilcrs are umkiIIv sui)ported by

brackets rivele.l t.. the sides nt the boiler and

rcstini;- ..n the side walls. The brackets at the

rear end should rest .m three (^r four iron roll-

ers abnnt one inch in diameter and eight

inches l,,nu. 'Ihe rollers in turn should rest

upon a cast imn plate, >et in the bnck wall.

The (object of the rollers i> to a'low the boiler

lo expand and contract without cracking the

brick work. rr"P^-'- allowance should also be

made lor the boiler ex-anding and contracting

at the rear eu.l. bv leaving the brick a Miort

distance awav from the end of the boiler and

hlling the space left with s.jme material that

will allow the boiler to get longer and shorter

xviihont p.ushing out the end wall. I'.oilers ot

lar.-e ^i/e are often supported by iron posts

set'on each side of the boiler, extending up two

or three feet above the boiler, and the boiler

hung from a girder placed upon these posts.

The brick work is then tilled in around the

posts and serves simply to make a l^re box and

combustion chamber. This makes a much

better arrangement for setting a boiler, there

being no danger from the boiler settling, and

the walls may be repaired without interfering

with the boiler setting.

With this boiler the fire passes under the

i



boiler and returns tlironsli the tu1)cs to the

front end. and then up throui;h the breeching

or smoke l)i|ie to tlie chimney.

'i"he furnace shonhi l)e lined with fire brick,

which arc special brick that will stand heat.

This lining extends from the surface of the

grates u]) to where the brick closes in on the

side of the boiler. I'"ire brick should be laid

in a thin mortar made from fire clay and water,

iust enough to fill up the irregularities of the

surface and give them a solid bearing. In lay-

ing the fire brick, each one should be dipped

into water as used, so as not to take the water

from the mortar too rapidly. Every sixth row

f brick beginning .'it grate surface should be

f headers, well bonded into the wall behinfl.

o

o

'O as to allow the brick work to be ret

w

paired

lien 1)urne;l out. The arch over the fire door

should be marie from arch fire brick. Tliese

are brick made for the purpose, which are thin-

ner in one end or wedge sha])e(l, and would

naturally stay in jiosition should the fire clay

become loose and fall out. The side and rear

walls should alwavs be double with a two inch

beti tl ho> It. Theair space Detween tliem, as siiown in cu

object of the air space is to prevent leakage

of heat as much a^ ]>oSSI bl( The walls should

not be bonded together, but projecting brick
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from tlic outer wall should extend to the inner

wall. This leaves the inner wall free to ex-

pand without affectinj^ the outer wall.

This type of boiler is no doubt the best

boiler to be had for creameries and moderate
sized steam plants.

Fire Box Boilers. The fire box boiler

shown in I'igure 3 is a type of boiler that is

used to quite an extent in locomotives, some
threshine: enq^incs. and for stationary boilers

where it is desirable to have a boiler which is

self-contained and where the brick work may
be dispensed with. In many cases they are

mounted upon skids, and are largely used in

i^as and oil well rejc^ions, also for portable saw-
mills where it is desirable to have a boiler that

may be moved frecpiently. There are many
g^ood points in its favor, it beings easily moved,
requirinf]^ no expensive brick settinj^, and oc-

cupying small space. It is fairly economical
of fuel, although not ecpial in this respect to

the horizontal return tubular boiler. It is

more liable to leakage owing to unequal ex-

pansion and numerous joints and braces.

Owing to its construction it is not so easily

cleaned as a horizontal tubular boiler, as the

dirt and sediment settle on the crown sheet
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and on tlic bottom, both of which have numer-
ous stay bolts uhicli obstruct scrapint^ and
uashiiijnr. 'Ihis may l)e called an internal fire

boiler, the fire beinj^ inside of the fire box and
the heat ])assinnr tlirous;h the tubes to the

srnoke pipe.

toilers of this type are more liable to ser-

ious dania<j^e should the water become low, as

in that case the warer would leave the crown
sheet bare. The crown sheet beinef immedi-
ately over the hottest fire, it would soon be-

come daufjcrously overheated.

Vertical or Upright Boilers. Wrtical or up-
rie^hi boilers, shown in I'ioure 4. are irenerally

used in ,)laces wliere a small boiler is required
and door s])ace is limited. They are not
economical of fuel, the tubes bein.i,^ vertical

will not retain the heat as well as a horizontal
tube. ( )\\hv^ to the fact that heat always
rises, m a vertical boiler it tends to pass out
cpiickly, and is not impinocd against the tubes
as in a horizontal l)oiler.

It is not a durable boiler, and is hard to
clean and keep in repair. The dirt and sedi-
raent settle on the tube sheet directly over the
fire. The tube sheet bcinrr filled with tubes
is very difficult to clean, and if not kept clean
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Fig. 4.

A—Firo Door.
B—Ash Door
r—Orate.
D—Firebox.
K—Ash Pit.
F—Smoke Pipe.

G—Feed Pipe.H—Blow Off Pipe.
I—Gafje Cocks.
J—Glass Gape.
K—Steam Pipes.
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Ti:;—;t

A-Firobox.
B-Gratos.
(NAsh Pit.
D-Tubes

^i£- S-
E-Stoam and
Water Drum.

F-Wator Column.
<T- Damper.

H-Mud Drum.
I-Firo Door.
J-A.sh Door.
K-Steam Pipe.
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it and llu' lube ends hecoiiio ovcrlicatcil. which
makes it dangerous and liable to leak. It will

he noticed in the cut that the upper ends of the

tubes extend abnvo the water line. They arc

also made in what is called the "Subnicrt^^cd

tube." in which the upper tube sheet is lowered
down below the water line liv tlns mc thod

the entire tubes are covered with water,

toilers of this type are not to be recommended
except where it is dt-sirable to use them for a

short time or for a small amount of work.

Water Tube Boilers. \\ ater tube boilers

arc often used in large steam ])lants. where
boil ers ot "-rcat size carrvinq: a verv hi<ih

steam pressure are desired. I'io;urc 5 shows
the water tube boiler, of which there are sev-

eral makes. The one shown is of the Babcock
V.K: Wilcox ty])e.

Water tube boil I rs are composed princip-

ally of wrou.q:ht iron tubes ab.out 4 to 6 inches
in diameter, arranged in sections connected at

each end with a steam and water dome above
them. These tubes are generally placed at an
incline, and are entirely fille;l with water, the
water extending up into the steam and water
drum. In these boilers the wate r IS on th(

inside of the tubes and the heat on the outside
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'I'lu' water insidr tlu- liiht-s wluMi hcatod lias

a tciKk'iicv to rise- toward the iiiqlier cud, and
upward into the steam and water drnni wIutc
tlu' steam is jL,M\c'n off. 'I he hack" connections
permit a downward current, and thus a contin-
uons circulation is obtained.

lioilers of this type are safe where a verv
hi.nh ])ressnre is carried, owin.«,' to the small
size of tubes. These boilers ran.c^e in size up
to several hnndred horse jjower, and often
carry steam np to J50 i)onnds prcssnre. Iloilcrs

of this kind are otdy recommended for larjje

plants, and for snch work are verv desirable.
They are (piite safe froni explosions, as an ex-
l)lo-ion in a b.)i]er of this kind generally con-
sists in the rupture of a tube winch would re-

lease the water and steam comparativelv slow-
ly, and would not do the damaj^^e that would
be caused by a lar<;e boiler burstini^ open.
I hey arc cpiite economical of fuel, but require
closer attention than the horizontal return
tid)ular boikrs.

Traction Engine Boilers. P.oilers for trac-
tion ent^nnes are usually constructed so as to
burn either straw, wood or coal. For burn-
lUi? straw a chanj^e is .e:enerally necessary in
the furnace, such as puttincr a' brick arch in
the fire box type, or an extension on the back
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I'liil it\ tlu- rrtun; lliu' l>"iKr. so a'^ to j;ivc the

I'Unniiij |Lra>es a loiij^ir distance to travel in

passiui,' tliroujLjli the boiler, and to provide

more space tor the straw beinij fed into the

tuinace It alM prev en ts tl le hnrninfr straw

from lods^ini;- aiL^innst the ends of the tnhcs and

clo!4;i^iii|4 them up. 'Iraclion en,Ljine boilers

are tiiade in se\eral types, each of which has

il> particidar points of fa\-or. (iood resnlts

luiiri > () to II are those in

are (.asily obtaiiUMl trom ( ach type when ]iro

perly maiia^'ed. !•

mo>t common ns/.

Return Flue Boiler. l"i<>uri' 6 shows the

^ide and end \ iew of a return Hue boiler for

tracom en_t,dnes. titted f<ir burninij^ wood and
coal. I'loth shell and main line are n^und. The
l':re is in ilu- main line, passes to the front end.

and returns throu,i,di the tubes at the sides and
above the main tlue. There is a free circula-

tion of water dl aroun( 1 tl le main tl ue A
of tlii". k'\\].\ Ins an a Iv.mfi.^c i-i tlni1. .•!

it i^ (|U!ie ea>ily ck-aned. as much of the dirt

and sediment settle to the b.ottoni where it

may be washed and blown out The cut also

shows a super-heater pipe which takes the

steam from the top of the dome, carries it back
throu^h the dome on the inside near the top of

the boiler out throuijh the rear head into the
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smoke box ; then up through the smoke pipe

and into the steam chest of the engine. It is ex-

posed to the air only a few inches which keeps

the steam from condensing before it reaches

the steam chest of the engine. A pet-cock is

put at the rear end to drain out any water that

should condense. There is also a drip hole in

the lower part of the pipe to drain water into

the boiler. A large valve is placed on the

steam pipe at the top of the dome to shut the

steam off entirely.

Figure 7 shows a side view of the same
boiler fitted for burning straw. It will be

noted that there is an extension added to the

rear end. with short grates and a self-closing

door where the straw is fed in. This door
closes from its own weight and prevents cold

air being drawn into the furnace.

Fire Box Return Flue Boiler. Figure 8

shows a side view of a fire box return flue

boiler. Figure 9 shows the end view of the

same boiler. The grates on this boiler j^re not
shown. The fire is in the fire box, the heat
passing through the flue and then returning
through the tubes above and at the sides of

the fine.

Fire Box Boiler. Figure 10 shows a fire

i)ox boiler fitted im burning straw. This
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boiU-r is fitted for burninu^ straw by jiutting in

the fire brick arcb "A." Tart of the regular

grates are covered by the dead plate "J." It

will be noted that the air passing into the fire

Fig. 9.

box draws against ihe burn. -,traw. The
fire brick arch prevents the burning straw

from being carried directly u]) against the

tubes, also jLii\es the ilaiUf or heat a longer

distance to tra\ el in ])assing through the boiler.
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Fire Box Boiler, l-i^furo ii sliows a fire

box boiler fitted for burninjr coal or wood.
This same boiler may be fitted for burning
straw by putting in a fire brick arch and short
grate with a dead plate in place of the regular
wood or coal grates. The fire door would also

be fitted with a chute to aid in feeding the
straw. The small door at the left hand side
of the fire box is for cleaning out the ashes that
might accummulatc behind the arch. This
cut shows the full open-bottom fire box. An
open-bottom fire box is convenient when it is

necessary to repair or put in new tubes. A
boiler of this type is necessarily longer than a

boiler of the return flue type, in order to give
the necessary distance of travel for the heat
before it leaves the boiler.

Size of Boilers. Horse Power. In speak-
ing of the size of a boiler it is common practice
to state the size in horse power. The horse
power, meaning the size of a boiler, large
enough to furnish steam to an engine do-
mg work equal to a given number of horses.
'1 here are two common methods of estimating
the horse power of a boiler, one of which is to

measure the amount of heating surface upon
the boiler, the other is to measure the amount
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of watcT wliicii tiie bolkr will turn into steam
in a qivcn Icng-lh ci f\nv , such as one hour.

Horse Power by Test. The American
Society of Mechanical Engineers recommend-
ed, and it is now generally accepted, that the

commercial horse power of a steam boiler be
taken as an evaporation of 30 pounds of water
per hour from feed water at a temperature of

100 degrees F. into steam at 70 pounds gage
pressure, with good fuel and ordinary firing.

In this way a 20 horse power boiler would use
20x30 or 600 pounds of water in one hour,

doing 20 horse power work, providing the
water was put into the boiler at a temperature
of 100 degrees and the steam was used at 70
pounds gage pressure. If temperature or press-

ure vary from these figures, allowance should
be made for it. In testing a boiler by this

method the water would be carried at a certain

height in the boiler, and the amount of water
weighed or measured as it was pumped in

when the boiler was in operation.

Horse Power by Heating Surface. It is

quite common practice to estimate the size of
a boiler by measuring the heating surface, and
for nrriinary boilers allowing about 14 sq. ft.

of heating surface for each horse power. The
heating surface of a boiler is all the surface
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that has water on one side of the metal, and
fire or heat on the other. Tn a horizontal re-

turn tu1)nlar boiler, it would be all the surface

e()ntaine<l in the lower half «»f the shell, the

tubes, and the tube sheets. ( )n the horizontal

boiler the brick work strikes th*" side of the

boiler about half the way up. and for this

reason we fig-ure the lower half of the shell.

For example, suppose we had a boiler 36
inches in diameter. 10 feet long, wdth thirty

3-inch tubes, and wished to know the amount
of heating surface and horse power. One half

of the circumference equals 4.71 feet; 4.71

times 10 feet equals 47.1 s(|uare feet in the

shell. The circumference of each tube is 9.42

inches: the length of each tube 120 inches;

9.42 times 120 equals 1,130.4 scjuare inches;

1,130.4 square inches divided by 144 equals

7.85 s(|uare feet heating surface in one tube;

7.85 times 30 e(|uals 235.5 square feet in 30
tubes. For the tube sheets we would measure
the surface of both sheets and deduct the area

of the tubes, also deduct the suface above the

water. The heating surface 01 the sheets in

tliis boiler would be about 7 feet. Adding the

healing surface.—47.1 feet in the shell, 235.5
feet in the tubes, 7 feet in the tube sheets,

—

gives us 289.6 square feet of heating surface:
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2X0/1 (lividcil hy 14. tin- miuibcr of feet re-

'luircd for oik- horse power, . |iials 20.6 horse

])()\ver.

( )n soiiu' types of boilers it is customary
to allow a little less than 14 square feet of heat-

injT^ surface for one hore power, and on some
types a little more, dependinjj somewhat upon
how cfTective the heating- surface is; 14 square
feet is but a jn^cneral avcrnjre. In comparing
the size of l)oiIers, figuring the heating surface

and considering how effective it is gives a very
good comparison.

Horse Power by Grate Surface. Sometimes
the horse power of a boiler is roughly estimat-

ed by the number of scpiarc feet of grate sur-

face. This is found by multiplying the length
of the grates by their width. The amount of
grate surface required under a horizontal tube
boiler for one horse power, would be from one-
third to one-half square foot. If the grates
of a boiler were 36x42 inches, it would give
lo/j square feet. Allowing one-half square
foot for one horse power, it would be sufificient

grate surface for a 21 horse power boiler.

Figuring the horse power of a boiler by grate
surface is not nearly as accurate as figuring it

by the heating surface.

•^V#.Tf^
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Steam Domes. Steam domes on boilers

are placed on top of the boiler for the purpose
of increasing^ the capacity for the storajje of

steam, and to afTord a ready means of draw-
ing ofT the dry steam. They are desirable and
necessary on traction engine boilers, especially

''hen moving on the road and there is con-

siderable agitation of the water from moving.
On a stationary boiler a steam dome is not

necessary, and in many cases no domes are

put upon the boilers. Boilers having no domes
generally have the tubes put in a trifle lower
down, and thus secure the additional steam
space in the boiler above the tubes. The dome
is objectionable in that it weakens the boiler

and, unless covered with non-conducting cov-

ering, is apt to condense the steam in the

boiler to some extent.
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BOILER FITTINGS.

Water Columns. 'I'lic water column on a

hoiliT consists of a liollow cylindrical castinjr

about 3 to 4 inches in diameter by I2 to i8

itidu's in Unsftli. into which are screwed the

Fig. 12.

gage-cocks and glass gat^e. Often the steam

gage is attached to the upper end, and a valve

for blowing out. at the lower end. The lower

end of the water column is connected to the

boiler in the v.ater space, and the upper end
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is connected to the top (if the boiler or steam
space, as shown in Fissure 12 which shows the

manner in which they are <;enerally placed on
boilers set in brick work.

W*
n^f^i-—

^^-=r^^ 3^J=--S^Ii

:=":Z--Z--I

^J^^^^ « Vtte^ _
-

1

W^
\
[r "**»•:

Fig. 13-

The purpose of the water column is to

show the amount of water in the boiler. If it

is kept clean on the inside and tiie valves open,
the water will stand at the saiTie height in the

water column as it docs in the boiler, and will
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sliow tins hciijlit in tin- j^Ha^^ anfl at th< ijape-

ccfks. as watir will always find its own ' vol

if tin- i)rossnrc- be i'(|n.-il on (noli side.

It slmnld !)(> so placed nn the hoiUr th.a the
linttom !)i ihc ,i,dass j;a,t-' uill he level with the

I

f^M

V i.c:- u

to]) of the npper tubes ir h e a- nita tubular
h'l iler. or level with tl

in. the fire box l^oili^ r.

It
' p of ti.e n\ 11 sh<

can the:; .e f;een

lonkin,!^ at the -lass just "^ow hiRJi the watci
is over tli tubes or crow shed The lower
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-age-cock should be al .ut one inch above the
top of the upper row oi tu!)es in the horizontal
return tubiila boiler, or the crown sheet in

the fire box oiji Th(e niiddle j^age-cock
hould be placed a. out 4 inches above th

per tui OS or crown sheet, and the
cock ..uoi t ; nt s above the tubes or

c up

upper gage-

cr vvn

Ot) some h 'iler-s. -specially the fire tbox, no
r cuinmn is 11 the glass gage being

s* ^ved rectly on the boiler, as in Fig-

lej. -cocks in this cas«- are also
ed (lirectK on to the boil

screw
er, as in Figure 14.

Height of Water to Carry. \Vh
cuUinin u proi )er!\'

en a water
' the water should be
e !^age-cock, which would

ater over the tubes or
lary boiler. A large

'le more water, and
larger water column

)n a small boiler
le water would perhaps be a little lower. If

there was danger of foaming or priming with
the i.jiler, the water might be carried down
to about 2 inchec. over the tul>es. If too much

carried near the 1

give about 4 inc,

crown sheet in ai.

l)oiler would carrv

would generally ha\

with gages farther apart. O
tl

water is carried it does not allow enough steam
space in the boiler, or room for the water and
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steam to separate, and the water is carried

over with llic steam into the engine. A boiler

may he priming a little, huL not enough to call

the engineer's attention to it. This is wasteful

of tuei and water, as cold water must be pumped
into the boiler to replace the hot water 'hat is

passing out with the steam. Carrying too little

water in the boiler is liable to cause trouble

from burning the tubes. If an engineer carries

low water, say 2 inches over the tubes, and if

something should happen to the pump or in-

jector so they sl(»ppe(l feeding, the water
would soon become dangerously low. When
carrying low water an engineer must be very
watchful of the ])ump or injector.

Leveling Water Column. On taking charge
of a steam boiler an engineer should always
level his water column so as to know just how
it is set. They arc frecpiently put on by care-

less workmen too liigh or too low. If

placed too high and the water is carried

near the middle gage-cock, there will be mor*'

water than necessary over the tubes or crown
sheet, and the boiler will be very liable to

prime. If put too low and the water i<;

carried near the middle gage-cock, there will

not be enough water over the tubes or crown
sheet to keep them covered the proper depth
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There is ('.anj^a-r of hurninj;^ the tubes or caus-
incr them t ) leak, and danger of melting out the
safety pluij.

The water column may be leveled by usin
a common spirit level and leveling from the
top of the tubes around to the glass. Or when
filling the boiler with water fill it until the
water just shows in the glass, and then look-

in the top manhole or hand-hole and see if it

covers the tubes. If not, fill boiler until it just
covers the tubes, and then note just how much
there is in the glass. It would be well to put
a mark upon the water column that is just at
the level of the top of the tubes, for a guide
as to just how much water there is over the
tub

1.

If th e water column is too high or too
)\v. It i> not always advisable to change it,

but the engineer should find just how it is set
and then carry the projier a

It is the

mount of water
amount of water over the tubes or

crown sheet that makes a boiler safe and econ-
omical in the use of water and fuel, not the
amount of water in the water column.

Cleaning the Water Column. There should
be a cross put on below the water col
w here the pipe c

umn

the lower open
valve for blow

:omes out from the boiler, and
ing should be connected with a
ing out. This valve should be
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opened often and the water blown out a little

so as to clean the pipe between the boiler and

the lower end of the water column. This pipe,

if not blown out. is liable to become filled with

mud or scale. The side of the cross should

be closed with a plug and the pipe scraped oc-

casionally to keep it free from scale. It often

happens that this pipe closes up. In this case

the water column of course would not show

the proper amount of water.

Breaking Glass Gage. There are valves at

the top and bottom of the glass gage, which

mu.-t be kept open when running. When

shutting down in cold weather when there is

danirer of freezing, thev should be closed at

night and the glass drained. It is also advis-

able to close lb em when the boiler is left for

anv length of time. These valves should be

txamined occasionally, and especially in the

morning, to make sure they are wide open. In

case the glass gage breaks while running, the

valv's should be closed to prevent the escape

of water and steam. The height of the water

can then be told by the gage cocks until a new

glass is put in. New glass gages should al-

\vavs be kept on hand, as they are l" \','.^. to

break at any time. Rubber gaskets -' the

glass should also be kept on hand, as ti.c old
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ones are liable to be too hard to use again and

it is difficult to get fibrous packing in tight. If

a new glass is too long, it may be cut by
breaking ofif the tip of a three-cornered file so

as to get a sharp corner, and scratching the

glass on the inside, where you wish to break it.

It will then break easily.

Safety Valves. A safety valve is absolute-

ly essential to every steam boiler in order to

relieve the pressure when it reaches a certain

limit, and thus avoid danger from explosions.

It should open when the pressure reaches a

fixed limit, and be large enough so that no in-

crease of pressure can then occur. It shou.d
be connected directly to the boiler with no
valves between it and the boiler, and there

should be no other steam taken from the same
opening. Safety valves are of two kinds, the

ball and lever and the pop or spring safety

valve.

Bali and Lever Safety Valves. A cross

section of the ball and lever safety valve is

shown in Figure 15.

Ball and lever safety valves are often used
on stationary l)oilers, and while not quite so

reliable as the pop safety valve, they are a

little cheaper and answer the purpose fairly

well. The pressure at which the ball and
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lever safety valve will open is regulated by the

ball E. Movinj^: tlie ball towards the safety

valve will allow it to blow at a lower pressure

;

moving- it out towards the end of the lever will

allow it to blow at a higher pressure. The
pressure at which a ball and lever safety valve

will blow off can be figured by knowing the

A—Valvo Disk
R—Valve Hteiii.
C—Fulcrum.
D— r.ipver.

E—Ball.
F—Pipe from Boilor.

Fig- 15-

area of the valve disk A, the weight of the

valve disk and stem, the weight of the lever,

the weight of the ball, the distance from where
the valve stem touches the lever to the ful-

crum C. and the distance from the ball to the
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fulcrum C. This rule in practice, however,

is not often used. The safety valv^! being set

l)V the steam ga.u;e when the valve and gage

are both new and in good condition, the ball

will then be placed at the proper place on the

k'\er to blow off at the desired pressure. The

k'ver should be marked at this point distinctly

in order that the engineer may tell at a glance

whether the ball has been moved or not. If

ihe ball has not been moved, the valve should

always blow at the same pressure, unless the

valve disk A is stuck in its seat. It some-

times rusts in its seat and will not open at the

proper i)ressure. A safety valve should be

opened every morning after about lo to 40

pounds steam pressure has been raised, in or-

der to be sure that it is not stuck and is in

good condition. The position of the ball on

the lever should be noted at the same time.

A safety valve should not be opened when

the steam gage registers more than five pounds

above the blowing off point as the indication

would be that the valve was stuck m its seat

and opening it would relieve the pressure too

(piickly. It would be best to check the fire,

start the pump or injector and when the press-

ure is one or two pounds above the blowing off

point open the safety valve.
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Rules for Figuring Ball and Lever Safety

Valves. The followiiij^ rules are ^ivcn in order

that an eiij^inccr may he al)le to figure the

proner hlowiiig-off point of a safety valve. In
each of the three rules the same size valve,

lever, etc., are used. The dimensions are as

follows

:

A\'ei,q:ht of hall 2^1/. pounds.

Re(|uircd pressure— loo pounds ])cr square
inch.

Distance from fulcrum to valve stem—

2

inches.

Weif^ht of lever, valve and valve stem,
(taken directly ahove the valve stem hv means
of a spring scale)—8 pounds.

Diameter of safety valve—2 inches.

Area of safety valve (2X2X.7854) equals

3.1416 square inches.

Rule I. To nnd distance ball should be
placed on a lever, multiply the pressure re-

(piired by the area of the valve. Sul)tract the
weight of the lever, valve and stem, and multi-
ply the answer by the distance from fulcrum
to center of \alve steni. Divide by the Vvci""!!!

of the ball, and the answer will give the dis-

tance to place the ball from the fulcrum.
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Example:

rrc-ssiire (lOO pounds) niultiplicd by nrra

of valve (3.i4i(')) c(iuals 314. i^).

314.16 less wcii^ht of lever, valve and stem

(S pounds) ecjuals 306.16.

306.16 multiplied by d iCe from fulcrum

to center of valve stem ._ inches) equals

()I2.32.

612,32 divided by \vci.s^ht of ball (25j'j

pounds) ecpials 24 inches, Icn^jth of k^-er,

answer.

Rule 2. To find weifjht required for a

miven pressure, multiply the pressure by the

area of the valve. Subtract the wei.cjht of the

lever, valve and valve stem, and multiply the

answer by the distance from fulcrum to center

of valve stem. Divide by the length of the

lever from the fulcrum to the point of bearini;

of the ball upon the lever.

Example

:

Pressure (100 pounds) multiplied l)v area

of valve (3.T416) equals 314.16 square inches.

314.16 less weight of lever, valve and stem

(8 pounds) equals 306.16.

306.16 multiplied by distance from fulcrum

to center of valve stem (2 inches) equals 612.32.

612.32 divided by length of lever (24 inch-

es) equals 2^yj pounds, weight of ball, answer.
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I^ulc 3. To find the pressure, divide the
lt'n.i,nh of lever by the distanee from fulcrum
tn center of valve stem. Multiplv answer l)y
weio-ht of hall. Add wei.qht of 'lever, valve
and stem, and divide by area of valve. The
answer will be the steam pressure per square
inch.

ICxample:

Lvui^lh of lever (24 inches) divided bv the
distance from fulcrum to center of valve 'stem
(2 inches) equals 12.

12 multiplied 1)y wei,i-ht of ball (251/-.

pounds) e(|nals 306.

3or, plus wei-ht of lever, valve and stem
(8 pounds) equals 314.

314 divided area of valve ^3.1416) equals
99.95 pounds. Practically 100 pounds steam
pressure, answer.

Pop or Spring Safety Valves. Pop or spring
safety valves are generally used on the best
class of stationary boilers, and are used on
locomotives and traction engine boilers. They
are a lit;ie more reliable than the ball and
lever, and are not so liable to leak. Thev ^rc
so constructed that wher ,ey blow oft s'team
the pressure will be lowci d from one to five
pounds, according to the adjustment of the
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valve. In clo.sinjj they close quickly and are

more likely to sliut down tij^^ht than the hall

and lever valve, which opens ijradnally. h^iji^-

ure 16 is a section of the Croshy pop safety

valve.

TUe valve disk A
is held to its seat ]\

hv the s n r i 11 Cf C
pushing on a spindle

D. The pressure on

th e sprmg is regu-

lated by the nut E
which screws into

the case F. The

valve disk A has a

groove (i around its

outside rim. As the

vahe rises it com-

presses th c spring

^v hicl 1 increase

16.

resistance, and with-

out some provision it

would be raised for

onlv a short distance

above the scat after steam commenr to

blow off. For this reason the top ot the

valve A is made considerably larger in dia-

i'.

i



"letcT than the opening: at 15. I„ the under
su e of the valve the f,ro<.ve G is turned.When the valve lifts, this groove is filled withsteam uh.ch pushes ag^ainst that portion of
the valve outside of the opening B, which
causes the valve to rise hij^her and remain
open lonjrer than it would without this deviceA nn^ 1

1
is screwed to the outside of the seat

I.. J
^;'^ can be screwed up or down and in thisway the amo.mt the valve will lower the press-

ure before closing: may be regulated. The
safety valve may be opened to blow off the
pressure, by pulling the lever J

In changing a spring safety valve to blow
at a higher pressure, great care should b.taken not to screw ft down too tight, as there
's c anger of pushing the spring together and-akmg it solid, which w-ould 'notVovv thevalve to open enough to relieve the pressureA spring safety valve is set to required
pressure by testing it with a steam gage

Adjusting Pop Safety Valves. To increase
the pressure at which the safety valve willblow off, loosen the lock nut I and turn "h
regulatuig nut E down, which will increase thetension of the spring C.

To decrease the pressure at which the safe-ty valve will blow off, loosen the lock nut I
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and turn the rog^ulating nut K up, which will

decrease the tension of the sprinpf C
When the spring has l)ccn adjusted to the

required pressure, turn the lock nut I down

tijLjht aj^ainst the body of the valve F, to keep

the regulatinij nut E from changing its posi-

tion.

Setting Safety Valves. Safety valves should

he set by the boiler inspector so as to blow

off at the recjuired pressure. An engineer

shoulcl not change a safety valve after it has

been set by the inspector.

Size of Safety Valve. The size of the safe-

ty valve depends somewhat on the pressure

to be carried and the size of the boiler. For

ordinary use it is customary, where the ball

and lever safety valve is usd, to allow J^S square

inch area of safety valve for each square foot

of grate surface. In pop safety valves it is

customary to allow j/j square inch area for

each square foot of grate surface.

A larger safety valve is required on a boiler

carrying a low steam pressure than on one

carrying a high steam pressure, on account of

tht steam escaping faster through the valve at

the higher pressure.

Fusible or Safety Plug. A fusible or safe-

ty plug. Figure 17, is put in a boiler as a safe-

n
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K.iar.1 against low water. ], consists usually

''•vrnf; a taper h„lc. about a ,|,K,rt..r „f .„ inch
'" 'l';'"H-liT l,„r...| ,I,r„UKl, i,s ccntcT. This
'•"' 's MM with a soft „,e,al whici, „,elts ata low ,e„,,K-raturc.. It sl>o„l.l In- m|,,| ,,(„,
l;nr.. i.a,u.a .i„. which is a ,nctal something
lil^e lea.l, an,l n.elts at the proper le.nperalnr"

sol, rt: ' ;''"" ""> '•"•^' -filial witi.S'l'i.roriea,!. In the lire box boiler it isPnee,l „, „,e crown sheet -lirectlv over .bere a sH
i n p,.^„,^ ^ '"-- of 1 ,

•••tc the t,„ „, the plug ,,i,l n,elt o„, :,„<| ,et.e steam escape into the fire box, pn.tine otr
'; fire a,Kl preventing the crown shm fro

m'

-."S overheatcl. The plug must then be r""ve,l an.1 refilled. I„ t„e horizontal urntbular bo.ler it shouM be put at the I c"'

t™ es'
'"" "" '"" "' "- "PPer row of
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Occasionally a safety lii^ will melt out

wlii'e there is water over . This is liable to

occur if the boiler is dii ;. . and the nnid or

scale fnrnis o\ or the nppei end of the i)liij^ and

prevents the water from ^ ttinj^ to it to keep

it cool. The safety pint,- -hould be screwed

well into the boiler to be s ire the upper end

reaches entirely throuj;h the sheet.

Ai C^ - ..

Fig.

\— viro Box Rhppt
H—Oiitsido Sheet.
C_stay Bolt.

Tube .'Jheet.

•—Boiler Shell.
('—Braces.
T) Tubes.

Braces and Stay Bolts. Braces or stay

bolts must be put in boilers wherever there

are any fiat places, in order to prevent bulging;

from the steam pressure. In a horizontal

boiler braces are required above the tubes at

each end. One end of each brace is riveted to



•he .„l,c sheet an,l one en.l to the .hell i.

The t„l,es act as I.raees for the lower ,.-,rt
< the „„ler exte„,l,„R fro,,, one tnl.e 1 e ,o-other. I Iclow the tnl.es there arX
'"f

'•^••"^^ extending from one end of the'"I-
'" .1.0 other, whieh are knou^a

,""'"f
'"•''"^" '^'='>- '""'-^ are put in fie box

^-i^;,:-:i;:i:,-
^

e sheets are ,lrille<l and threaded a ,d 1 e.s screwed ,„ fro,,, o,,e si,le. The ends

;--^!-""-> ."^.e
"

-'thei-r ,.:t hror
' '"^ '^ -""llv ,lo„e 1,,. holding a heaV htnT

"- not spring."r is aW r :h"*",r"V'"
_^;.on,d he ren,oved and anot^^' ^a,' ^^ .;,;;

l.o.,l°t.rt;,,f
"^-"!- --f-. called

hr.re ., ,? ,

•' "^Pcak^ng a boiler fine is
'' """ "" "^•'' P-->-'^= '"rongh it in a bod^!



as the main flue in the return flue boiler shown

in Fij?. T), also the fire box return flue boiler

shown in Figures 8 and 9. The tubes are

generally smaller and larger in number, and

the heat is divided in passing through them.

Boiler tubes are made of a soft, tough iron or

steel, something like iron pipe but thinner and

softer. Thev are fastened in the tube sheet

Fig. 19.

by expanding after being put in place with a

tube expander. Two kinds of tube expanders

are in common use. one is shown in Figure 19,

called Prosser's Sectional Fxpander. The up-

])er cut shows the expander, the lower cut

its position in the tube. This expander raises

a shoulder on the inside of the tube. In use

the taper pin is driven in tight, which spreads
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the sections and enlarges the tube. The pni
is then jarred out. the expander turned a little
and then driven up a.o;ain until ti.t^ht.

A rolk-r expander, I'iirure 20. is cronerally
used for repair work and repairin.^ leaking
tubes. In usin.rr this expander the taper pin
IS driven in ti-ht which spreads the rollers.
The taper pin is then turned with a bar and in
rollin- rolls the tube out ti.oht. Great care
must be taken in expandin- tubes to have
them clean and free from scale or dirt Also

Fig. 20.

I>e careful not to exi)and them too much, which
IS liable to stretch the metal of the tube sheet
and cause other tubes to leak.

After tubes are expanded thev are beaded
or turned down on th. end. with a tool called
a calking or beading tool, as is shown in Fi<T-
ure 21.

^

'i'he long part of the beading tool enters
the tube, the round part fits the bead or end
nl the tube where it turns up against the sheet.
Leaking boiler tubes can almost always be
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1 with the beading tool. In case they

not be stopped with the beading tool, use

ihe expander and then bead them.

Cleaning Tubes. Tubes should be kept

stoppec

can

yi-jT-j=r.-xxfxarr

,

Fig. 21.

On a traction engine the tubes should be

scraped in the morning before firing up while

the boiler is cold. Do not attempt to clean

the tubes just after starting the fire, as the

tubes arc then liable to be wet and sticky. H i^

is necessary to clean the tubes when there is fire

under the boiler, or steam pressure on. they

should be cleaned as (juickly as possible. an;i

care should l)e taken that cold air d<ie- not

strike the tubes.
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The Steam Gage. The steam gage is an
inslru.nent for showiiig the steam pressure in
the l.oiler. the i)rcssurc fjcing shown in pounds
IHT square inch. When the ga^c shows loo
pounds, it means there is a pressure of loo
pounds against every square inch of the boiler

Fig. 22.

surface. Ji^nri- 22 shows the internal con-
struction ni a steam gage. For high press-
ure, steam gages arc made with a double tube
which are initer than the single tube gages.'

It usually consists nf an elliptical hollow
tube bent in a circle. As the pressure in the
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tul)e increases it tends to straighten, and in

strai«;litening turns a small pinion which

moves the hand or pointer. It is of delicate

construction and should not he tampered with.

It should always be connected to the boiler

with a syphon, which usually consists of a

small pipe with a bend or curl in it. The ob-

ject of the syphon is to keep a "plug" or pis-

ton of water between the steam in the boiler

and the air in the tube or spring of the gage.

If the gage w^ere connected directly with the

boiler, steam would enter the tube and it

would not register correctly, but by having

the syphon, air, which is elastic, is kept in the

tube. \\'hen steam is raised in the boiler

some of it goes to the syphon, where it con-

denses and forms water which goes to the

bottom of the coil or syphon. When the steam

pressure increases it forces the water up the

syphon, compresses the air in the tube and

causes the tube to slightly straighten. In

straightening it turns the hand or pointer of

the steam gage.

Steam gage connections should always be

tight. Any leakage between the steam gage

and the boiler is liable to allow the air in the

steam gage to escape, when it will not register

correctlv.

I
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Threshing engines usually have a syphon
consisting of a brass bulb, which answers the
same purpcose and is more rigid than the coil

syphon,

A steam gage and syphon should not be
allowed to freeze. If there is danger of their
freezing, better wrap them with old cloths or
sacks. A steam gage should be tested once
a year at least by an inspector, to see if it re-
gisters correctly. If at any time there is any
doubt as to its accuracy, it should be taken to
where there is another boiler whose gage is

known to be correct, and attached to the
steam pipe (^r outlet, to see if it registers
correctly. If not. it had better be sent to a
competent machinist for repairs, or a new
gage secured.

The safety valve and steam gage should
correspond with each other. If the safety
valve is set to blow at loo pounds, and the
steam gage registers 90 or no pounds when
it blows off, it is evident that something is

wrong with either the gage or the .safety
valve, and they should have immediate atten-
tion. The hand or pointer of the steam gage
should always return to the pin or () vvhen
the steam is down, and it should start to rise
as soon as pressure is observed at the gage-
cocks.
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Manholes and Handholes. ManhoKs .iiid

haiuUiok'S arc oixMiinj^s in boilers for the pur-

Ihe 111 on tli(pose of cleaning and exaniininj^

inside. The manhole is made large enough

for a man to enter, or about 11x15 inches in

si/e. The handhole is large enough tor a

hand, or about 3x5 inches in size. They are

made elliptical in shape. The plate is held in

place by a bolt passing through a yoke oti the

outside. They are made tight 1)y using sheet

packing called "gasket" which is generally

made of rubber with cloth insertion, (iaskets

for handholes should be one-sixteenth to one-

eighth of an inch thick. For maidioles it

should be about one-cpiarter ot an inch thick.

Sometimes engineers make them out of old

rubber belting. There are several kinds of

patent gasket packing, some of which aie very

good. One kind, the Eclipse Tubular Gasket,

is a round rubber tube nearly solid. It comes

in pieces about 10 feet long. Gaskets are

made from it by cutting off a piece just long

enough to go around the manhole plate. A
small lead dowel is put in the joint where the

inds come together, the joint then being cov-

ered with a strip of tape which comes with it.

When tlie plate is tightened U]) the gasket

tlattens out and fills all irregularities of the
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iron, inakinjr a tij,rlit joint. Gaskets should be
thick enough to make a light joint without
using white lead, as the lead sticks to the
gaskets and iron and is difficult to remove By
using a little graphite and oil on the gaskets
they may be removed easily and used several
tunes. When a new gasket is put in. it is
best to tighten it again after the boiler is
warmed up, as in warming the gaskets usually
soften.

^4^
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CARE OF BOILERS.

Boiler Cleaning. To do s^od service and

bf safe, a boiler shoubl be kept clean inside

and (Hit. The fre(inency of washing a boiler

f.n the inside depends entirely npon the kind

and amount of water used, and can best be

told bv observation. Usually a threshing

boiler should be washed once .i week. If the

water is bad or dirty it should be washe<l

oftener. lUit if clear, soft water may be had.

it can be run longer.

It has been decided by good authority that

one-sixteenth of an inch of scale in the boiler

will require 15 per cent more fuel. Scale in

a boiler is a non-conductor of heat, somewhat

similar to brick or earth. The heat from the

fuel is not conducted through the scale to the

nater so readily as when the boiler is clean.

Conscciuently. if a boiler is scaled, the fire

will have to be forced harder and the boiler

tubes and sheets will have to be heated hotter

in order to get the required heat through the

scale into the water. Considerable dirt may

be removed by blowing off occisionally

through the lower blow-off valve. It is good

practice to fill the boiler with water up to the

mrm
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thir.l or top fjaijc-cock at nipht. tlion in the
'"ornmn. after f,ri„. „,, .vlu-n innn 5 to 40
I';'""<ls nf st.an, pressure i^ raised, open the
hlou-ntT valve- ami l,I„udou to the secom-
.i;a.^'t;o.c-k. .r where the water i, usually
earned. \t the water is very niuddv m dirtv
•t> s a .ond plan to blow out a httlV at noon
also, blowing out after the boiler has stood
a while without tirins:. which would be just be-
fore startinsr "P for the afternoon work. When
a boiler is in operation and has a j^^ood fire in
he furnace, the circulation of the water in the
boiler ten<ls to mix the dirt more or less
liroughout the boiler, and blowing off at thatUmv wih not remove a great amount of dirt

-At n.ght or at noon, when the boiler is at
rc-t and the tiring checked, the circulationnd .stop an.l the dirt will settle to the bottom
and may be blown out at that time.

A boiler ought never to be blown out oremptied .nin-ely wl.il. ,hcre is anv stean,
pressure n„. as it i.s liable to injure the boilerand ,n tm.e will cause the .sean.s and tubes to'
1
ak. ]t a boiler is blown out cntirelv when

steain pressure is on. the br,iler of course isery hot. and being ..nptied quicklv. the tube.
l>enig thinner than the shell, will' cool muchqmcker. and on cooHug will contract or short-
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,„ in length, ^^h\\r tlu- slicU cools and con-

tracts or shortens more slowly. This causes

a strain on the tube cn.ls and is usually the

cau>^c of Icakinj: tubes.

The best uav t<. wash a boiUr is to let .t

cnnl down until there is n<, stea.n pressure on

it nr tnitil the water is cool enou^'h to bear

the hand in. Then op^"" ^he blow-off valve

and let the water run out. Remove the hand-

hnle plates and scrape the tubes an<l boder

.hell with a scraper made from a flat piece of

iron with a rod for a handle. After sci-apiuf^

th..rnuKhlv, use a hose and wash U well. U

von have no pressure on the water, a sma'

hand force pump should be provided for tht

pnrpose. The boiler should be washed thor-

oujjhlv.
,

Boiler Compounds. In some cases where

the water forms a hard scale, it may be neces-

.arv to use a compound of some kind to pre-

vent the scale from forming on the tubes and

boiler shell. Whether a compound is neces-

.arv or not. and what kind of a compound to

use. depends altogether upon the water. If

the water is used from a pond or creek and is

somewhat muchly, or has a substance in it

that does not form a hard scale, no com-
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pound can be used to any advantage. Blow-
i"k^ the nuid out and washing the boiler is all
tliat IS necessary. Where the water has some
substance in it that forms a hard scale, a com-
pound may be used that will act upon the sub-
stance forming the scale so as to keep it soft
in the form of mud. v hen it mav be blown
and washed out easily. Nothing can be
put into water that will make it perfectly pure
and free from substance that will form a mud.

^\here a compound is necessary, the best
way is to haye the water analyzed by a chem-
ist and have a compound made to f^t the water
using just enough compound to act upon the
scale-forming substance in the water. For a
small threshing engine or creamery boiler it
would hardly be practicable to make an anal-
ysis and have a compound made. On cream-
ery boilers very good success has been had by
using soda ash. It is comparatively cheap and
gives of¥ no offensive odor which would be
objectionable where steam is used for heatin-
milk or water used in a creamery. For an or'^
clinary creamery boiler of 15 horse power, use
about two pounds, putting it in after the
l)oiler has been washed and before filling it
with water. It will dissolve and work upon
the scale and loosen it. After the boiler has

W^:.rr^3^m^ ^^^';J^' ^.
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been run two or three days, it should be

(Opened and washed out aijain. After the scale

has been removed, a small amount of soda ash

would answer to keep the scale from forming.

Sal soda has also been used with jjood re-

sults in creamery and similar boilers. Use

about the same as the soda ash.

For threshing boilers, and boilers where

steam is not used for heating water or cream-

ery purposes, kerosene has been largely used.

It gives good results and is often recom-

mended by inspectors and prominent enp'i-

neers for removing scale already formed in

boilers, also to prevent scale from forming.

For threshing enginc<^ kerosene is probably as

good as anything. It is best to feed it in

through a feeder something like a sight feed

lubricator, if this can be afforded, and feed a

drop at a time into the feed water. When
this cannot be afforded it is put in the boiler

when the boiler is washed. After washing

the boiler and before filling it with water, put

in about one quart for each ten horse power

of boiler. This will rise on the surface of the

water when the boiler is being filled and coat

the tubes and shell. Repeat this every time

the boiler is washed.

Do not get the impression that you must
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use a boiler compound in your boiler, and do
not use a compound unless scale forms in your
boiler. P.low out a little water every day,
and wash the boiler often.

Foaming, \\hen the water used in the
boiler is dirty or impure, the steam and water
<lo not seem to separate when the steam is
Siven off, the water bein- carried over with
the steam into the en^j-ine. When this occurs
the boiler is said to be foaminjr. It niav be
told by the clickin^e^ of the water in the'cyl-
11 or of the engine, the water rising and fall-
ing in the glass gage and the engine loosing
speed or power, and by the water coming out
with the exhaust steam. Foaming is nearly
always caused by impure water, or a dirty
bodcr. When a boiler foams, the remedy is
to open the cylinder cocks so as not to break
out the cylinder head, and stop the engine for
a moment which will let the water settle, and
you may see how much water there is in the
boiler. When a boiler foams, the water be-
ing mixed with the steam, is carried out of it

quite rapidly, and the water will show higher
in the glass gage than it really is in the boiler.
If on stopping there is found to be water over
the tubes or crown sheet, it will be safe to
pump in more water. If the water, however.
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is below the crown sheet, it is best to stop and

let it cool down a little before puttinp: cold

water in. If the boiler fcams badly, it wonld

be better to stop and pump in considerable

water and then blow out some, so as to change

the water and partly clean the boiler.

Often a sudden strain will be put on the

engine, as s<)inj:j up a steep hill with a trac-

tion engine, or feeding the machine very

heavy, and this is liable to start foaming. In

such cases foaming may often be stopped by

closing the throttle for an instant, and then

starting again. A boiler is more liable to

foam when high water is carried, than when

the water is low. A boiler is also more liable

to foam with low steam i^ressure than with

high steam pressure. It would b^: advisable

wdien bothered by foaming to carry a high

steam pressure, and not to carry the water

higher than necessary to be safe. A boiler

that is liable to foam must be watched closely

when carrying low water, and the engine

stopped as soon as the foaming starts. If al-

lowed to foam any length of time, the water

will become dangerously low. If stopping for

a few minutes, pumping in fresh water and

blowing off will not stop foaming, the boiler

had better be emptied, thoroughly cleaned and

5

I
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filled with fresh water. Sometimes a nevN
b<nler will foam on account of dirt and oil thai
«:ets into the l).)iler in heinjr manufactured A
new boiler should be cleaned after it has been
run a day or two.

Priming. iVimin^ is very similar to foam-
>^J,^ the water beins" carried over to the en-
gine in the same manner. It, however is
generally caused by carryin- too much water
in the boder, or by the b nler not being prop-
erly constructed, there not beinj^ enouo-h
steam space in the boiler. It mav also be
caused by rcmovinj,^ a larqe quantitv of steam
from the boiler very qi ckly, such as might be
the case if the boiler was too small for the en-
gine, or for the work re(iuired of it Some-
times the engine piston is badlv worn and
leaks, or the slide valve may leak, or mav not
be properly set. In which case the engine would
use more steam than the boiler was designed
to furnish, and would be liable to cause prim-
ing. In case of priming, stop the engine to let
the water settle. If the cause was from too
much water, blow out some and then start the
engine slowly. Carrying a high steam pressure
and low water wiM aid in preventing primin-

Surface Blow-off Valve. Some boilers a^e
provided with a surface blow-off, which con-

WMm^^^m^mw^'mmiWM^m Ym^-^^ m^
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.sists of a valve placed in the boiler at the

water line, or near the top of the water, the

object l)ein<r *o blow oft' the scum or dirt that

rises to the top. They should be placed on

boilers that are lia])le to use dirty water.

Boiler Feed Pipe. The boiler feed pipe is

the pipe between the pump or injector and the

boiler, throuj^h which the water is forced into

the. boiler. There is some difference of opin-

ion as to where it should enter the boiler. On

horizontal tubular boilers it often enters at

the front end, just above the tubes, and is con-

tinued on the inside of the boiler nearly to the

back end. In thir, case the feed water is often

heated to nearly the temperature of the water

in the boiler before it strikes the tubes or shell.

Quite often it enters the bottom of the boiler

through the blow-off pipe. In this case it

conduces to keep the blow-off pipe clean and

pr-vent the scale from settling in it. On a

threshing boiler it usually enters at the side

of the boiler. There should always be a hand-

valve, or valve that may be closed by hand,

close to the boiler where the pipe enters, and

a check valve in the feed pipe near the hand-

valve. The hand-valve is placed close to the

boiler in order to shut the water off in cold

weather when there is danger of freezing.

^Mg^-^!y^^?ff^^^wipmti^^^w^i^wf^^^ -
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Alsr, that it may l,c closc-d i„ case the check-
valve (l„es not shut ti-ht

; cr if some sticks
^'tc, .cvet nito the check-valv., .he hand-valvJ
may Le shut to hold the water in the l)oiIer
while the check-valve is opened and examined.

Scale in Feed Pipe. The feed pipe should
1)0 exannned on the inside occasi -.Hv to see
tliat ,t is not scaled up. In s- . localities
where the water is had. it is often tilled bv
scaie forminjr on the inside. The sca'e is lia
l)lc to be formed close to the boiler where the

^^^^^^^^^
ŜtoS^^^SSSS53S::i2^

i""'^. 23.
water enters, and often' interferes with the
workmjr „t the pump or injector. If the pump
or injector bothers, and appears to be all riHit
otlKTwrse. the pipe should be examined tomake sure it is not scaled up.

Leaks. Rivets and seams of boilers should
)e Closely watched for leaks, and as soon as
leaks are discovered they should be stopped
<^r they wil .o^ct worse. Thev are usnallv
-inpped with a tool called a calking, tool, which
s..mewhat resembles a cold chisel, except that

MlET^g'

-:..:,.
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it is blunt on the end instead of beinj^: sharp.

The tool is driven with a hammer.

Fij^ure 23 shows the shape and manner ol

JK.ldin^iT it in ealkinj; a seam. The object of

calkinjT is to rivet or upset the edi^e of a sheet

until it is made ti^ht. Care must be taken

not to cut a groove in llie sheet with a corner

of the tool, as that wou'd weaken the boiler.

Some tools are made slij^ditly rounding on the

corners so as to prevent cutting a groove. A
boiler should not be calked under pressure as

it is liable to start a leak in some other place.

The head of a rivet or stay bolt may be calked

in the same way. Occasionally a pipe fitting

is calked when it is impossible to screw it up

tii;ht. In calking a pipe fitting it is best to

11 't in some packing before calking it. The

, will then drive in sc^me of the packing,

i.- . turn the metal of the fitting in so as to

l.ohl it. It is always best to screw up the pipe

if possible, instead of calking it.

Boiler Troubles. Steam boilers should be

constantly watched for defects that would

weaken them or cau.-e danger of explosion. In

case they are found, they should be immediate-

Iv remedied. A tew of the common troubles

are here given.

^iSoid-.
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Blister. A blister in a boiler is where the
n.etal of the shell separates. The shell would
quite hkely be strai^Hit on one side, and the
-tluT sHle wouM have a raised appearance
snndar to a blister. This is sometimes caused
from poor material in the boiler, and often
caused by not kcepin.ir the boiler clean. When
the boder is not kept clean the boiler shell is
overheated and is liable to blister. \\ hen a
I>I'ster occurs, the piece should be cut out and
a I)atch riveted over the place. It would be
better to cut out or remove a gn.cl sized part
near the bhster. If it is on a horizontal boiler,
and the bhster is on the lower part over the
fire, the lower half of the sheet should be cut
out and a new lower half put in, in order that
no riveted sean^s would come directly over
the fire.

Bag or Sag. A boiler is liable to baj,- or
sa^^ w^hen it is dirty, or if a quantity of oil
should happen to ^^et into the boiler. It would
be liable to stick to the lower sheet and prevent
the water from .t^a-ltinjr down to the sheet and
keeping it cool. In this case the sheet becomes
overheated When it becomes overheated it
weakens, and the r essure in the boiler would
stretch It and push it outward, causing the
I)ag:. W hen the bag is formed the stretching
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of the >licct allows the scale cr dirt over the

bag to break, the water then gets through to

the sheet and cools it and prevents it blowing

out entirely. A boiler should not be run after

it is bagged, as the bag will soon fdl up with

dirt or mud and soon be overheated, when

there would be danger of an explosion. If a

boiler is bagged only a tritle, sometimes it is

"set back" !)y emptying the boiler and putting

a fun.ace underneath it. heating the bag rcti

hot and hannnering it back into place with a

hammer. If the bag is very large, it had bet-

ter be cut out and a new half sheet put in.

Cracks. A crack on the shell of a boiler is

rather difficult to find, especially when a boiler

is covered with brick-work or covering. A
boiler that has a crack along any of the seams

should not be used. Occasionally a crack will

appear on a boiler in the tube sheets, between

the tubes. Often they are caused by expand-

ing the tubes too much, A crack of this kind

is not necessarily dangerous, the main trouble

being caused from the leakage. They arc of-

ten stopped by drilling a small hole at the end

of the crack and putting in a rivet, which will

prevent the cr^ 'k from extending further. The

crack is then turned down with a hammer or

set down with a calking tool, so as to prevent

leakage.

>tmt- fiBPi '•,;. "i.-'a tiiVht.* YEa^rasfkiav iu^xr^vvd^
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Pitting, r'ittinj^r ,„ a steam boiler is /gener-
ally cans:;.! from senietliin- in the water, or
somethin^r i„ the material of the boiler shell
\\ !.en a b.;iler is pitted it has the appearance
of small holes in it about one-sixteenth of an
inch deep, or deeper, dcpendinj? upon the
amount of damas:e that has been done. If a
l>oi!er is pittin/-. it is advisable to chanj-e the
supply of water and obtain it from another
source.

Rust or Corrosion. A boiler is apt to rust
or corrode when it is allowed tu become wet
and then dry, the rust eatinjr the iron. It is
sometimes caused by a hand-hole leakinj- a
httle. or water dropping from a leaking joint
on to some part of the boiler. The leak should
be stopped and the boiler made perfectly tight
When a l>oiler is laid up for some length of
time and is not being used, it is liable to rust
In cases of this kind, the outside of a boiler
should be painted with black asphaltum paint
or graphite and oil paint, when it is put out of
service. If the boiler can be emptied and
dried thorou.^hly on the inside, and connec-
tions opened so no >vaicr will be allowed to
leak into it, it is best to leave it empty and
dry. If it cannot bo left dry, it is a better
plan to fill it entirely with water unless there
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is (lander of freezing. Wlicn i boiler is tilled

with water the water prevents to some <^xlent

the air from acting upon the irun and rust-

ing it.

Laying Up a Threshing Boiler. In laying

up a threshing boiler in tlv.- f- . when the

season's work is over, it should V thoroughly

washed and scraped on the inside, and the

blow-off valve left open. The outside of the

boiler should bf scraped free from dirt and

grease, and all in^i work of the boiler given

a coat of black asphaltum paint or graphite

and oil paint. Many engineers make me mis-

take of painting their engines in the fall just

before starting the season's threshing. It is

much better to paint them when the season's

work is over. The paint will then protect

them while laid up and also thrc h the

tlT-eshing season. The boiler should :; kept

'.mler cover during the wintei.

-K^;ip'K';'5<.-f T/».jKK MH-Kik ^SfiS^r'.,:^3f^'Y^\W'^
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FIRING.

Firing. Before startiii£r fire uiulor a boiler
always make sure it contains sufficient water
by examining the i^a<,re-cocks and glass gage.
Do not depen;! upon simply looking at the
glass gage, but examine it by trying the valve
at the top and bottom of the glass, to clean
the glass, and see if the water rises (juickly
to the same level again. Also try the gage-
cocks and see that they and the glass gage
show the same amount of water. See that the
tubes and grates are clean before starting the
fire.

Combustion. The term combustion, in

ordmary use, means the union of a substance
with oxygen. As it takes place in the air, light
and heat are always produced. The oxygen
necessary for combustion is taken from the air.

and the substance to unite with it is supplied
in the fuel. All substances used as fuel con-
tain carbon, hydrogen, and a small amount of
mineral matter. The carbon and hydrogen
unite readily with oxygen, but the mineral
matter remains in the form of ash. When
plenty of air is present, the carbon unites with
the oxygen and forms carbon dioxide. If suf-
ficient air is not present to supply the oxygen,
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the carbon and oxy.c^cn form carbon monoxide.

The bvdrogcn and oxygen form steam or

water.

Igniting Temperature. Substances do not

usuallv combine with oxygen at oriHnary

temperature, but in order to effect the union,

the temperature must be raised. Some sub-

stances need to be heated to a much hir'^cr

temperature than others before they will com-

bine with oxygen. The temperature at which

a su1)Stance unites with oxygen and produces

heat . nd light, is called its kindling temper-

ature or igniting temperature.

Heat of Combustion. It is the chemical

union of the substances that produces heat.

The amount of heat is usually given in British.

Thermal Units (B. T. U.), which is the

amount of heat required to raise the temper-

ature of a pound of water from 62 to 63 de-

grees Fahrenheit. By experiment it has been

fi^und that one pound of carbon burned to car-

bon dioxide produces 14,500 B. T. U.. When
burned to carbon mon(*xide, 4,400 B. T. U. are

produced. When one pound of hydrogen

combines with oxygen, it liberates 62,000 B.

T. r.

Economical Combustion. It is not possi-

ble in practice to o])tain perfect chemical com-
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biistion, because of the variations of the air
supply, and the difficulty of brin^in^ the air
in contact with all parts of the fire. If too
much air is admitted to the furnace, the extra
amount will carry heat up the chimney. If
t()o little air is admitted, the carbon will com-
bine with the oxygen to form carbon monox-
ide instead of carbon dioxide. The hij^her the
temperature at which the fuel is fed to the
fire, the more perfect will be the combustion,
and therefore the fuel will be used more econ-'
omically.

A fireman, therefore, should be careful to
see that neither too much nor too little air is

supplied to the furnace, and should so manage
his furnace as to burn the fuel at as high a
temperature as possible.

Temperature of Combustion. The temper-
ature of combustion varies with the kind of
fuel used. If no allowance for loss of heat is

made, and the proper amount of air furnished,
burning carbon .should have a temperature of
a])out 4.940 degress above zero. Burning
hydrogen should have a temperature of
about 5.800 degrees above zero. In practice
these temperatures are not attained on account
of the loss of heat. The quantity of air ad-
mitted to the furnace is generally about
double the amount that is theoretically neces-

:?^'^^'T?^s;:'^' 't;^ ^^mm^s^^iy'zr-^'-^ ^PffT
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sarv. This extra air cMiters at a temperature

of from 40 to 90 degrees, and escapes up the

chimney at a temperature of from 4fX) to 600

degrees. When this tatjes place a consider-

able amount of heat is wasted, and the temper-

ature of the fire is lowered.

Where a boiler is set in brick work, the

furnace temperature under ordinary conditions

will generally range from 2,000 to 3,000 de-

grees. In a fire box boiler, where the fire is

surrounded by water, the temperature seldom

rises above 2,000 degrees. A high temper-

ature is desirable, as the water in the boiler

will take up the heat faster at a high temper-

ature and the combustion of the fuel will be

more perfect.

Smoke Prevention. In order to prevent

black smoke, the fuel should be burned at a

high temperature and should be added to the

furnace in small quantities. The door should

be opened and closed quickly. Black smoke

is generally caused by putting in considerable

coal at a time and leaving the door open longer

than is necessary. W^hen this occurs, the fuel

added being cold, and the cold air entering

through the doors, the temperature of the fur-

nace is lowered considerably, and the temper-

ature is not high enough to burn the gas

and fine particles of carbon which are given

i;;* -^^ risae:.. -':^E^'x^9mi:
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off as smoke. Wlicn the fuel is burned in the
fnrnaee at a hii«h tenii)eratnre, the fine part-
icles of carbon and .erases which produce the
smoke, are burned before passinjr out. By
nrin.o: in small quantities and closin.i^ the door
nuickly. the heat will not be reduced below a
temperature sufficient to burn them.

Firing with Soft or Bituminous Coal. In
firino: with soft coal, start the fire with sha\-
inQ;s or old paper first, then put on kindling
\yood. \\hen it is burning nicely, put on coal.
Soft coal should be broken into pieces about
the size of a man's fist. Do „ot put it on in
chunks. Keep tlie fire even and put on fresh
coal regularly, a little at a time. Put the coal
on (|uickly, tipping the shovel so as to spread
the coal evenly over the fire, and close the door
as soon as possible. Do not allow any dead
or burned out places to exist in the furnace.
As soon as the coal burns down, put on more
fresh coal, so as to keep the i;rates covered
with burning coal and not allow anv cold air
to get through the fire, as cold air' will cool
the furnace and waste fuel. In case the boiler
fires very easily or is not workirg hard, do not
regulate the fire by letting it die out in places.
Better kee]) an -vcn fire over the grates and
regulate it by closing the draft door and dam-

B5»
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per. Wlu-n tlic boiler is larj^^e for the amount

of work (lone and does not require heavy fir-

intif, it is often more economical to cover over

the hack part of the j^rates with brick, i)nild-

inij it up the same as the bridge wa !, brinc;-

in<T the bridge wall ahead en to the j^rates, so

as to shorten the cerates and make less pirate

surface under the boiler. The fire can then

be allowed to burn more freely, the draft and

damper be left open more which will burn the

fuel at a hij:fher temperature, and which will

be more economical than keeping the draft

and damper closed and burning the fuel at a

lower temperature.

Dififerent furnaces and fuels require difTer-

ent thicknesses of coal beds for economical

firing. The proper thickness can only be found

by trying the furnace. With a pooi draft or

fine coal the fire must be thinner than where

the draft is good and the coal is coarse. The

thickness will vary from three to 'iight inches.

A furnace may be forced more wiien the coal

bed is kept thin and clean.

Some engineers believe they can get better

results by coking the coal. This is done by

puttirg the fresh coal on in the front of the

furnace and allowing it to remain until it is

time to put on more coal. It has then become

PI9&B.'*. Trj»jr.zvn'taniwtnK
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Iicatcd and has j-ivcn off considerable gas and
smoke. 'J'hcn before putting on fresh coal, it

IS pnshcd hack in the furnace with the iioe,
and the frtsh coal put on in front a^^ain. This
IS repeated every time coal is put on. The
object of firin.jr i„ this manner is to keep the
fire in the l)ack part of the furnace as hot as
possible, and so burn the gas and smoke
from the fresh coal as it passes over. There
is probably less smoke given off when the fir-
ing is done in this manner, but it is doubtful
if much fuel is saved on account of the fire-
<loor having to be kept open when pushing
l)ack me coal, thereby letting cold air in to
cool the furnace. It is generallv considered
the best practice to keep the fire leva and
spread the fresh coal evenly on the top, put-
ting in the coal and closing the door as quick-
ly as possible. It is best not to disturb a
coal fire with poker oftener .than necessary
W hen the coal is poor and forms clinkers',
which are the Cv-al and ashes melted together
m a solid mass, the clinkers should be broken
up and pulled out with a hook.

When steam starts to rise in a boiler
which may be seen by opening the gage-cock'
the steam gage should be noticed to see if it is
commencing to register, and lAhen from lo to
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40 pounds of r.tcam is on the boiler, the safety

valve should be ojjened to make sure it is not

stuck. If the boiler has just been cleaned,

watch the handholes and see if the .c^askcts are

tij^ht, as they usually soften on beconiinp:

warmed up and should be tightened a^ain.

Cleaning the Fire. W hen a coal fire has

burned for several hours and considerable

ardies and clinkers have formed, it mu.-,t be

cleaned. This consists in pushing the live

coal to one side of the furnace and with the

hoc raking out all of the ashes and clinkers

from that side. Then push back part of the

live coal and put on a fresh quantity. When
this gets to burning nicely, clean the other

side of the furnace in the same manner. Do

not clean the fire oftener than .iccessary.

Banking the Fire. Banking the fire con-

sists in covering it with fresh coal or ashes

and closing the damper and draft. This is

done to prevent the steam pressure from ris-

ing in case it becomes necessary to stop the

engine and the fire is burning briskly in the

furnace. Sometimes a fire is banked when it

is desirable to keep it over night. When bank-

ing for this purpose it is best to push the fire

back against the bridge-wall, rake out the

clinkers and ashes, then put fresh coal on top

5 ^
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«i'"l in front ni the live coal, close tlic .iratt
•md leave the damper open over the f^re cnoiij-h
to take off the -as and smoke, [f the boiler
lias a stn.no- .Iraft. sometimes it is necessary
tn put ashes on top in order to hoM it from
hurnino- ihrouo-j, too quickly.

When it is desired to raise steam a^ain,
take the hoc and rake the coal ahead on to the
^^rates. open the draft and damper, and it will
l)"rn np (piickly. Where a boiler is used
every day it is considerably more econcmical
to bank the fire and hold it over ni.t^dit, than it

IS to allow the fire to go out and kindle fresh
every mornino-

Drawing the Fire. Drawinj? the fire con-
sists in pnllin- the fire out of the furnace with
the hoc. This is done in case the water crets
dancrerously low in the boi'er, or it is dt^sir-
able to have the boiler cool off as (piickly as
possible. A fire snould not be drawn with-
out beings first covere<l with ashes or earth, or
even fresh coal. If an attempt is made' to
draw the fire without first cohering it, it will
become very hot on being stirred up, and will
not only heat the boiler still more, but will
make it very hot in front of the boiler and
difficult for the fireman to draw the fire out.
Never pnt water in a furnace to put out the
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fire, as it is not only liable to crack the grates

but will turn into steam and blow sonic of the.

fire out throuijh the fire-doors.

Cleaning the Ash-Pit. The ash-pit should

always be kejit clean in order to give a free

passage for air to the fire and prevent the

grates from burning out. Clrates arc nearly

always burned out by allowing the rsh-pit to

beccMue full of ashes, and stopping the circula-

tion of air. When the circulation of air is

stopped the grates are practically in the fire

and become overheated, and the heat and

weight of coal warps them and burns them out.

(irate bars should not fit tight in the furnace.

There should be about Y^ inch play at the ends

and sides when they are put in so as to allow

for expansion when they become heated.

Firing with Wood. Firing with wood is

quite different from firing with coal. In firing

with wood the firebox or furucce should be

kept quite full. Keep putting in the wood as

fast as it burns out, so as not to allow any

open place for the cold air to enter through

the fire. Do not disturb the fire more than is

necessary. Fire quickly and keep the door

closed as much as possible. To bank a wood

fire, cover it with ashes and close the draft

and damper.

V-
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Finng with Straw. T.i firin^r ,vith straw,
start the fire by puttin^^ a small amount of
straw mt.. the funnel of the door and lighting
It: then i)nsh it in with another small forkful,
la-cp putting i„ iiH. straw regularly and in
small f..rk-fuls. being careful not to pack it
or get in too much so as to stop the draft
A strawburning boiler cannot be forced by
filling the fire box too full, there must be room
for the air to get through it. The fire should
l>e stirred fre(|uentlv with the fork in order to
break down the ashes formed from the burn-
ing straw. The aslies should be removed fre-
cjiicntly and wet down with water to keep
them from blowing about and causing fires.

Cleaning Tubes. The tubes or flues should
be cleaned before starting the fire when the
boder is cold. As a rule do not allow more
ihan one-sixteenth of an . .ch of soot in the
tubes. Tubes should not be cleaned when there
IS a hot fire in the furnace, unless it is very nec-
essary. In case it is necessary, clean them and
close the door as quickly as possible, to pre-
\ent cooling and consequently leaking The
tnl)es of a threshing boiler should "not be
cleaned when the engine is running; neither
should they be cleaned when steam 'is on, and
there is a strong wind blowing which would

-- e'j.'.srs* r'i!^^yfirv'-^j r'^'-^^'-^-'"-9t-:^f.' ^---SfC-JVC'
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strike them when the door is opened. Bettci

to wait until the enj^inc is moved if possible.

Some boilers are set in a small boiler room

with a small door or windrnw in front of them

to be opened when cleaning^ the tubes in order

to make room for the due cleaner handle. This

dooi or window ought not to be opened, as the

cold air strikes the lubes. It would be better

in such a case to have a hinge joint in the

handle of the tlue cleaner. This joint ran easily

be made by cutting the handle in two, flatten-

ing the ends, drilling a hole through them, and

putting in a small rivet or bolt.

The Blower. In setting a stationary boi'er

the chimney can be built high enough to get a

sufficiently strong natural draft without the

use of a blower, but in a threshing engine it is

not practicable to have a high chimney or

smoke stack, and some other device must be

provided in order to get sufficient draft. This

is done when the engine is not running by

using the blower, which is simply a small pipe

running from the steam space in the boiler to

the base of the smoke stack. The end of the

pipe is reduced in size and shaped like a noz-

zle, and turned upward in the center of the

stack. The steam is regulated by a valve in

the pipe. When steam is let through the

x -5T-.-(^.w,5ogwj^^;«^p».'3rpp3F»
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blower, it increases the draft l)y renioviiij?

sniiu- of the air fnnii the slack and fonniiijj a
partial vacmsiii l)el()\v the no^^zle. Fresh air
then passes thrnn^di the fire in .-rder to rtll

this vacunni. and it is in turn blown out
throu^Hi the stack. The blower nozzle should
be turned strai^dit up in order to be effective.

It sointinies works loose and turns to one side,
or down, and is then of n.) benefit until
straijrhtened. The l)lower should be used on-
ly when the en.i,nne is not running. When the
enj,nne is runninj.,^ it exhausts through the ex-
haust nozzle which answers the same purpose
as the blower. Some en,i,nnes have a variable
exhaust nozzle, that is one which may be
chanjred from a small to a large opening. The
smaller the opening the sharper and stronger
the draft, but a small nozzle will cause more
back pressure on the engine.

Fire Tools. The fire tools consist of a
shovel for coal, a flue cleaner, slice bar, hook,
and a hoe. The slice bar is a straight bar
flattened at one end, and is used for running
through the fire to break up the clinkers when
they form, in order to let air pass through the
fire. The hook is used for pulling or hooking
out the clinkers. The hoe is used for pulling
ashes out of the ash-pit and furnace, for pulling

H
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the fire when necessary, and fur cleaning? the
fire.

Low Water. In case the water has «;ot be-
low the tubes or crown sheet in a boiler, cover
the fire imni'-diately with ashes or any earth
that may be at hand. If nothinq; else is handy,
use fresh coal. Then draw it out as soon as
it can be done without increasinrj the heat.
Neither turn on the iced water, start or stop
the en.s:in('. nor lift the safety valve, until the
fire is out and the boiler cooled down. After
a boiler has cooled suflficiently, it should be
examined to see if the tubes and sheets are
injured, before firinj^ up atj^ain. As lonrj as
there is water over the tubes or crown sheet,
it is safe to jjut in more water; but it is never
safe to put in water after it i^ets below the
tubes or crown sheet.

An engineer should always watch his l)oiler

closely and notice when the water commences
to jrct low. This is usually caused by the
pump or injector refusing to work, or by their
not worVinj? to their full capacity. In case
the water is getting^ low, the enj^ineer should
stop the enjrine, cover the fire with fresh coal
or ashes so as to bank it, close the draft and
damper while there is about o.ie inch of water
over the tubes. Then set to work to get the

Tffif^SRSu???^?^!^^
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piimp or injector to work properly. By stop-

pino- the engine while there is one inch of

water over the tnbes or crown sheet, there

will be no danf^cr of weakening the boiler, and
the water will be kept above the danger line

and it will not be dangerous to jnit in water
when the ])iimp or injector commences to

work ])ro|)erly. If. however, the engine is

allowed to run while the pump or injector is

being repaired, the chances are that by the

time they get to working properly the water
will be too low- in the boiler to make it safe to

add more water.

Air Leaks. All openings which will

admit air to the boiler or flues except

through the furnace, should be carefully stop-

ped. Air leaks are frequently the cause of ser-

ious loss in fuel. If cold air enters at any
ivther i)lace than through the draft doors, it

not only destroys the draft, but cools the fur-

nace and the boiler and wastes fuel. If the

boiler is set in brick anil the brick cracks,

the cracks should be dug out and filled in with
new mortar. A new l)()iler sei in new brick

should be fired up very slowly, in order to let

the brick work dry out without cracking. It

is well to start a small fire but not to raise

any steam pressure for two or three davs.

nl
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Any boiler should be fired up slowly when
cool. Firing up quickly will heat the brick
work on the inside and expand it before the
I)nck work on the outside has time to become
heated.

STEAM WHISTLE.

Steam Whistle. The steam whistle is
used upon boilers for the purpose of ^Wm^
sit?nals. A uniform code should be adopted
and used, so that those within hcarin- mav
understand the signals and know their mean-
uig. The following is a code for the use of
engineers in charge of traction engines:

One long continuous blast is given at
morning and noon, to indicate the workin<^
place.

^

Two long continuous blasts, with a short
niterval between them, is a signal that the
work of the day is completed, or that the job
IS completed, as the case may be.

One short blast is to stop.

Two short blasts, with a short pause be-
tween them, is to go ahead or commence
work.

Three medium short blasts is a signal to
those hauling grain to the machine that the
machine will soon need grain.
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One hmi^ continuous l)last followed by tliree

shorter ones, is a sii^nal to the water man tliat

water is aljout exhausted.

A s u c c c s si o n of

short, rapid blasts is a

signal for fire or other

distrf ss, and should be

responded to by all

within hearing.

A sectional cut of a

steam whistle is given

in Fig. 24 in which A
is the bell, B is the

whistle stem, and C
the whistle body. D is

the valve stem, and E
is the lever. N is the

lock nut for fastening

the hell firmly upon its

stem. When the lever

is pulled the s t e a m
escapes through the

small opening in the
Fig. 24.

valve body and strikes just inside the bell,

causing the whistle sound. If the bell stem D
])ecomes bent, so as to throw the bell out of

line with the steam oi)ening, the wdiistle will

not sound properly. The tone of a whistle
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may be changed by loosening the lock nut N
and screwing the bell A down upon its stem,

This will make a sharper tone. Raising the

bell upon its stem will give a coarser tone.

It is not a good plan to change the tone of a

whistle, as a machine is often known by its

whistle, and can be more definitely located if

it always has the same sounding whistle.

Chime Whistles. Chime whistles are some-
times made with three or more whistles

mounted upon the same pipe. They are also

made with a single bell with partitions in it.



DUTIES OF THRESHERMEN WITH RE-
SPECT TO:

Prairie Fires. Noxious Weeds. Protection of Pub-
lic Works.

All of the above subject,, affect cvcrv Tlirc^li-
c-rman in Saskatcliewan. As the law.^ relatin..
to them have been amended at some time <.r
other, and will chnibiless a-ain be amended,
the msert.on here of a snmmarv of the re-ul-i
tions uith which the Threshermen are requir-
o<l to comply mi-lit lead to nn'sunderstandino-,
in the event of the provisions <,f anv statuK-
'Icahno- vith these matters bein- chan-ed. In-
stead, therefore, of includino- herein the statn-
tc's as the>- are at present, or a snmmarv of
tlK'n,.^ ,t is .leemed i)referable to reqnot
Il)re>hermen t. secure from the Department

')t \,i,n-iculture a copy of the Threshers' Ac-
count Hook, which contains that and much
other useful data. The Department prepare
oadi season an account book, which contains
extracts from the laws affectin- threshin-
machine operators, and is supplied free to aU
Threshermen in Saskatchewan annually. Iftlie
name of a Thresherman is on the De|)artment'-
h'st. a copy of the b;.ok will be sent to him
each vear; but new Threshermen should noi
tad to have their names placed on that list at
the earliest possible date.

:r-
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Threshers' Lien. Boiler Inspection. Engineers'

License.

Includcrl in iIk' hiH)k is a supply of lit-n

ii;)tt' forms: so that l)t'si(k's hcin^- of value for

til'.' laws and information that it coiuains, tlu-

hook is in several respects a very convenieui

<»ne for Threshermen.

It will he >ufficie:it to say that the Depart-

ment of Agriculture deals with all the niatter>

referred to herein, excepting- the inspection of

hoilers and the i^Tantinij;- of enj^ineers" certifi-

cates. All these are under the direction of the

Department of Tuhlic Works, and correspond-

ence relatinjL^ ti> them should he addressed to

i'he De])uty Commissioner.

Department of Tuhlic Works.

Retina. Saskatchewan.

Vor a cojn- of the Threshers' Account Uook.

or for any information concernint;- the rej^ula-

tions ^overnini^- tiie operation of threshiui;"

machines in Saskatchewan, address

lUireau of Information «!<: Statistics.

Dei)artment of Aij^^riculture.

Re!4'ina. Saskatchewan.

X. I!, ft will assist the Department ji^reatlv

if ap]>licaMt>< for the Thrc^her'^' Account \'-'<^k

will state wliether they own a thre>hini.^

machine.

• f
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PUMPS.
Pumps. \\c havf already learned that tlic

atmosphere or air jrives a pressure of 14.7
ix'iinds i)er scpiare inch at sea level. We Im^c
also learned that if ue removed all of the air
from the inside of a cylinder or pipe, we would
produce in it a vacuum. If we remove only
a part of the air. we would have a partial
vacuum. AW- have learned, too. that water
has wei-ht and exerts pressure. That a cubic
foot of water weighs about 62' j pounds. If
we dixide G2', pounds by 1.72.S. (the number
Of cul)ic niches in a cubic foot), we weuld
hnd that a cubic inch of water wei-hs .0^61
pound. Suppose we had a cubic foot of Tee
which would weio-h practically the .same, and
were to cut it up into cubes one inch square
and were to take twelve of these cubic inches
of ice and place one on top of the other, we
would have a column of water one inch sc.iare
and one foot hi-li. It would wei-h 12 times
• 0361, or .434 pound, which is the weij^ht or
pressure per square inch of a column of water
one toot high. This pressure increases as the
height of the water increases. Were we to
double its height, or put on twelve more
cubes. It wonld double the pressure which it
gave on one square inch area at the bottom.
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Tlic pressure per square inch of water is

not affected by the size of the cohimn, or the

shape of il, only by the height of the water.

A pi])c of water lo inches in cb'ameter and lOO

?c

s ^" / i«.T taf

no-. 25.

feet hi^h, would j^ive the same pressure per

square inch as a pipe of water i in':h in dia-

meter and 100 feet high. It is true that the

* il
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lo-incl, pipe would hold more water, and if
wc were drawinj- „ff a lar^^e (,uantitv, we
could niauitain the j.ressure better bv having
a lar-e pipe. lUit if the water were standin-
stdl. or only a very small amount were bein^J
<Irawn. whieh would not affcet the friction o}
tlie water in the pipe, the small pipe would
S:!ve the same pressure as the larjrc one.

If we were to take a cylinder A. I'i^ure 2;,
2 inches in diameter and 30 feet hi,<rh, having
the lower en.l capped air tight, and having an
air-tight piston or plunger. IJ, attached to the
handle or rod C. and were to pull up the pis-
ton, we would produce below the piston a
vacuum. The air on the outside would push
against the sides, top and bottom of the cyl-
inder, trying to get in and destroy or fill the
vacuum. If we were to remove the cap D,
the air would innnediately fill the cylinder
again, destroying the vacuum. If, however,
we were to place the lower end of the cvlinder
in water before removing tht cap, tb.e air
could not get in. but would push down on the
surface of the water and push the water up
the cylmder. until the weight of the water in
the cylmder just balanced the weight of the
air on the outside, as at K.
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We found that otic foot of water gave a

pressure of .434 pound. If .434 pound press-

ure will raise or balance a cohunn of water

one foot high, 14.7 pounds (the pressure of the

atnios])hcre) will raise or balance a cohunn of

water 14.7 divided by .434, or about 34 feet

high. If we remove all air and get a perfect

vacuum, the water w^ill rise 34 feet. If vvc

do not get a perfect vacuu'n, (and wc do not

in practice) the water will ise only a part of

the distance, the eight de])ending upon how
near an absolute vacuum is secured and the

atmospheric pressure.

A common well pump as sometimes put in

a shallow well is shown in C Figure 25, the

cylinder being placed above the water. A,

cylinder, 15, plunger. C, receiving valve, I),

discharging valve, K, pipe, F, handle. The
receiving valve C, and the discharging valve

D, both open upward and close downward,
like trap doors. \\'ater and air can ])ass up
through each valve, but cannot pass down
unless the valves leak, or chips, etc., get under

and hold them so they do not close tight. The
plunger has a packing on the side and is made
to fit air-tight on the sides of the cylinder.

When the handle is pushed down the plunger

raise?, the air above it and | roduces a partial

hi
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vacuum in the cylinder. The air above the
water in the pipe conies up through the lower
or receiving valve and fills the cvlinder.W ater is forced part -, ny up the pipe'hv the
pressure of the air on the water outside. When
the han.lle is raised, the plunder descends and
the receiving or lower valve closes and haUU
the water in the pipe. 'J'he air in the cvlinder
escapes up throuj-h the dischar^^in^r' valve.
A\ hen the handle is aj-ain lowered the same
action takes place a^ain. untd the water fin-
ally reaches the cylinder and is lifted out the
same as the air was.

After the water is above the cylinder it
can be lifted or for.ed any hei^^Ht, providing
there is power enough to lift it. A pump will
noc draw water 34 feet, on ac unt of its not
l)eing possible to produce a perfect vacuum
with a pump. It is not well to put the cvl-
inder more than 2s feet above the water The
closer to the water the cylinder is, the better it
will work. It should b.- put in the water
when possible, \\hrn in the water it will
always be primed, and the pump will run as
easily as if placed above the water.

The amount of water a pump will furnish
uepends upon the diameter of its cylinder
and the speed at which the pump is run The'

. i

Ml
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(lianictci a cyliiKkr in a well pump should

depend upon llic height the water is to be

lifted. In a shallow well the cylinder may

be (piite larjje and the pump not work too

hard. lUit in deep wells it is better to have

a smaller cylinder in order to have it work

more easily. The lar.ufer the cylinder the

more water it will throw, but it will take more

power to lift it. A cylinder 4 inches in dia-

meter will throw four times as much water

as a cylinder 2 inches in diameter, providing

both plungers travel at the same speed. It

will reipiire four times as much power to lift

the jdunger in the 4 inch cylinder, as it will

to lift the plungci .n the cylinder 2 inches in

diameter.

For ordinary pumping, the speed of the

plunger should not be more than 100 feet per

minute. If it be run faster than 100 feet per

minute, the cylinder will not fill c ircly, the

valves will pound more or less, and the pump
will not work so smoothly.

Steam boilers are su])plied with water by

a cross head pump, an independent pump, oi

an injector. Occasionally an inspirator is

used, but thev .qre not in common use. Trac-

tion and creamery boilers should have both a

pump and an injector.
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Cross-Head Pump. A cross-head p„,np is
oltcMi used (Ml a traction cnj^inc for supplvint,-
the boiler with water. 'Ihe cvliiuler ot a
cross-head pump is ^ri.„erally located near the
steam cylinder of the en^nne. and the pump
plunder it attached directly to the cross-head
nt the en^rine (hence its name), and is driven
uduMi the eni^ine is runnin- the pump making
a stroke for each revolution of the vn^'mc.
'I'liis will -ive the plunder a hip^her speed than
loo leet per minute, hut the cvlinder is made
small and is desi-,u.,) f,,,- a hi^dier speed. The
«:reatest objection to the cross-head pump is
that the en-ine must be run in order to pump
water into the b.MJer. This can be avoided
l>y havin.tr an injector attached to the boiler
which may be used when the en^nne is not
numm- and f..r use in case the pump gets
out of order.

A sectional cut of a cross-head pump is
shown in Fi.q:ure 26. When the pump plunger
r. IS drawM out of the cylinder A. it produces
a partial vacuum in the cylinder, and the re-
ceiving valve D opens, the air in the suction
pipe J is drawn up into the cylinder. The air
pressure on the surface of the water in the
barrel forces the water up the suction pipe I
As the plunger is forced into the cvlinder. \l
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cnmprc'vsfs llu' air in llic cylinder, ciMisiii^ it

to olnsc tlic rocciviiijj^ valve 1) and >)i)en the

(lischari.'in}jf valve K, f(.rcinj^ the :iir up
throuj^di the discharj^^e pipe where it escai;es

at the petCDck H, which should he left open

Fig. 26.

until a steady stream of water comes out. The
pump repeats this action until watt-r is drawn

up into the cylinder and is forced out through

the discharge pipe.

r
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\\'licn a steady stream of water comes out
of the pet-cock II the pet-cock should be
closed, when the water will be forced into the
boiler throuoh the check valve F and dis-
charq:e pipe ( ;. The check Aalve F serves to
hold the water in the boiler and prevents it

from comins? back on the pump, or escapincj
through the pet-cock II when it is open. The
pet-cock is necessary in ord-r to relieve the
pump from air when it is startino-. In case
it is not opened, the air in the cvlinder
surroundino- the plunoe,- is liable to be com-
pressed, and will not have sufficient pressure
to be forced thron.crh the check valve into the
boiler. As the plun.^er is aoain drawn back
the air will expand, and we will o-et no action
from the ])ump. 11io pump would then be
what is termed "air bound." The pet-cock
should be open until a steadv stream of water
comes from it, which will prove that the air
has been expelled from the pipes and pump
cyhnder. In pumping- warm water, some-
times the pump becomes steam bound in the
same manner, and openin,i^ the pet-cock will
release the steam and the pump will start.

The stuffing- box C must be kept well
packed with a soft packinj^, i„ order to pre-
vent the air from being drawn in between it
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and the pliinn;cr, in place of the air being
drawn tlirough l'-^ receiving valve and suction
pipe.

The Air Ch:<mber. The air chand)er I is

placed on t; ,• -i^-rhru-oo pipe near the dis-
charging valve, or between it and the check
valve, l^he object of the air chand)er is to
secure a continuous flow of water in the dis-
charge pipe. They are made air tight and
there is no chance for air to escape. When
the discharge pipe is filled with water, part of
the water is forced up into the air cham-
ber and compresses the air contained in it.

Air under pressure is clastic, and when the
pump makes a stroke it produces more press-
ure on the discharge pipe which forces more
of the air into the air chamber. When the
plunger starts in the other direction, it re-
lieves the pressure on the discharge pipe. The
air then contained in the air chamber will ex-
pand and force some of the water through the
check valve into the boiler In this way
practically a steady stream of water is obtain-
ed at all times, and the pump will work easier.

Safety Cap. Nearly all cross-head pumps
are provided with a safety cap, located on top
of the air chamber at N. This cap has a
gasket so arranged in it that in case the press- It
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lire increases more tliaii is rcciuired to force

water into the boiler, the i,^asket will l)low out
and relieve the pump, in place of l)reaking
some part. This often occurs in case the
hand valve next to the boiler is closed when
the j)uinp is started into oi)eration. 'I"he water
not beino- al)le to pass into the boiler, its press-
ure is raised very hioh. and is liable to break-

some of the [)ipes or fittin_<4s unless relieved by
a safety cap.

Regulating Cross-Head Pump. The amount
of water which a cross-head j)ump feeds into

a boiler is re.i^ulated by a \alve M on the suc-
tion pipe. If this valve be closed entirely the
pump will not throw any water. As the
pump plunger moves back and forth in the
cylinder it produces a vacuum wdien it is

drawn out, and will fill the vacuum itself w^hen
it is forced in. If the regulating valve M be
opened only a trifle when the plunger draws
out, a small amount of water will be drawn
through the valve M and partly fill the pump
cylinder. When the pump plunger is forced
in. it will force this small amount of water
into the boiler. The valve should be set

w hen the engine is running so as to keep the
water at the t^ropcr height, and keep pumping
a little all the time. The pump plunger is

generally a solid it.raight bar.
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Independent Pump. An iiulcpon.lent pump
IS one that IS independent of all other nia-
chniery. It '

; a steam cylinder and a water
cyluuler of its own. and niav he operated or
stopped without interferincv ^Jth the other
"laehinery. They are often used on thresh-
"ig: engines and creanierv hoilers. With lar-e
si;ccd boilers where a large sized pump can be
used, they work very well, but for small
threshing or stationary boilers they are made
so small, and have so many small iteam pass-
ages which are liable to choice up. and small
parts which are liable to wear and leak steam
that they are very liable to get out of order
after a short time.

One of the most common trouble ^ with a
small independent pump is from lack of at-
tention on the part of the engineer in keep-
ing It properly oiled. It is as necessary
to keep a small pump oiled as it is to keep the
engine oiled. If not supplied with cil, it will
soon wear, and get out of order Where a
large sized boiler is used, the steam passages
in the pump are larger, and the pump is not
so liable to get out of order.

Single Acting Pump. A singK- actino
pump IS one which throws water one way o'f
the stroke, such as a common ueil pump
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wliioh tlinnvs uatrr only when tlu- plmio-cr is

bcin-- raisrd. As llio |)!un,«;cr is lowered, all

the water in the |;i|;e and e\linder is station-

ary, 'rile ])lun^er simply lowers down throutjh
the water. A eross-head pnni]) is also a sin^cjle

aetin- pnnip. It throws wattT when the
plnn.n^er is foreed into the eylinder. A single

aetinjL,- ]>nnip mnst have two \alves, a reeciv-
in.i.j' valve and a dischai .;in,q- \alve.

Double Acting Pump. \ (loul)]e actini;

pnmp is (ine in uhieli the pluno-er forces

water both ways of the stroke. As the i)lnn!^er

is traxelin^- towards one end of the cvlinder.

it forces the water ont of that end and draws
it in at the other. As the plnn,e:er goes in th"
other direction, it forces the water ont of that

end. A donble acting pnmp nuist have four
valves. tw(^ receiving and two discharging
valves.

Duplex Pumps. A dnplex pnmp is pract-
ically a d<iuble pnmp. or twc. pumps placed
side by side. They are often used for the
larger steam boilers, and are the most satis-

factory pumps to be had. The pumps are
placed side by side on the same base, and
have the same suction and discharging pipes
The slide valve operating one pump is con-
nected to the plunger of the other pump, and

msm.
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they are set so that one phin-cr will follow
the other.

V

<tr()k

<M- instance, one ])lnnjn^er will nial< c a
<<'. an(| ni doin L'' s< • will move the slide

valve of the other j.uini}) ran^in.<,r it to follow.
When the second plun.y:er follows it moves the
slide valve of the first phin^, . when it will
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then travel in the other direction, and in doin.q
so it ninves the shde valve of tlie second pump
aj^^ain. and the second pump again follows.

r.y connecting Hh' two pumps together in
this manner, the working parts are much simp-
lified and are not liable to get out (.f order.
A duplex pump having a |,roper sized air
cham1)er will deliver water at a uniform speed.
A duplex i)ump must have eight valves, four
receiving valves and four discnarging valves.
Large duplex i)umps often have more valves.

A sectional view of duplex pump is shown
in I'igure 27.

Regulating Independent Pumps. The
amount of water put into boiler with an in-
dependent pump is regulated by the speed of
the pump. It should be run just fast enough
to keep uj) the supply of water and run stead-
ily. 1die i)ump should be large enough to
keep up the supply when the plunger is travel-
ing at the rate of 50 feet of piston per minute.
Boiler feed pumps are rated at this speed in
order that they may be run faster in case the
wat?r becomes low.

Belted or Geared Pumps. In many cases
it is advisable to suj)ply a b iler with a belted
or geared pump. This consists of a cylinder
and plunger somewhat similar to a cross-head
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punii). the i)liiii,ocr j^cttin<r its motion from a
connc'ctiiijn rod and crank which arc (h'ivcn by
a hclt from a line shaft, or from the ciii^itic.

In many stationary phints, where the enj;ine
is run practicuiy all the time, if water passes
throu.t,di a heater, this is the most econonn'cal
and satisfactory manner of fecilinj^ the boiler.

Regulating Belted or Geared Pumps. The
amount of water ])ut into a boiler by a belted
or ^reared pump may be rep^ulatcd in three
ways.

I-'irst. by the use of a by-pass valve, which
is a valve connected to the dischart^e pipe be-
tween the pump and the feed water heater,
and connected with the pipe leading back to
the water supply. In case the water is becom-
in,i,^ hio-h in the boiler, this valve may be opened
a trille and some of the water allowed to i)ass
back into the water supply ai;ain. In this
manner a smaller amount is forced into the
boiler.

Second, it may be regulated by a valve on
the suction pipe. Partly chxsing the valve
will not allow the pump cylinder to fill en-
tirely. The pump will have the same action
as the crosshead pump.

Third, by stopping the pump. This, how-
ever, is not a good plan, as the water supply
is irregular, and is harder on the boiler as it

if



will l)c alternately om.KmI and licatcd when the
pmnp is started and st..i)i.ed. The hei-ht of
the water in the l.ciler will vary, and results
will not l)c so economical.

Economy of Boiler Feeders. It has been
proven by experiment that the most econom-
ical ai)paratus fcr supply injr a hoilor with
water, is the belted or .tjeared pump, run from
the en-ine and feedino- the water tin'oui^h a
feed water heater, 'idiis would also applv to
a cross-head pump, as it recei -.^s its motion
directly fn.m the en.oine. The following table
Sives the order in which boiler fecc'ers are
classified in the order of il,cir economy:

1. A o-eared pump run from an cnjrinc
feedm^tr thnnish feed water heater.

2. Independent steam pump, feedincr
through feed water heater.

3- Injector, feedino- through feed water
heater.

4- Injector, feeding without (ccd water
heater.

5- Direct acting pump, feeding without
feed water heater.

Pump Troubles. Pumps to work well
must be kept dean, well packed, well oiled,
and all joints tight, ihe following are the'
most common causes of a pump not working-

m^' :iiffe'i;'^iLb/ fe.-

1
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1. Chips, straw, dirt. etc.. p:cttino^ under
the pump valves or check valves and keeping'
them from closiiiyr tii;litly. A strainer should
he i)ut on the suction pipe where there is any

danj^er from this source.

2. Leaks in the suction hose oi- pipe.

Kxamine carefully. The air may j;et in around
the valve stem of a suction pipe, or the hose
may leak air.

3. The pump may h(>comc air bound.
Open the air cock at the bottom of the air

chand)er. or the pet-cock under the check
valve until the water starts.

4. The packinjjj on the plunc^cr mav be
loose or worn and leak air. This packinj^

should always be soft and the box well filled.

On an old i)ump the plunger may be worn so
as to be smaller in the middle. If so, take it

to a machitie shop and have it turned up true.

5. The water may be too hot. No pump
will lift hot water, as it is impossible to pro-
duce a vacuum above it. As soon as air is

removed the water .j^ives off steam or vapor
which fills the suction pipe above it. Hot
water may be pumped if the pump is placed
low enough for the water to run into the cyl-

inder.

mM
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In an independent steam innnp the trouhle
^•f i.nt ucrkin^^ may be due t.. s..me fault in
tlie Meam end. nr to some fanit in the water
^•'Kl n{ tho pump. If ilu> p„,„,, ,,Inn-er will
"K've hack and h.rtli. i,nt refuses to draw or
torce water, it is a si^n, tliat soniethin^^ is
wront,^ m ihc water end, in il^e pump valves
or water supply; (,r possibly the packin^^ on
tho plun-c-r may be unorn. Jt the pump re-
fuses, to move back and forth, indications are
that something is wron- in the steani end.
1 he gasket packing may no! be i)laced proper-
ly, or some of the small steam ports mav have
become cl.-gg. with dirt; or the pump mav
;iot be pn.pcTly lubricated

; or ,t may no't
iiave suffic'^nt steam pressure.

A well pump requires new J.^athers on the
plunger occasionally. They can usuallv be
l>ought pressed into shape readv to go on or
nuw may be made of valve leather, which is
soft sole leather. In making them they should
he first cut the proper size, then soaked in
warm water to soften them. Screw them on
the plunger and force it into the cylinder. If
the cylinder can be warmed about 'as hot as a
flat iron it will make a better leather, as the
heat will dry the leather and it will retain the
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C{\\) shape. Tlu'v should he put on witli the

soft or lle>h si.Ie out.

Feed Water Heater. Nearly all traetion

enj^nnes are sui)i)li\(l with a feed water heater,

which .y^enerally consists of a cast iron hox
ahoiit 4 inches scpiare inside and ahout 4 feet

lonjTf, thronjn^h which the exhaust steam passes
on its way out from the enq-inc cylinder. The
water i)ipes from the pump and injector pass
through this heater, and the water is warmed
hy the heat from the exhaust steam.

Considerahle saving is made hy the use of

a feed water heater, as it utilizes the heat from
the exhaust steam and does not generaUv pro-

duce any hack pressure upon the engine, the
steam condensing as it comes in contact with
the water pipes. The water pipes usually
pass three times through the heater of an or-

dinary traction engine, the pipe heing fitted

with a return elbow at each end. There
should always he r valve or pet-cock con-
nected to the bottom of the heater, to allow
the water formed by the condensation of the
steam to escape without being forced up the

smoke pipe by the exhaust steam. This valve
should always be opened at night in cold
weather to drain the heater. The water pipe

mi
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'•• tlR. hc-atcT should also h. .Irai.u.l when
tlUTc IS (Ia!i,y:tT of frcczino-.

Economy of Heating" Feed Water. The
f.;lUvin^ tahic shows a ,HTco„ta,c,c of savin,^
"* fiu-l Wfcrtc-d by hcatin.^r ^.-c.l water, steam
pressure- hein.^,^ lakeu at (k, poun.ls pressure.
It w.II I,e seen from the tahle that if feed water
^•"U-rs the heater at 32 decrees Fahrenheit
and leaves the heater and enters the boiler at
^>o .K-rees. it would make a savi.i,,. of 2 39 per
cent. If the water entered the heater 'at :;o
^les:roes and left it at 200 dej^rees, the saving
w..ul<l be ,3 percent. Where exhaust steam
iron, the engine is exhausted into the atnius-
PlH-re. It IS always more economical to pass it
t irou8:h the feed w^ater heater, thus utibViu,.
tlio heat of the exhaust steam which would
otherv\i.-,o be wasted.

:- Pump or Ejector. A jet pump or eject-

l^r
.s a dc-vicc for raising water or other

''^P'Hls by usins: direct steam pressure Thev
are otten used in creameries for ekvatmgskim
mdk, and on traction encri„es for fillin- water
tanks, and for fire protection. Thev work on
the same principle as the noiseless water
heater shown in Figure 28. Steam is admitted
through the j.t A. As it escapes from the
.let. It draws with it the air from around the
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outside of the jet and i„ the pipe B, causing
a partial vacuum in the pipe B. When the
partial vacuum occurs in the pipe B, the press-
ure of the air or atmosphere on the surface of
the water forces the water up into the pipe B
untd the steam catches it at the opening of
the nozzle and forces it through the pipe C.
The water condenses the steam, and the steam
heats the water.

The height they may be placed above the
water depends upon the temperature of the
water and the pressure of the steam. They
wdl not work well when placed over ten to
fifteen feet above the water. It is best to
place them lower, if possible.

Ejectors are not expensive, are verv simple
and, having no moving parts, are not liable to
get out of order. Thev are mado in several
styles, but are all on about the same principh

•a*^--!
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Noiseless Water Heater. The noiseless
water heater. Fijr. 28. is used in ereanieries and
other places where it is desirable to heat water
in an open tank, by turning^ steam directly into
It. The home made one is made from common
pipe and fittinjrs. the tee beint,^ -lix^.x-K inch.
The pieces of ^ inch pipe P. and C being
about 4 inches long. The piece of /4 inch pipe
forming the jet A has an end thread, and is

screwed past the tee. and is filed to a sharp
edge on the end. The heater is attached to
the end of steam pipe or hose, and put directly
into the water to be heated.

As the steam leaves the jet, it expels the
water from the pipe C, draws the water in
through the pipe B, and forces it out through
C. The steam and water are then going in
the same direction, and will unite without
causing the pounding noise that occurs when
the steam is turned directly into w^ater from
a hose or pipe.

When steam is turned directly into a
body of water, the steam will force the water
apart and form steam bubbles, the same as air
bubbles are formed when we blow through a
straw into a body of water. The cold water
quickly condenses these steam bubbles, anc|
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the bubble becomes a vacuum. The water
then comes together with a loud report

ripe fittings are often broken by turninir
steam into a pipe containing cold water, on
account of the water condensing the stea.n
producnig a vacuum, and the water comin^.
together with such force as to break the fit'^tmgs.
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INJECTORS.

Injector. The injector is a device for siip<

plying a steam boiler with water. It is so
constructed as to draw the water up, heat it,

and force it into the boiler. This is accomp-
lished by the energy of a jet of steam from

ISPgW^Tf^r^TTBr^ryT?:'

:fOp LBS. PRESSURE ^

^\WATER ICI.3 IBS.y C
" "/RfiSUHt

N

'STEAM CYL.
6 DIAM.

•WATER CYL
4 DiAM.

COLO \A^TER"
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^
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Fig. 29.

the boiler. The injector draws the water up
in exactly the same manner that the water is

drawn to the ejector or jet pump. It is rather
difficult at first thought to understand exactly
why an injector should put water into a boiler,
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as there is more pressure on the bottom of a
boiler where the water enters (owin^jr to the
vvei^rht of the water in the boiler) than there
IS steam pre.-^sure on the top.

In order to make this a little more clear
we will refer to Figure 29, whieh is an imagin-
ary illustration of a boiler fitted with an in-
jector on one side and a steam pump upon the
otiier. Ihe illustration shows the boiler to
have three feet of water in it. The pressure
from three feet of water in the boiler would
;>o 3 times .43 or 1.3 pounds per square inch
1
-le steam pressure in the boiler being iqo

P.ands would give a pressure of 101.3 pounds
on the bottom of the boiler or on the feed
pipe. If the steam and water cvlinders of
the pump were both of the sam'e diameter,
It would not be possible for the pump to force
water into the boiler, as there would be more
pressure upon the water plunger than there
would be upon the steam piston. This diffi-
culty is overcome in all stc nn pumps by mak-
'".^^ the steam piston larger than the water
plunder. In the steam piston ue have less
pressure per square ineh, but have a greater
miniber of mches in the area of the piston thanwe have m the area ..f the water plunger. The
piston would go in the direction indicated bv

^w^^m
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the arrow, and force the water into the boiler.
It will '>e noted that as the steam pushes

the piston one stroke, it will have taken from
the boiler sufficient steam to fill the steam
cylinder, and will have pushed into the boiler
only sufficient water to fill the water cylinder;
or will have removed from the top of the boiler
a greater volume of steam than the volume
of water returned to the boiler. Were we to
turn the amount of water wliich the pump
forces into the boiler to steam at the press-
ure used, we would find that it would make
a much larger volume than required to fill the
steam cylinder. It will be noted, then, that
we are taking from the boiler a considerable
volume of steam at a high velocity and are re-
turning to the boiler a smaller volmne of water
at a low velocity.

In the injector which is shown on the
right hand of the boiler. 1-igurc 29, A shows
the steam pipe leading to the injector, P, the
steam jet, C the combining tube. D suction
pipe. K the discharge pipe to the boiler, F the
check valve, and G the overflow valve.

When steam is first turned on to the in-
jector, it does not have sufficient force to
raise the water an.' force itself into the boiler,
but passes through the body of the injector
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and escapes through the overflow valve G In
doing this it creates a partial vacuum in the
suction pip.' J) and the upper part of the bodv
of the injector. The water rises ai the suc^-
J'on pipe until it reaches the steam jet, where
't mixes with the steam. The steam then
condenses, mingles with the cold water and
""parts Its velocity to it. When the right
proportions of water and steam are received
by the injector, it will impart sufficient velo-
city to the jct of water passing through the
combining tube C to enable it to raise the
check valve and force the water into the boilerAs soon as this occurs, it produces a vacuum
n the body of the injector around the com-
;;;""ig tube, and the overflow valve will dose
he injector will then be working properly.'

ou let for the steam and water when thev arenot mixed m the proper proportions, or when
l^ere is not sufificient force to the jet of water
to cause it to enter the boiler

The energy which the steam jet has islonved from the heat given off by the co.!
I
lensation of the steam. The steam escaping
'"-ough the jet at a high temperature and
high velocity, as it comes in contact with the
cold water the steam is condensed, its heat is
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ffiven to the water, and sufficient velocity is

imparted to the water to enable it to enter
the boiler.

THE
PENBERTHY
INJECTOR

t-tCHGlHQ JET
C- H'M\>J/J>::r OrfECf.

D- OOir^Biit'MQ rUBf
E - aPi'j.3

f - OVLaJijO<.' iM'JF

^•'^•^- >--

FiS". 30.

Fi,e:nrc 30 is a sectional cut of a renberthy
injector, an injector which is in common use
Injectors arc nearly all made on the same
prmciple. and will do g^ood woHc if properly
connected to the boiler, and are kept clean and
in good order.
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To start tlie injector when the water sup-
ply IS below the injector, open the valve on
the snction pipe, then open the vahc on the
steam pipe until the injector starts. To stop
the nijector, close the valve on the steam pipe.
\\ hen the water snpply is below the injector
It IS not nsnally necessary to re-nlate or open
and close the valve on the snction pipe, as the
injector will draw the required amount of
water without re^adatinp.

When the water supply is above the in-
jector, as from an elevated water tank, the
valve <.n the suction pipe will need to be closed
when the mjector is shut off, iu order to pre-
vent the water running: through the injector.

To start the injector when the water is
above It, open tlie valve on the suction
pipe untd the water escapes throujrh the
overflow. Then open the steam valve and
close the valve on the suction pipe until the
overflow closes. To stop injector, close steam
valve and water valve.

One objection to injectors is that they
cannot be regulated to a very great extent,
llicy must feed to nearly their full capacity
or not at all. They may be regulated a little
hy closing down the steam and water valves
until they are open just far enough to keep the
•njector in operation. It usually requires from

^^j-ifl!Wi8iift>

•>llLWif<^«T
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30 to 80 pounds of steam to start an injector,
depending- upon the lieij^ht it lias to draw the
water and the condition of tlie injector. When
the injector is in operation the pressure may
often he lowered down to 10 or 15 pounds be-
fore the injector wid stop wc^rkinj^.

Injector Troubles. 'Jdic following; are the
most common causes of injectors failinjj to
work

:

1. Chips, straw, dirt, etc.. being drawn in
with the water and stopping the jets or open-
ings.

2. Air leaks in the suction pipe or hose,
or around the vilvc stem.

3- The feed water ma> be too hot. The
injectors will not work well with warm water,
and not at all with water hotter than about
120 degrees. The colder the water is the better
the injector will work. Sonu nmes when the
injector becomes hot aifd will not start, pour-
ing cold water on it will start it.

4. The injector may be scaled up with
lime. AMicre hard water is used it will form
a coating of scale on the inside of the injector,
which interferes with its working. This may
be removed ]>y letting the injector soak over
night in a solution of one part muriatic acid
and ten parts water. This solution may be
kept in a jar and used several times. The

'.«E^Dg^ffJreWBHST^lBQi^K^TKmf" -al- - ' Sk^ *K^^^i



scale may also he removed bv soakinjr it forsome time i„ kerosene .r vinegar, but not so
rap.dly as when soaked in muriatic acid andwa er.

1 he scale should not be scraped off
with an iron scraper, as the scraping is apt to
mjure the parts.

'

5- The overll(,u- valve sometimes becomes
scaled over and will not close tightly. To rem-
eciy tins, remove the cap over the valve, and
with a screw driver turn the overflow valve
back and forth a few times to grind it in

6. The valve on the feed pipe next to the
boiler may be closed.

Occasionally the check-valve between the
•"joctor and boiler will leak and let the hotwater from the boiler back into the injector
which will heat the injector and sometimes'
interfere with its starting.

It is a good plan to have a pet-cock under-
neath the check-valve in order to drain the
check yah e and pipe i„ cold weather, and also
to aid in starting the injector. This pet-cock
can be left open until the injector has started
and IS forcing a stream of water out of the
pet-cock, when the pet-cock may be closed
and the water forced into the boiler

Steam for the injector should always betaken from the hottest part of the boiler so as
to get as dry steam as possible. An injector

WSJ*:-
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will not work with wet steam neither will it

work well when the boiler is priming or foam-
ing. The supply pipe for an inject-»r should
I)e taken directly from the boiler, and not be
connected with any other pipe, such as a pipe
runnnig to the engine or safety valve.

Where an injector is the only method used
for filling a boiler, it is a good plan to have
two injectors of the same kind on hand In
case one gets out of order, the other may be
attached in a few moments, as the unions con-
necting the injectors to the different pipes are
interchangeable.

Inspirator. The inspirator is somewhat
simdar to the injector, but has nearly gone
nut of use. The injector being much more
Mmple and less liable to get out of order, it
has taken the place of the inspirator almost en-
tirely. The inspirator is quite like the injector
except that it has two steam jets in place of
one. One is called the lifting jet and one the
forcing jet. It is about the same as an ejector
and an inj-v'or connected together, one jet
lifting the water and the other forcing it into
the boiler. The claim is made for inspir-
ators that they are able to lift water higher
than iiijoctor., and will work at a greater
range of pressure.

'VW& ri;rrv
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STEAM ENGINES.

Steam I'tiniii -

the power or i •

motion. 'J'hcy v.r

accordinjjf to tl-

they are requii e.

mon cnj^incs an

arc nachines which convert

M of steam into mechanical
'!ni led into several classi-<,

• <l v^i^n and the work that

' '
''• ri' rni 'Ihe most c< n-

thc lation.iry, or those -ct

upon pennanenl .'ound; ti is ; marine engines,

which are used ui)oii steamships; locomotive,
for railways; portable, or tlioHC which are cap-

able of being nmved from
^ lace to place; and

traction, which are engines capable ol moving
themselves from place to i)lace, and drawing
loads n|)on common roads. They are ksignat-
ed by special feature'^ in their designs, as fol-

lows :

Direct Acting Engines. Direct aciing en-

gines are engines in which Hic piston rod is

con'-rctcd to the crank by means of a connect-
ing rod, the piston moving back and forth in

a cylinder. This is the nmst common form of

engine.

Rotary Engines. Rotary engines are en-
gines in which the piston motion i- in a circle

around the piston rotl (u shaft. Rotary en-
gines are now < oming into con on nse in
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arpfc su'ain plants. Until recently it has not

iiccn prictic.'l In usi' rotary ctt_incs, on ac-

coinu I til 11 hi'iiijj inort wastof' ns t'u' use

of st^ ir.i t.i;m tlie (.'iroct actint; ctig'in^ . it not

Itoin^ possihi t« > work tli '>tean! on expansion

to the 1 \Uii! til it it i«; in ihi dit' ct ctinp; cn-

jj^i K. 'e rictiiily ^ncd turbine onj^inc,

liowevtT. ^ --•

benefit fr'in

the will .

stritrM'd as to deriv' more
-ion I f the ste and

uin prominen , iace

es.

^cillatinjT^ t-ngine

: nV'- %f iiit' fe - cr.

Oscillai <^ E xncb. An
is e in ucii lie cylinder oscillate < upon

j« an ih irunions in order to avoid he use

oi gi id o.rs and connecting rod, tin piston

rod heir,;- connected directly to th nk.

Si^ ^ Slide Valve Engine. The om-

( high pressure engine i> m-
• va e engine, such as is in al

creai cries and on some traction en-

A cut of it is shown in Figure 31.

In order to show the position of the crank

.tnd ec -entric, as well ?-. the slide valve, steam

[' ts and piston, the slide valve rofl and guide

ar own as broken off at A, the steam
cht >t

. valve and cylinder turned (piarter way
over so as to have the slide valve on top. In

the actual engine the slide valve would be at

the side of the cylinder.

in(
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Steam from a boiler passes through the
governor (not shown) and enters the steam
chest, keeping the steam chest constantly
filled with steam. Steam enters the cylinder
through the steam port (i8) and passes through
the exhaust cavity (19) into the atmosphere.

As the piston nears the end of the stroke
the slide valve is moved by the eccentric so as
to close the steam port, thus cutting off the
steam. The steam then contained in the cylin-
der will work on expansion and still push
against ^lie piston. When the piston has reach-
ed the end of its stroke the valve will have
moved over so far that its exhaust cavity will
open the steam port into the c xhaust port. The
other end of the slide valve will admit steam
to the other end of the cylinder, and push the
piston in the other direction.

The engine is carried past the dead center
or end of the stroke by the momentum of the
fly wheel. The ports (18 and 18) are alter-
nately used as steam ports and exhaust ports.
When either of them is admitting steam it is

called a steam port; when it permits steam to
escape out of the cylinder, it becomes an ex-
haust port.

The steam that enters the cylinder while
the steam port is open is called live steam.
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When the slide valve closes the steam port and
the steam in the cylinder expands, i"t is said to
be working on expansion. As soon as the
exhaust port opens and a'lovvs the steam to
escape, it is called exhaust steam.

Eccentric. The slide valve is moved from
one end of its stroke to the other by means of
an eccentric fastened to the main shaft. The
word eccentric means out of center. The ec-
centric is a wheel having the hole where the
shaft goes through it bored at one side of the
center. The distance from the center of the
wheel or eccentric to the center of the shaft is

called the radius of the eccentric, and is equal
to one half of the throw of the eccentric.

Throw of the Eccentric. The throw of the
eccentric is twice the distance from the center
of the eccentric to the center of the shaft upon
which the eccentric revolves. It is equal to
tli.> distance which the eccentric will move the
slide-valve. The eccentric does the same work
that a crank would do, the length of the crank
being e(|ual to the distance from the center
of the eccentric to the center of the shaft.
The part of the eccentric which is farthest
from the shaft B, Figure 31, corresponds
to the crank pin. or the point of move-
ment. When this point is straight up or

-m^^mmii^^mw^mxW^m.
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straig^ht down from the main shaft the
eccentric and slide-valve are in the center
of their travel. When the point B is on
the level with the main shaft on the right hand
side, the slide valve will be pulled to the right
hand end of its stroke. When the point B is

A—Slide ValveH—The Valve SoatC—Slide Valve Hod

Fig. ^2.
r>—Jam Nuts
E—Steam Ports
F—The Exhaust Port.

level with the main shaft on the left hand side,
the slide valve will he at the left hand end of
Its stroke. By noting the position of the ec-
centric on the shaft, an engineer may tell very
1^

• rly the position of the slide valve.

ilide valve. The slide valve of an engine
is the valve in the steam chest which moves
back and forth, admits the steam, and allows
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it to escape from the steam cylinder. They
are made in many forms, the most common of
which is the D slide valve, a section of which,
together with steam ports and exhaust ports,'
is shown in Fig-. 32.

Outside Lap. ]t will be noted that the
slide valve is wider than the steam ports, or
that It laps over the steam ports on the out-
side and the exhaust port on the inside. When
the valve is in the center of its travel the dis-
tance which it laps over the steam ports is
called the outside or steam lap, as at G.

Inside Lap. The exhaust lap or inside lap
IS the amount the slide valve laps over the ex-
haust port when it is at the center of its travel
as at H.

Object of Lap. The object of lap on the
slide valve is to secure the benefit of working
steam on expansion. Had the slide valve no
lap at all. the steam would be admitted to the
cylinder for the full stroke of the engine, and
when the piston reached the end of the cylin-
der, the cylinder would be full of steam at
holler pressure, and the exhaust would open
and the steam escape through the exhaust, and
no benefit would be derived from workin-
with steam on expansion. This would be very
wasteful. On a common slide valve engine

[iii.'M^
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the engine is usually designed with the proper
amount of lap, so as to cut ofif the steam when
the pistcn is from about r/s to >i of its way to

the end of tlie stroke.

Point of Cut-OfiF. The point of cut-ofT is

the point in the piston movement at which the
slide va've closes the steam port. In a simple
engine it is usually between ><; and ^ of thr
stroke. A simple slide valve eni^ine has a fixc<f

point of cut-oft', or cuts off steam at the same
point at all times. In the automatic cut-off

engine, it may be earlier or later in the stroke,

according to the load of the engine. It cuts
off earlier with a light load, and later with a

heavy load, the point of cut-off being regu-
lated by the governor.

In a common slide valve engine the point
of cut-oft" can only be changed by moving the
eccentric on the shaft, or by putting in a slide

valve having more or less lap. Moving the
eccentric on the shaft would change the point
of cut-off. but it would also affect the "lead"
and the time of exhaust.

Balanced Slide Valve. On a simple engine
with the p'ain "D" slide valve, considerable
power is consumed in movnig the slide valve
back and forth upon its seat, due to the steam
pressure in the steam chest upon the back of
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the slide valve. On some of the better class
of engines part of this pressure is removed by
so constructins: the slide valve that the press-
ure holdinjr it to its s at will be removed.
1 his may be accomplished in several ways,
one of which is by putting in what is termed
a "piston valve," so constructed that the steam
pressure from the steam chest pushes against
each end of the valve in opposite direc-
tions. This would balance the pressure upon
the valve and make it move easily in cither
direction.

Other balanced slide valves are constructed
with a steam cavity inside of the slide valve,
where steam enters in place of entering into
the steam chest. The slide valve in this case
would have steam ports in it, somewhat simi-
lar to the steam ports leading from the steam
chest to the cylinder. The steam pressure
upon such a valve would tend to force the slide
valve away from its seat. It is held to its seat
by an arrangement which allows only suffi-
cient steam pressure in the steam chest to hold
the slide valve firmly to its seat. A balanced
slide valve is more expensive to manufacture
than the plain, simple "D" slide valve, but
when properly constructed will effect a saving
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in power, at the power re(|iiirc(l to operate the
slide valve would be saved.

Lead. Lead on an ens"ine is the an" :^

of opening whieh the slide valve allow:
the steam port when the enirine

o

is on dcd
center, or when the piston is at the end of its

stroke. A simple slide valve should have from
1/32 to 1/16 of an inch lead, and the lead
should be the same at both ends. The object of
the lead is to admit steam to the cylinder just
before the piston reaches the end of its stroke
in order to act as a cush
and in order that the st

admitted to the cylinder d
0-' the stroke.

ion upon the piston,

cam may be readily

uring the first part

Tf an cni,nne has too much lead, too much
steam u ill be admitted to the cylinder before
th

u

tl

c piston reaches the end of its stroke, and it

ill cause a loss of power due to the fact that
>t( ill ed to be forced against the

pressure by the momentum of the {\y wheel.
This will have the same effect as applving a
brake to the fly wheel. It is also liable to
jaiise pounding on this account.

If an engine has too much lead, it is quite
likely that the exhaust port will open too early
to obtain the best results from the expansion
of the steam in the cylinder.

si
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If an cnji^ine has too little lead, not enough
steam will be admitted to the cylinder to cush-
ion the piston as it reaches the end of the
stroke, and it is liable to "pound" in the cross-
head or crank pin, and sufficient steam will
nut be admitted to the cylinder during the first

part of the stroke of the engine. When an
engine has too little lead, there is also danger
that the exhaust port will not open early
enough.

Dead Center. In setting the slide-valve
on a steam engine, it is very necessary that the
engine be placed on the dead center when the
valve is adjusted. An engine is said to be on
the dead center when the piston is at the end
of its stroke, or when the center of the wrist
pin, the center of the crank pin, and the center
01 the main shaft are all in a straight line. The
crrnk passes two dead centers in each resolu-
tion.

If the engine has the proper amount of
lead, steam is admitted to the cylinder when
it is on the dead center, but the engine will
not start when it is on the dead center, as the
pressure on the piston will be pushing or pull-
ing directly a^; anst the crank shaft. Locomo-
tives, hoisting engines, and other engines, are
often made with tAvo cylinders and cranks
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connected to the same shaft, one crank a quar-
ter of a revohition ahead of the other in order
to always have one crank of! the dead center,
thus enabling them to start at whatever point
the engine may have stopped.

It is very necessary when setting the slide
valve to put the engine on the exact dead cen-
ter, l^his should be done accuratelv, as a very
little difference either way will 'make con-
siderable difference in the valve. It will be
noted that while the engine is on dead center,
a little movement of the crank up or down has
very little effect upon the piston, as the piston
moves very slowly while the crank is passing
the dead center. The motion of the slide valve,
However, when the engine is near the dead
center, is considerable, as it is controlled by
the eccentric, and the eccentric is set a little
more than a quarter of a turn ahead of the
crank. It will be noted, then, that when the
piston is traveling at its slowest speed near the
end of the cylinder, the slide valve will be trav-
eling at its fastest speed, and any movement
of the crank up or down which would have a
slight effect upon the piston, would have con-
siderable effect upon the slide valve.

There are several methods of putting an
engine on the dead center. About the simplest
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and most accurate method is with the tram,
a tram being simi)iy a rod with a point at each
end turned at right angles.

Fig- 33-

Fig 34.
To put an engine on the dead center with

a tram, turn the engine about 5^ of a revolu--
tion oflf the center, and with a sharp knife
make a mark on the cross-head and guide, as
at A, Fig. 33.

ij^i^HSfcSMAjL
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At some convenient point on the engine
frame make a mark, (best witli a sharp center
punch) as at B. Then with a tram, which
may he of any convenient length, place one
end at the center pnnch mark 15, and with the
other end make the mark on the Hy wheel as at
C. Now turn the lly wheel over on the other
side of the dead center until the marks on
the cross-head and guide come together again.

Fi.cr. 35.

which will place the crank position as shown
in Fig. 34, or as far below the center as it was
above the center in Fig. 33. With the same
tram make another mark on the fly wheel, as
at D. Now measure on the fly wheel anci find
a point half way between C and D, as at E,
Fig 25' and turn the wheel until this mark is

even with the tram. The engine will be on the
dead center. Make a permanent mark on the
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rty wheel at !•:. V.y kccpinp: the tram it will
1)0 vtry easy at any time to put the enjrjnc on
(h'iul center, by simply turning it to nt the
ti.im. After the permanent mark E is made
on the lly wheel, it i , not necessary to preserve
the marks on the cross-head

The other dead center may be found in the
same way by placing the engine near the other
dead center and marking the cross-head at the
other end. or- it may be found by measuring
halfway around the wheel from E'and turning
that point to fit the tram.

Occasionally a crank disk is used in place
of the fly wheel, it sometimes being more con-
venient to take mea^nrements from.

In making the tram it is \\ell to make it

some definite length such as twelve or eigh-
teen inches from point to point. In case the
tram gets lost at any time, another one may
be made the same length and it will fit the
marks upon the engine.

Setting Slide Valve. To set the slide valve
of a simple engine, have the engine hot, re-
move the cover from the steam chest in
order to get at the slide-valve, put the
engine on the dead center, and turn the
high part of the eccentric 90 degreess, or
a quarter of a revolution, ahead of the crank.

i.
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in the direction the engine is to run. 1 uice

the slide valve in the (^Miter of its travel an<l

fasten it to the sliile valve rod. Xovv turn the

eccentric in the direction the enj^ine is to run,

until the desired amount of lead is obtain* d

(about 1/16 -'" an inch). Fasten the eccentric

to the main shaft and turn the cnpinc on tnc

other dead center to see that it has the same
amount of lead at the other end. If the lead

is the same at both ends, the valve will be
properly set. If there is more lead at one
end of the slide valve than at the other, it

must be made even by movinjnr the slide valve
on the rod one-half of the diflfercnce between
the leads. If th- nginc then has too much
lead, move the v. ui •'•>' back towards the

crank until the ri^ '• ui> r.mt is obtained, i*

the engine does n- hw .• enough lead, uicw
the eccentric ahead, or away from tl; rr; ;;k,

to get more lead.

The lead of an engine must always be made
even on both ends, by moving the slide valve

on the rod.

Moving the eccentric chaiiges the lead at

both ends of the slide valve. Turning the ec-

centric ahead, or awMv from the crank, will

give more lead at both ends. Turning the ec-

centric back towards the crank, will give less
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lead at both ends. A vertical engine should
have a httle more lead on the lower end than
it has at the upper end, as the weijrht of the
rods, crosshead md piston requires more
cusliion on the lower aid.

The above rule for settinjr the slide valve
applies to the simple slide valve cnj?ine that
has no rocker arm, and also to engines having
a rocker arm pivoted at ...je end.

Rocker Arm. Some engines are so design-
ed that it is not possible to connect the er-
c ntric rod to the slide valve rod direct, owing
to the location of the slide valve, and in order
to make connection in the proper manner the
rocker arm is made use of. When the rocker
arm is pivoted at one end, and the slide valve
rod and the eccentric rod arc connected near
the other end. the position of the eccentric
would be the same as in the simple engine.

Some engines are designed with a rocke:
arm pivoted at the center, the eccentric rod
connected to one end of the rocker arm, and
the slide valve rod to the other. In this case
the slide valve rod and the eccentric rod move
in opposite directions, and in order to give the
valve the proper motion the eccentric should
be turned exactly half way around on the shaft
from the position it would occupv in case no
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rocker arm was used. In setting the slide

valve on an engine using a rocker arm pivoted

at the center, the eccentric would be turned

three-quarters of a revolution ahead of the

crank to place the valve in the center of its

travel, and would then be moved enough far-

ther ahead (the direction the engine is run-

ning to give the required lead.

Angle of Advance. On a simple slide valve

engine, when the valve is properly set and the

engine is on dead center, the eccentric will be
a little more than one-quarter of a revolution

ahead of the crank. Were the eccentric ex-

actly a quarter of a revolution ahead of the

crank at this time, the slide valve would be

in the center of its travel, the engine would
have no lead, and steam would not be admitted
to either end. In order to get lead the eccent-

ric is turned ahead on the shaft (the direction

the engine is to run) until the proper amount
of lead is obtained. The amount that the ec-

centric is turned more than a quarter of a turn

ahead of the crank, varies with the different

engines from about lo to 20 degrees, and is

called the angle of advance.

Reversing an Engine. To reverse a simple
slide valve engine, remove the steam chest

cover so as to note the position of the valve.
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place the cnpine on dead center, loosen the ec-
centric and turn it about one-third of the way
around on the shaft in the direction the engine
was running, until the s'ide valve has the same
amount of lead at the same end it had before.
Fasten the eccentric to the shaft. In revers-
ing the engine it is not necessary to change
the slide valve upon its rod, or the length of
the valve rods. All that is necessary is lo
change the position of the eccentric upon the
shaft.

Fig. 36.

Always be sure that the lead is on the same
end that the piston is on, and the eccentric
so set that when the engine is turned in the
direction it is to run, the valve will open the
steam port. It will be noted that when the en-
gine is on dead center it mi t have steam on
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the same end the piston is on, no matter which

way the engine is to run.

A simple engine is reversed, or made to

run in the other direction, by changing the po-

sition of the eccentric on the engine shaft.

Fig. 36 shows an engine with the slide valve

set to run ahead or over. The dotted lines

show the position which the eccentric vvou'd

occupy were the valve set to run backwards

or under. The valve rods and connections are

the same length in each case, the only differ-

ence being the position of the eccentric on the

shaft. The part of the eccentric farthest from

the shaft A may be called the point of move-

ment, and the valve will move in the same

direction that the point A moves. When the

poin*^ A is straight above or straight below

the main shaft, the eccentric will be in the

center of its travel, and when at that point the

valve will be in the center of its travel, if

properly set, and will cover both steam ports

e(iually. Turning this point A ahead in the

flirection the engine is to run, gives the engine

•Mead."
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REVERSE GEARS.

Reversing Gears. Fno„u-s that rec|uire to
l)c reversed frequently and when ;n motion,
such as locomotives and traction enj,nnes are'
provided with a reverse gear, or an arrange-
ment by which they mav be reversed by
smiply moving a lever. When the top of the
fly-wheel moves away from the top of the
steam cylinder, the engine is said to be
runnmg ahead, or over. When the top of the
fly-wheel moves back towards the top of the
steam cylinder, the engine is said to be runnin-
backwards, or under. An engine is as stron-
runnmg ,n one direction as it is running in the
other. An en-ine appears better, however
when set so as to run ahead or over, and the
cn.ss-head will not be- .so likely to pound up
and down between the guides. When an en-
<^mc IS running ahead, the pressure on the
cross-head from the piston and connecting
rods IS always down upon the lower guide.
When the engine is running backwards, the
force of the piston pushing against tJie con-
nectmg rod tends to raise the cross head
against the upper guide, and the cross-head is
more liable t.. i.ound u|) and down between
the guides than it is when running ahead.
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Link Motion Reverse. The reverse geai
fhat is probably in most common usf i^ term-
ed "link motion" reverse, and is shown in Fig.

37. (In this cut the cylinder is shown as drop-
ped below the shaft in order to show the po-
sition of the crank pin, main shaft and eccen-
tric. In an actual engine it would be at the
side of the slide valve and in line with the
main shaft.)

A—Main Shaft
15 -r-rank Pin
('—Forward EccentricD —Back Eccentric

Fig- 37-

E—Link
E—Reverse Lever
G—Quadrant.

It consists of two eccentrics fastened to the
main shaft, one set to run forward and one set
to run backward. The eccentric rod from one
eccentric is fastened to one end of the link,
rhe other eccentric rod is fastened tn the other

•

-h
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end of the link with the valve rod, and the
other one thrown out of line with the valve
rod, where it plays back and forth and will
have no efTect upon the movement of the valve.
When the reverse lever F is in the center
notch of the quadrant, the engine will not run,
as one eccentric will move in one direction
while the other moves in the other direction,
and gives the valve only a small amount of
travel, not sufficient to open the steam ports.

To set the slide valve on link motion, place
the lever at one end of the quadrant and set
the eccentric rod in line with the valve rod
so as to run the engine in one direction, the
same as in setting the simple slide valve.
When one eccentric is set. place the lever at
the other end of the (juadrant and set the other
eccentric so as to run the engine in the other
direction.

An engine provided with the link motion,
and not working up to its full power, may be
made to cut ofY the steam earlier in the stroke
by setting the lever about an inch or more
from the end of the quadrant, which will give
the slide valve less travel, cut the steam off
earlier in the stroke, and allow it to expand
more in the cylinder, which will be more econ-
omical in the use of steam. When the reverse
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lever is set up an inch or two from the end of

the (|uadrant, it is what engineers term "hook-
ed up a Httle." An engine should be run hook-
ed up a little when doing light work, as it

will be more economical in the use of steam
and fuel. In case a heavy load is put on, more
power can be obtained from the engine when
the lever is put down to the last notch.

Fig. 38.

Single Eccentric Reversing Gear. The
W'oolf reverse gear, Fig 38, also termed the
single eccentric reverse gear, is in quite gen-
eral use and gives good results. It has few
parts to wear and become loose, and may also
be set so as to cut the steam off earlier or later
in the stroke, according to the load on the en-
gine. With this reverse gear the throw of the
eccentric is set oi)posite to the crank pin. The
engine is reversed by moving the lever from
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one end of tlic (|ua(lrant to the other, this

turns the slot or cam in which the roller in the

upper end of the eccentric slides into the posi-

tion shown hy the dotted lines, and will cause

the slide valve to move in the opposite direc-

tion. W ith this reverse j^ear, \vhen the eng^ine

is on dead center and the eccentric properly

set, moving tlie reverse lever from one end of

tile (juadrant to ill? other, will not move the

slide valve.

Other Reversing Gears. There arc sev-

eral reversinji;- ^vars in use upon engines, but

the two named above are in most common
USL'. All types of reverse i^ears consist of

some arranj:jement which is ev|uivalent to

chant^injj: the ])ositi(;n of the eccentric upon
the shaft. By understanding the principle of

the common eccentric thoroughly, it will be
comparativelv easy for an engineer to study
out the working; of other types of reverse gears.

Clearance. Generally speaking clearance

is the space in the steam cylinder between the

piston and cylinder head, when the engine is

on dead center. Strictly speaking, clearance
is all of the space contained between the end
of the cylinder and the jjiston. v.Iien t])e en-

gine is on deal center; also the space con-

tained in the steam j)orts up to the face of the
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slidi' valve. Some cnjjiiie huildtrs allow
more clearance on an enj^ine than oihers, the
amount of clearance dcpendinj^^ upon the dc-
sij,ni cf their en.q^ine. and upon their judgment
IS to how much clearance an engine should
hav m engineer cannot change the total
amount of clearance on a n eiigme without
putting in a different piston. If the piston is

not screwed into the cross-head the proper dis-
tance, the engine is liable to have more clear-
ance on one end than upon the other. An en-
gine should have e(|ual clearance on both ends.

earancc on both

each dead center, and

To find if there is e(|ual cl

ends, put the engine on
mark the cross-head and guide at each end.
which will show the travel of the cross-head
when the engine is running. Then disconnect
the connecting rod from the crank pin, and
l)nll the piston ahead until it strikes the en<I
of the cvlind

on
er, and notice how far the mark

the cross-head onus past the mark on tl

guide. This will show th

lie

e amount of clear-
ance on the crank end. Xow push the piston
back until it strikes the head end of the cyl-
mder. and see if the mark on the cross-head
come.s the same distance past the mark on the
other en.l of tlie gui<le. If it d,;es, the clear-
ance oi] both ends will be equal
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GOVERNORS

Governors. In order to secure a steady

motion from a steam engine, il is necessary

that some arranj^a-ment be made for regulat-

ing the amount of steam applied to the cyl-

inder and piston. Engines that do not re-

(juire a steady speed, such as the locomotive

and steand>oat engine, are not usually equip-

ped with a governor, the speed of the engine

being controlled by the engineer in charge

opening or closing the throttle-valve. The
throttle-valve is the valve between the boiler

and the ciij^ine where the steam is turned on
or off from the engine.

Engines are divided intu three common
types according to their governors. Throt-
tling Etigine, Automatic (. ut-off Engine, and
vorliss Engine, each of which has its distinct

lype ')f governor. The governoi" in common
use ui)0!i traction and crc.niiery engines, is the

throttling governor. Engines ecjuippcd with
governors of this type rue said to be throt-

tling engines.

-^-a,-
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Throttling Governors. On an engine
C(|uipi)e(l with a tlirottlinj? governor, the sh'de-

valve has a fixed point of cut-oflf, the slide-

valve traveling: the same distance at all times.
'I "he speed of the enj^ine is rc|;julated by the
amount of steam which the g^overnor allows
to pass through it. This regulates the press-
ure of the <team in the steam chest.

For instance, a large engine that has a
throttling type of governor, when doing a
small amount of work, might have steam on
its boiler at say loo pounds pressure. The
governor would cut this steam pressure down
as it enters the steam chest to perhaps 15 or
25 pounds, or whatever pressure is required
to keep the engine at the desired speed. In
case the speed of the engine fell below the
required speed, the governor would open a
trifle and admit more steam into the steam
chest and cylinder. If the speed of the en-
gme should increase, the governor w^ould
close a trifle and decrease the pressure of the
'^team in the steam chest. On an engine
equipped with this type of governor, it is not
possible to work steam on expansion to the
same extent that it is in an automatic cut-oflf

or Corliss engine.
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Figure 39 is a sectional cut of a throttling

Gardner governor, such as is in common use
on stationary engines. The governor is usu-
ally placed upon the steam chest of the en-
gine. Steam ])asses through the governor

i'is- 39.

valve (i) in the direction indicated by the ar-

rows. The valve in a governor is so con-
structed that steam pressure will have no ef-

fect upon its opening or closing. It will be
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noted from tlic cut that the steam presses on
the top of the valve as well as on the bottom,
jC^iving- an equal pressure on both sides. The
valve is raised or lowered in its seat, to allow

more or less steam to pass throujjh it, by the

valve stem (2) which extends up near the top

of the j^overnor. The valve stem is held up and
ihe valve open by the spring (4) pressing down
upon one end of the lever, the other end of the

lever raising the valve and stem. The tensioii

of the spring and the speed of the governor is

regulated by the hand wheel (3). When the

governor is at rest the valve is wide open, and
the governor balls (5J, which are hung upon
pivots, are dropped at the side of the governor.

The power which operates the governor
and controls the speed of the engine, is carried

from a pulley upon the main shaft of the en-

gine to the governor pulley (6). The motion
is then carried through the pulley shaft and
by means of gear wheels up to the governor
balls, and causes them to revolve upon their

stem. When the governor is in motion, the
balls revolving tend to swing outward and
upward turning upon the pivots from which
they are suspended. In doing this the end of
the lever on which the balls are hung presses
downward upon the top of the valve stem,
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partly closiiii; llu- valve and dccreasinrr the
amount of steam which the .c^overnor lets
throus:!! into the steam chest.

"

In case the
speed of the ennfine decreases, the speed of
the jrovernor will decrease and the balls will
lower their position, allowing the valve stem
to rise and admit more steam to the steam
chest.

To increase the speed of the engine, screw
down He handwheel (3), which wHl increase
the tension on the spring and require more
speed from the engine and governor before
the balls will rise sufficiently to shut off steam
from the steam chest.

To decrease the speed of the engine, screw
up the handwheel (3), which will release the
spring and allow the valve to be forced down
with less speed of the engine.

Governor Belt Off. W hen the -overnor
belt IS taken off the pulley, the governor will
open wide and remain in that position, giving
the same effect that would be had were there
no governor upon the engine. The engine is
then controlled entirely bv the steam press-
ure regulated by the throttle-valve When
the engineer has hold of the throttle and con-
trols the steam admitted to the steam chest
and does not allow the engine to run too fast'
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it would have the same effect that the gover-

nor would ha\e with the belt on. It is not a

j^ood plan, however, to remove the j^^overnor

belt, as the enjiifinecr is liable to j^ive the en-

S:ine too much steam and run it at too high a

speed. Running it at a high speed causes a

severe strain upon all of the bearings and
parts of the engine. The governor belt

should always be left on. If it is desired to

increase the speed of the engine, adjust the

regulating screw of the governor to the re-

quired speed. Any traction engine will travel

as fast as the manufacturers have desifrned

that it should travel when the governor belt

is on.

Engine Racing. An engine is said to be
racing when the speed of the engine increases

and then decreases while the engine has the
same load upon it. This is usually caused by
some trouble with the governor. The most
common trouble is from the governor valve
stem being packed too tight. When it is

packed too tight the packing binds upon the
stem, and it will require considerable force

from the balls before they will force it down.
After they have forced it down, the speed will

decrease, and will sometimes decrease con-
siderably before the pressure from the spring

£-7

u

^IM 'at/fm
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will raise it tr admit steam again. The valve
stem should be packed (|uite loosely in order
to «iive the -overn.M- i)erfectlv free plav up
and down. It should he packed u t], a' soft
packing:, and the i)ackin,ir renewed frecpiently
hefore it hardens.

Occasionally an en-ine wi:i race f-om the
S^overnor not beinjr packed firmlv enough. If
an engine races, try loosening ti.e packing un-
td the governor is perfectly free. Then^•f it
does not stop, tightening the packing a trifle
will sometimes remedy it.

A governor will race in ca.e it is not prop-
erly oded. The pivots upon which the balls
swing should be oiled, also the shaft upon
winch the balls revolve, and th. shaft carrying
the pulley wheel.

'^

A governor will also race if the governor
belt IS too loose and slips.

In starting an engine, alwavs turn the
•steam on slowly until the governor gets ini^
operation and controls the speed of the en-
8:ine. The throttle-valve should then be
opened wide, the speed of the engine be con-
trolled b\' the governor.

Automatic Cut-Oflf Governor. A steam
engine c,,uipped with an automatic cut-ofT
governor is rsually termed an automatic cnt-
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off engine. The word automatic means self-

moving or self-regulating. 'IMie term auto-

matic cut-off, would mean a self-regulating

cut-off engine.

As previously stated, the slide-valve on an

engine controlled with a throttling governor

usually has a fixed travel, and cuts off steam

at the same point regardless of the speed of

the engine, or power required. In an auto-

matic cut-ofF governor the travel of the slide-

valve is regulated by the governor which is

located in the fly wheel of the engine. They
are constructed in several different wavs, but

work on practically the same principle.

The eccentric in an engine governed in

this manner is not fastened to the shaft, but

has an extending arm upon one side, which is

fastened to and pivoted upon a pin carried by
the fl) wheel. The central part of the eccen-

tric is cut out so as to enable the eccentric

to move freely across the shaft of the engine.

A.i arm also extends from one side of the ec-

centric and carries a link extending to one end
of a lever which carries the controlling weight
and spring. The controlling weight is so

placed upon the lever that when the fly wheel
is in motion the controlling weight has a

tendency to fly out towards the rim of the fly
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wheel, carrying with it the lever upon which
it IS secured. As the weight is thrown out to-
wards the edge of the fly wheel, the lever and
"Ik connecting the arm of the eccentric force
he eccentric into a more central position with
he shaft, or, in other words, decn ,e the
throw of the eccentric. When the jw of
the eccentric is decreased, the travel of the
shde-va!ve of course is less. When the travel
of the slKle-valve is shortened, it will not open
the steam ports so wide and will close them
quicker, and in this manner decrease theamount of steam admitted to the cylinder

It will be noted, then, that in the automa-
tic cu -oft governor, the travel of the slide-
valve depends altogether upon the work which
the engine is doing.

In an engine governed with this type ofgovernor, steam in the steam chest is always
at boier pressure. The steam admitted tothe cylinder while the steam port is open is
admitted at boiler pressure. When steam
admitted to the cylinder at boiler pressure,and cut off early in the stroke, more benefit
- derived from the expansion of the steam in
the cylinder. In an engine controlled by an
automatic cut-off governor, the speed of the
^-ngine will be governed very closelv, as the
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Pfovernor is more sensitive and acts more di-

rectly than the throttling governor.

A cut of a fly wheel carrying an automatic
governor and eccentric, is shown in Figure
40. The full lines in the cut show the posi-

iMg. 40.

tion of the eccentric, governor, lever, weight
and spring, when the engine is at rest or is

working at full load. The dotted lines show
the position of the eccentric, lever, weight and

li

}^^'^^
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sprinjr u-hcii the load upon the engine is very
liglit. The governor will work between the
two ])Ositions shown. It will be noted that
when the eccentric occupies the position shown
by the dotted lines, it would give very little
travel to the slide-valve.

The speed of an automatic cut-off governor
IS regulated by the weight upon the lever and
the tension upon the spring.

To increase the speed of the engine, move
the ball upon the lever towards tho pivot on
which the lever turns, or increase the tension
upon the spring.

To decrease the speed, move the ball upon
the lever towards the end of the lever, away
from the pivot upon which the lever swings
or decrease the tension upon the spring.

It is not possible to change the speed of
an engine controlled with an automatic gov-
ernor while the engine is in motion. An en-
gine controlled with a governor of this type
IS very sensitive and usually runs at a high
speed. The governor and eccentric must be
kept in good order so as to work properly.
Ihey are „ot in com .ion use upon traction
engines or on small size stationary engines
such as are in creameries, being in more com-
mon use on small size electric lighting plants

.^.:>i^^
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and ])laccs of similar nature, where a steady

speed is required at all times, and where it is

desired to use steam as economically as possi-

ble.

Corliss Governor. The Corli:>s engine,

named after its inventor, is an engine having
two steam valves and two exhaust valves, in

place of the ordinary slide-valve. The steam
valves are usually located at the end of the

cylinder and very close to it, giving a very

short steam port. The exhaust valves arc also

located at the end of the cylinder. These
valves are connected with rods to a wrist

plate mounted upon a pivot on the side of the

cylinder, and receive their motion from the

wrist plate. The wrist plate, in turn, receives

its motion from the eccentric on the main
shaft, which is similar to the eccentric on the

simple slide valve engine. With an arrange-

ment of this kind the steam and }xhaust valves
may be set independent of each other.

The steam valves are constructed so as to

be opened by the motion from the wrist plate,

and when the engine is first starting and until

controlled by the :overnor, the engine takes
steam nearly the full stroke. When the speed
of the engine reaches the desired point, the
governor gets into action and regulates the
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The advantages of a Corliss engine are,

that it is capable of maintaining a steady
speed at a great variation in the load, that it

will govern quickly, and will develop more
pov/er from a given amount of steam, on ac-
count of the benefit derived from working the
steam on expansion. They are the most econ-
omical engine to be had.

The disadvantages of a Corliss engine are
its first cost and the comparatively large space
which the engine must occupy. On account
of its construction it is necessary that an en-
gine of this kind have a comparatively slow
speed, and in order to develop the required
power it is necessary to make the cylinder,
connecting rods, guides, etc., longer than the
short stroke high speed engine.

A Corliss engine is shown in Figure 41.
A Simple Engine. A simple engine is an

engine having one cylinder only. The steam
being used in the cylinder pushes the piston,
and then escapes through the exhaust.

Double Cylinder Engine. A double cyl-
inder engine is an engine having two steam
cylinders, which take the steam direct from
the boiler. Each cylinder has its own piston,
piston rod, connecting rod and crank. One
of the cranks in a double cylinder engine
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should be set one-quarter of a revolution
ahead of the other, which would put one pis-
ton near the center of the cylinder when the
other one was near the dead center. The ob-
ject of a double cylinder engine is mainly to
prevent the eng:ine from stopping on the dead
center. This is of considerable importance in
an engine that is started and stopped often,
and whore it is desired to start slowly with a
heavy !oa.l, or where it is desired to run an
engine very slowly. They are used mainly
on locomotives and on hoisting engines, and
occasionally on traction engines.

The advantage of having a double cylinder
engme is to be able to start the engine up in
any part of the stroke bv simplv open-ng th-
throttle-valve.

The objections to the double cvlinder en-
gine are that it has more moving parts than
the sin..;a. cylinder engine. If the engine is
the same h,,rse power as the simple engine
each cylinder would be one-half as large as the
cylinder in the simple engine. We would
have, however, more surface exposed to the
cold air and there would be more loss of steam
from condensation. There is more liable tr.
be loss of steam from leakage of the piston«
and s ide-valves. Where a traction engine i.s
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used for plowinj^, there is some advantage in

having an engine of this type. For ordinary
threshing i)urposes, a double cylinder engine
is prf)l)a!)ly not so desirable, as good results

are ojjlained from the single cylinder engine,

and where an engine is etiuiDped with reverse

gear, the engine can easily be started without
turning the fly wheel to move it off from cen-
ter, unless it stops exactly on the dead center.

Compound Engines. In order to secure the

best results from the power of steam, the
steam should be used expansively. This is

sometimes accomplished to a fuller extent by
passing the steam through two cylinders in

place of jxissing it through one cylinder only,

as it does in the simple engine. \\'hen ex-

pansion takes ])lace in two cylinders the
steam passes first into one cylinder and
pushes the piston, then ])asses to another cyl-

inder and pushes another piston, the engine is

said to be a compound engine. If the steam
passes through three cylinders successively, it

is said to be a trii)le expansion engine. If it

passes through four cylinders, it is said to b'e

a (juadruple expansion engine.

In a comjiound engine the cylinders are
not of the same size, but each ^uccessive cyl-

inder must be larger. The steam from the
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boiler first enters the smallest cylinder, called

the hi.c^h pressure cylinder. After havincj

pushed the piston to the end of the stroke, it

exhausts into the next cylinder, and so on un-
til it has puslu'd the piston in each cylinder.

\\hen one cylinder is placed at the end of
the other and both pistons are connected to
the same piston rod. the eno^ine is said to be

Fig. 42.

a "tandem compound." When the cylinders
are placed side by side and each piston and
connecting rod attached to a separate crank
pin. the engine is said to he a "cross com-
pound." If both piston rods are attached to
the same cross-head and one crank pin, the
engine is called a "t\\ in compound."

A sectional cut of the Woolf compound en-
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fiuu\ whicli is in quite common use on trac-
tion cn.e^ines, is shown in Fi<:riire 42. Tlie
movement of the steam to and from the cyl-
iiulers is controlled entirely with one slide-
valve, somelhinp^ similar to the i)lain "D"
slide-valve, except that it is douhle. and to a
certain extent is a balanced slide-valve.

The advantajrcs of a compound engine are
that it will work steam more on expansion,
and derive more power from a given amount
of fuel and water.

The disadvantage of a compound engine
is that it has more parts to wear and get out
of order than the simple -.ngine. Where fuel
and water are important items, it is more
economical to have a compound engine. Where
fuel is cheap and the water supply convenient,
its advantages are not so great.

Condensing Engine. A condensing engine
IS an engine the exhaust ot which is connected
with a condenser. An engine which is
not ro,mected with a condenser is said to
be a non-condensing engine. A non-condens-
^n^ engine exhausts the steam directly
into the atmosphere. In the condens-
ing engme the exhaust pipe is connected with
the condenser, which is an arrangement usu-
ally supplied with numerous pipes with cold

ms^ifM:s^f^h^i 'Jhwmj
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water jiassinc;- throuc^h them, which coinUMises

the exliaust steam. The water from the con-

densation of the steam is pumped out by
means of a i)um]). ]]y passing cold water
throuj^^h the condenser and condensinj^ the ex-

haust steam, it wouhl produce a vacuum or a

partial vacuum in the condenser. The engine
would then be exhausting into a partial va-

cuum, and we would gain the pressure of the
atmosphere, which would be equivalent to

adding pressure upon the steam side of the
piston. Marine engines are usually condens-
ing engines and also large engines situated

close to a water supply, where a quantity of

water is available for condensing the exhaust
steam. It ordinarily requires about 2-:, times
as much water to condense the exhaust steam,
as was required to form the steam applied to
the engine. It will be noted that a condensing
engine would not be used to advantage on a
traction engine. It is thought best, however,
to mention condensing engines in order that
the engineer may understand something of
the different types.

^^P'^mmmi'^^m!^
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HANDLING A TRACTION ENGINE.

On takinjr diarrrc of a new traction engine,
or takin.o: charijc of a traction enj^ine for the
first time, tlic cn.crjneer should examine the
l)oiIer and etio-i„c th()rou,ir' ly to see that he
nn.lcrstands its general construction and oper-
ation.

If the engineer is about to start an old
l>oder or one that has l)een used before, he
should examine the boiler on the inside and
see if It is perfectly clean and free from scale
He should also note the general condition of
the boder plate as to whether it is rusted or
oaten away so as to be thinner in some part^
than m others, or is not of even thickness If
there ,s any doubt as to the plate being thick
enough, he should test it by striking a sharp
) ow with the ball end of a ball pene hammer.
If the plate be thin, it will be possible to dent
>t u-ith a good blow. If there i. any doubt as
to Its strength, it should be tested bv the boiler
inspector before firing up. Th; engineer
should see that the engine stands level level-
•"?? >t with a small level placed upon the
pndes for leveling it lengthwise, and with a
level placed upon the main shaft for levelin-̂S

iu:\6;ti^^^sr^:^k ^.>i8Ktoft&^-'j^S!^r»^T' >' *tsi!^^^/\?^«
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it crosswise. He should trace out all pipes

and understand their use, and know exactly

what parts they connect, examine the pump
and injector in order to be familiar with their

workincj. He should examine the fire box or

furnace, also the combustion chamber, and

note that no tools or extra parts have been

stored in them. H the hand-holes are not in

place, he should properly pack them and put

them in. Then remove ihe filling plug on the

top of the bo'ler and fill the boiler with water

until it shows about three inches of water

over the tubes or crown sheet, filling the boiler

with a hose, or by means of pails, pouring the

water in through a funnel which is usually

provided with the engine. While ihe boiler

is filling with water, he should note the hand-

holes to see that they are all tight, If not

tight, draw them up with a wrench if pos-

sible ; if not possible to draw them up tight,

it may be necessary to remove them and put

on new gasket to make them tight.

He should also examine the gage cocks

and glass gage, and note their position in re-

gard to the top of the tubes or crow^n sheet.

He should ascertain their height bv filling: the

bo'icr until water shows in the glass, and by
looking through a hand-hole note how high it

ii J
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is .>vor tl,c tulH-s or crown sheet. If ,he water
•s ".;l over tiK. cr,nv„ sluot or t«l«s. he sho„l,j
"11 't w.lh watc-r „„li| it is. ;„„| ,„„e ,,<»<,
"".ch ua.cr ,Iu-n. is i„ Un- «la« in or.ler to
k.i.nv exactly l„nc ,„„eh water he is carryingover the t„hes or crow,, .sheet. It „,ay btmore convenient t„ level the slass bv the useof a sp,r,t level. leveling with a straight e.lee
arotni.l fron, the tuhes to the glass

While ,he boiler is filling „e should clean
he tubes, the con,l,u,stion chamber, the firebox a„„ , , ^^,,,^^.._^ ^^^ ^^^^

^fl-

ashes. When t|,e boiler is filled with the,jrop„ a,nonnt of water, it wil, be safe to start

Start the fire by first placing in shavingsor papers. ,bc„ kindlings, Iig,„i„f, „,e fi^;an, when the kiu.llings are bur^ungf.ice.y p t'on the coal or wood. If i. be a straw bufn^eng,ne. the fire n,ay be started directly wi^the straw, no knulling being necessary^ Tldraft should be opened and where theres no danger fron, sparks the screen or spark

«ack to get as strong a draft as possible I,!

'^"^" not to put on too thick a fire. A thin
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fire will burn more frcdy, as more air call

pass tlinnigh it.

After the fire is started and while the boiler

is warmintj uj), j^o all over the engine, examin-

ing the boxes and bolts to see that they are

not 1( All b diould be oiled.loose. .All Dearmgs snouid

(irease cups, oil cups and lubricators filled,

and superfluous oil or grease be wiped off

with waste or rags. When the fire is burning

nicely, it is well to open the upper gage-cock

so as to allow any air to escape, and to get

an indication as to when steam commences to

form. When steam has formed and is com-

ing out of the gage-cock with some force, the

gage-cock should be closed, and it should be

noted if the steam-gage hand starts to rise.

When the steam pressure has risen to 5 or

10 pounds, the blower should be opened to

increase the draft and cause the fire to burn

more rapidly. When steam pressure has

risen to between 40 and y^ pounds on the

ordinary traction engine, the safety-valve

should be pulled open by hand in order to be

sure that it is not stuck in its seat. If any

parts upon the engine require packing,

such as the piston rod. slide-valve rod, gover-

nor valve stem, pump piston, or any of the

valve stems, they should be packed while the



stea.n pressure is rising: a.rl the en^^incxr is
<it leisure.

The Mean, pressure sl,„„l,l I.e raise! Rra.l-
"•'".^- •••"'I -IH- pressure „,„e,l „po„ ,he s.ca , .

j;.-.^- un,,. . he safe., -valve l,,,nvs,,ff.i,, ,,,,,,,
"'" "H' engineer n,ay know it is worki,,,.
;;;;i;-',;- n>' sho„k, ,„„, ,„e pressure t".Khu .,nvs. l.isue:i.oall,nv,hesafe,v-

;•
'V

'" ''"" "rt- -^teau, eaeh ,„„rui„s when
re,l up. I,ut ,t shou,,, „.M,e a -.aluu,:

• .mervvanis uule^s it is uecessarv. \\|,,„

.
u,l ua.er ou aeeouut of ,„e s.eau, an,liieat escapin*,^.

^\ hen steam pressure hns ri<n,. f
thn ,1 • 1 .

"'^ "'^-^ risen to near y

c osck
1 1,, l,lo,ver should not be „se<l when"o e„s„,e ,s ;„ operatiou. as a! traction euS."es exhaust thr.n.ah the sn,oke st. -k tI

''^tack aii.l Ks turned uj.uard. The end of th.
-1--| pipe is usua,.., shape., sinj;:' t°ojct " tl"- injeetor. au,l the exhaust stean,-eap.ns, fro„, it „as the san.e effec TtZ>l"«er_ Son,e e„,.ines are coustruCLi;. ha -nahle exhaust, or one in „,„ch tt i.e ^th open.ng n,ay be increased or decreased^MH.n the openin,, is decreased thestea"
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lire will be increased as it escapes from the

nozzle, ami will cause a stronger draft. This

will, however, cause a back pressure upon the

ens^ine. When the openinjj^ is increased the

pressrre of the exhaust steam will be de-

creased, which relieves the back ])ressurc on

the engine, but does not j^ive so strong a draft.

The exhaust openin.ijc should be left open as

wide as possible when steam i)rcssure can be

maintaine<l. If. however, the draft is not

stronjTf enou,t;h to maintain the same i)ressure,

the exhaust nozzle should be closed in order

to secure the recjuired draft.

When steam has been raised to nearly the

full pressure, the height of the water in the

boiler should be noted. The pump or injector

should be started in order to see that it is in

good working condition, and if the water is

not at the proper height in the boiler, it should

be left in operation until the required amount

of wate^ is obtained.

Starting an Engine. The cylinder cocks

of an engine should always be opened when

the enginr is stopped, and should be left open

until after the engine is started and dry steam

escapes from them. In starting the engine

be sure the cylinder cocks are open. It is

H

?-— i-
-f
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well also tn open the pet-cock underneath the
steam chest, in order to allow part of the con-
vict scd stcan, to escape fn),n the stean, chest
and not f.Tce it throu^di tJ,e cylinder The
tirottle-ya'v. should be opened 'sloulv in or-
^h-r to a.hnit steam slowly to the cylinder and
warn, .t gradually, \\-ere the throttle-yalye
opened c,uickly with a cold cylinder, stean.
would conclens. rapidly and form more water
than would escape throui-h the cylinder cock,
ami there would 1>. dan^-.r of breaking out
tlie cyluHler head, or at least causing consi-
'lerable strain upon the bearings of the engine
and connections. \\ hen the engine has a re-
verse gear, it is well to moye the reyerse leyerback and f.,rth a few times xyhen steam is
first adnnt.cd. in onler to warm the cylinder
ateach end. AXhen the cylinder ha; been
lioroughly heated, which can be determined

l>y notmg that dry steam issues from the cyl-mder cocks, the throttle may be opened a lit'tle
further and the engine allowed to start slowlyand gradually brought up to speed

When the engine is brought up to the re-quired speed and its motion controlled by the
goyerncr, the throttle-yahe should be opened..deTe cylinder lubricator should be st'art::;and ,f the engme is working under load, the

..r.t ^:i:m*<^&:w^^s?mgmsm&jiiKmiSii^
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pump or injector should bo startc-rl in order to

inaint.iin the proper amount of water,

\\ lien an enpfinc is sto])i)ed for an instant

only, .here is not so much danj^er from open-

injT the throttle quickly, as the cylinder in

that case will be warm. It is always better,

however, to start any machinery into motion

gradually, as it causes less strain upon all

wearinrj parts. The screen on the smoke stack

should be closed when there is any danger

from sparks.

While steam is rising in the boiler the fire

should be watched carefully and fresh fuel ap-

plied as needed. \\ hen the steam reaches

nearly the required pressure, if it is not de-

sired to start working with the engine at

once, the fire should be covered with fresh

coal and the draft closed, in order to prevent

the steam pressure rising too high, ^\'hcn the

engine is working the draft should be left

oi)en wide enough to give sufficient draft to

the fire.

Running The Engine, While the engine

is in operation, such as threshing or whatever
work is required from it, the engineer should

keep clos€ watch of all moving par' that they
do not overheat, and should feel of the bearings

occasionally and note their temperature, xi

K.1»L*V, ^:Xm
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tliey arc heating^, he should apply oil. If
too hot to bear the hand upon them, it is an
indication that the ens^inc should be stopped
and the beariuir loosened slio-htlv. IJetter to
run I)carin.q:s too loose than too ti-ht. If they
arc too ti.e:ht and start heatin- the heat wifl
expand the shaft and soon cut it. When the
l^haft is cut. it is difficult to keep it from uear-
in^f or heatiuj"-.

The en-ineer should watch his water .-sup-
ply, steam pressure and his fire constantly.

When the engine is runnin- and the en-
gineer has leisure he should make any snrdl
repairs that may be made when the enoi„e i.

!" niotion. He .should .see that his supply cart
i-s filled with water and fuel and prepare to
move his encrine as soon as the separator is
stcDped.

A o-ood eno-ineer will alwavs be readv to
go as soon as the belt is oft. an<l the separator
men will not be required to wait for him either
before or after nvnin- to a new settino-

Stopping The Engine. I„ st.)ppinir The en-
gine the throttle may be closed quicklv with-
out mjuring the boiler or engine. The olinder
cocks should always be o,)ened as .soon" as the
tiirottle-valve is dosed. An engineer should
make this a fixed habit. As soon as the tlirot-
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tie is closed and the cylinder cocks opened, the

engineer should give immediate attention to

his fire. If the stop is for a short time with

the expectation of starting again quickly, he

should add fresh coal and close the draft and
damper. If the steam pressure is high and
there is not too much water in the boiler, the

pump or injector should be started into opera-

tion. The lubricator should be shut off and
oil cups closed. The engineer should then go
carefully over the bearings, feel of them and
see that none of them are too hot, and that all

bolts and nuts are tight.

If the engine is to stop for some time, such
as at night, the pump or injector should be
allowed to run until the water is raised to the

third gage-cock, or until the boiler has more
water in it than is necessary while running.
This will allow for any leakage, and will per-

mit of some water being blown out to clean

the boiler the next morning. The fire should be
allowed to die down before closing down the
engine. Before leaving the engine any length
of time, the valve at the top and bottom of the
glass-gage should be closed, and the glass
emptied. This will call the engineer's atten-
tion to the fact that the valves are closed. All
pipes that are exposed to the cold air, if there
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is danger of frcezinnr, should be drained, and
the hibricator also if it contains water. The
cMigine should be gone over carefully and all

grease and superfluous oil wiped off.

The Engine On The Road. When moving
the engine on the road the engineer should
watch the glass-gage and gage-cocks closely
to see that the proper amount of water is

maintained. ]t is usually bes^ to carry the
water a little higher while on the road' than
:t is while the engine is at work. There is
more or less fluctuation of the water and the
tubes or crown sheet may become bare, es-
pecially upon hills. Do not, however, carry
water high enough to cause priming. The
steam pressure should be maintained near
the bloxv-off point. Before going down a hill it
IS best to put fresh cvoal on the fire, close the
draft and damper. Tl.is will prevent too much
heat while descending the hill, and no steam
IS re(|uired.

When descending the hill the speed of the
engine should not be allowed to increase much
above Its ordinary speed. When the recjuired
spce.l IS reached, steam should be shut off
If this does not check the speed sufficient!

v

the engme should be reversed, and the air i^n

the cylinder will then act as a cushion retard-

miJZ-SSfMf^i.iS^^'SWL ^^.^ j^^mjb-'^-:i€mi^'-::-ir7m^:^M^^S!!^tit^--mtmmim - '^a^m^^M.^^^
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ing the speed. In case this does not check
the speed sufficiently, the throttle-valve may
be opened a little to admit some steam to the

cylinder. The speed of the ene^ine may then
be controlled by movinc^ the reverse lever to

that point which will admit the proper amount
of steam to cushion the piston, and act as a

brake upon the engine. As soon as the bottom
of the hiil is reached the draft and damper
should be opened and the fire allowed to burn.
If the water is low in the boiler it should be
raised a little above where it is ordinarilv car-

ried, the object being to have a good steam
pressure and sufficient water before ascending
the next hill.

I'pon approaching a hill the engineer
should see that he has a fairly good fire, th?
usual amount of water, and steam pressure
up to near the blowing-off point. 11ie fire

should then be checked and not be allowed to
burn any more than necessary to give the re-

(juired steam while ascending the hill. The
engine shouhl be controlled by the throttle-
valve, and should ascend the hill slowly in

order not to use all of the steam cpiickly at
the bottom of the hill. The engineer should
watch the steam gage and see that the steam
pressure is maintained. If the steam pressure

'±>'Li&:j^^M.\ ^j
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is riinnino^ <lown, lie should close the throttle
a trifle and ascend the hill more slowly. If
the steam pressure be allowed to drop to anv
S:reat extent, there is danj-er of not having
sufficient power to reach the top of the hill.

Do not fire while going up a hill unless
absolutely necessary. If the hill be a long one
and it is necessary to fire while ascending it,

the firing should be done while near the bot-
tom of the hill. Upon reaching the top of the hill
the draft and damper may again be opened to
increase the fire and raise the steam pressure,
and the ])ump or injector started to raise the
water supply, it is not a good plan to allow
the pump or injector to ru.i while ascending
a short hill. 0„ a long hill it is sometimes
necessary to run them in order to maintain
sufficient water. I^o not run them more than
necessary, however, as putting in the cold
water will reduce the steam pressure.

The governor belt should not be removed
from the governor while the engine is traveling
on the road. If it is desired to obtain a higher
speed, increase the speed by screwing down
tlie regulating screw on the governor. This
will allow the engine to run as fast as it is
practical to run it. Running at a higher speed

/ 1^B^im^?m^i3maB^&(w^^^s.'*w^F: "iS*V trVif^- £ii:
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is liable to put more strain upon the bearings
etc.. than they are able to withstand.

Guiding The Engine. Traction eni^ines

are .guided while on the road by means of the
steerinnr wheel. Turninjj the top of the stecr-

ini,^ wheel to the rijL,dit will turn the cnj^inc to-

wards the ri.erht. Turning: the top of the steer-

ing: wheel to the left turns the engine to the
left. 'JMie engine travels in a direction at right
angles to the axles, hence when the axles arc
not parallel it will travel in a circle, the central
point of which might be found by extending
two imaginary lines, one continuous with the
front axle and one continuous with the rear
axle, where the two lines cross each other
would be the center of the circle upon v/hich
the engine would turn. In guiding an engine
an engineer should keep his eye on the front
wheels and note their position. ] )o not turn
the steering wheel too often or too far. which
would have a tendency to wiggle the engine
i)ack and forth upon the road.

The steering wheel may be turned more
easdy when the engine is in motion than when
the engine is standing still. When it is de-
sired to change the direction of the front
wheels it is well to have the engine moving
slowly.

t
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'I'lic stccrin- cliains, which extend from the
iront axle back to the steering roller, should
l)e moderately tight, though not tight enough
to bmd or cause undue friction. If too slack-
it will he somewhat difficult to guide the en-
gine

Getting Out of a Mud Hole. An engi-
ncer should be careful not to get into a mud-
bole unless absolutely necessary, as the mud
bemg soft the wheels cannot secure a firm
hold upon the ground and will have a tendency
to turn without propelling the engine If the
vvlieels turn without propelling the engine the
calks upon the wheel will cause it to dig a
liole which will be difficult to get out of 4s
soon as the engine drive wheels slip without
propellmg the engine, the engine should be
stopped, and something put under the wheels
snch as rails, posts, straw, boards, brush, or
anytlnng that will enable the wheels to get a
.e:np upon the earth. Sometimes a log chain
IS fastened to some object ahead of the eno-i„e
and one end thrown under the wheel.

In traveling on a muddv road, or where
there ,s danger of the wheels slipping, it is
well to put the mud calks or mud hooks upon
them. Iheso are large cast iron calks which
">ay be bolted to the wheels. In getting.
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out of a mudhole the engine should be run

slowly, as the engine will not be so liable to

lose its footing while traveling slowly.

If stuck in a nuulhole while the engine is

pulling a separator or a load, an engineer may
get out more easily by uncoui)ling the engine

and running ahead with the engine alone until

the engine reaches firm footing. Then by
means of a rope or wire cable attach to the

separator and pull it through the mudhole on
to solid ground, then back the engine up and
connect to the separator again.

Crossing Bridges. Before crossing a bridge

or culvert, the engineer should stop the engine

and go ahead to examine the bridge to see if it

is strong enough to carry the weight of his

engine and separator. If there be any doubt
as to the strength of the bridge, it will be

better to move the engine around the bridge
if possible, or lO cover the bridge with heavy
planks, placing the planks lengthwise of the

road. The weight of the engine v.ill then be
distributed over a larger surface of the bridge
and the bridge planks will not be so liable to

break. It is best to move slowly while cross-

ing a bridge.

In case an engine has broken through a
bridge, it is sometimes a difficult matter to
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Rct it out of the hole. If the hole is so deep
that there is danger of burning the crown
sheet or tubes in the boiler, it would be better
to draw the fire and pull the engine out by
hand, or by means of horses. This could bes't
be accomplished by winding rope seseral times
around the fly wheel, setting the friction geai-
nig, and then by hitching a team to the rope,
or having several men pull on it, the fly-wheel
will

1 e revolved slowly and the engine gradu-
ally lifted out of the hole.

The Friction-Clutch. Nearlv all traction
engine are now supplied with a friction-
clutch, which is an arrangement for throwing
the traction gearing into motion and moving
the engine. In using the friction-clutch it
should not be thrown into gear too suddenly
VVlnle the engine would probably be strong
enough to stand having the gea^ thrown in
suddenly without breaking any parts, it would
cause an extra strain upon the bearings of the
engine and in time would be liable to loosen
them.

In starting an engine on the road, the en-
gine should be started and the friction-clutch
thrown in gradually until the gearing is in
motion, when the friction may be set up tight
If traveling over bad roads, the speed of "the
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cnp^ine should be slow and controlled with the

throttle-valve. When a good piece of road is

reached the throttle should be opened wide
and the speed regulated by the governor. Fric-

tion shoes of the clutch are usually made of

wood, and have some arrangement for being

set out when worn. In case the friction slips

when the friction-clutch lever is tli-own clear

over, the shoes should be set out a trifle. Be
careful not to set them ou too far, as it would
cause unnecessary wear if they touched the fly

wheel.

A friction-clutch is usually so constructed

that by placing a pin (sometimes called the

stifT pin) in the fly wheel and friction-clutch

bearing, the two will be locked together.

When the engine is used for plowing, or

when it is usetl for a long haul on the road,

or if the friction-clutch slips, it is sometimes
desirable to lock it.

Compensating Gear. A compensating or

differential gear is an arrangement by which
one drive wheel is permitted to travel faster

than the other, when the engine is moving
upon a curve. It is located in the drive gear-
ing usually upon the shaft carrying the bull

pinions which drive the rear wheels. When
the engine is traveling on a straight road,

4|';^:-c:^^
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the wliolc jrcarin.s: revolves as both drive
wheels turn at the same rate of speed. When
S:m"S: around a curve the couipensatin^ .r^ar
whde pull.n.^r „po„ each drive wheel, uouhl
allow one wheel to travel faster than the other

th./ -l"

^7i;^'"-^atin<r .^ear sliould he so made
that ,t wdl be possible to lock it solid and

speed. This IS sometimes necessary, as when

one drive wheel strikes a mudhole it is liable
to revolve rapidly, and the other dnve wheel
remain stationary.

One ty,., of compcnsatin.n: crcar is shown
in F.^nire 43. The comjHnsatin.^- ^.ear receives
Its motion from another cogwheel mesbing

^^*jrmjm^hiEmwsw.
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into the la.jT^e outside gear wheel A. When
the ffear wheel A revolves it carries with it

the heveled pinions C. The heveled pinions

mesh into the two heveled pjears P>, each of

which carries a hull pinic . drivinj^^ the main
wheels. ITpon a straij^fht road the heveled
pinions C remain stationary. When turning
a corner ihe heveled pinions revolve hetween
tin- two heveled ^fars B just eno;ip;h to allow
the wheels to travel without slippinj^^ upon the

S^round or straining- axle. A compensating
gear may he locked hy so placing an iron pin
in the outside gear wheel A that it will hold
against a projection. II. upon the beveled gear
wheel B. in this way locking the two heveled
gear wheels B together. A compensating gear
should not be locked except where it is ab-

solutely necessary in getting out of a mudhole.
-As soon as the engine is out of the mudhoK .

I)Iace the locking pin so as not to strike against
the projection H. Jf the compensating gear
is locked while turning a corner it causes one
drive wheel to slip on the ground, and brings
an unnecessary strain upon the bearings.

Reversing Traction Engine While In Mo-
tion. \^ hen a traction engine is moving on
the road and it is desired to reverse the en-

I

r -.ll
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«:inc. the throttle should first be closed, the
^•"K.ne reversed, and the throttle aj^ain opened.
I l"s should be done in order that the cnmnemay not be reversed too ,,uicklv causin^r un-

'1«H' strain upon the bearinj^.s. Traction en-
f,Mnes are usually n,ade strong, enoujjh and will
stanc the strain if reversed while under full
speed without closinjr J,c throttle. The dan-
ger coines however, in causing the extra strainupon the bearin^^s. If the engine is reversed
slowly without closinn. the throttle less dam-

the s ide-valve closes tin- steam off from the
cylinder and then admits it to the other side
which would be similar to <.penin,. and clos-'
ng: the throttle-valve slowlv. It is better
however, to get into the habi't of tirst closing
he throttle-valve, reversing the engine, andthen opening the throttle-valve again slowlv
Settmg The Engine. Xearly all threshing

OUlntS arc now nrrm- .w. I ^1 .
»lie nou arrai. ed so the engine pulN

on^ ,''•"'!;•,• ''"' -" -" -P-ator while

sacU the c„f,.„e uncoupled, and the engine
" ..>t tl,e„ he turned and placed i„ positionThe ens,ne ,s usually turned into position hv
n,nn,n.5 ahead to the riftht or left, whichever
.s most convenient, until at ri^ht angles with
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the siparator. The cnjjine is then revcrsc'l

and hacked in the other direction until ahout
the re(|uired position. The cn/s^ine shouhl he
hacked a Httle farther than re(|uire(l. if it is

not hacked into exact line, and then hroujjlit

nj) in line with the separator jjulley.

\\'hen the wind does not blow from either
side, the enijine should be in exact line with
the separator, as shown in I-'i^ure 44. The
cn.ijineer will si^dit with his eye and brin|? the
side of th<> fly wheel and the side of the separa-
tor pulley in a straight line. The five points
A. IV. C. T) :<: K should he hroup^ht into exact
line. A representinj^f the en/;ri„eers eye, B-C
v(h^es of the tlv-wheel on the enj:^ine, and D-E
the edj^cs of the pidley upon the separator.
As the jnilley upon the separator is small and
the separator is a considerable distance from
the engineer, it will be difficult for the en-
gineer to sec both edges D and E of the pulley.
W hen the engineer is ac(|uainted with the
separator, he will locate some point back of
the pulley, such as the elevator spout or some
point which is in line with the edge of the
pulley, to line up with.

If there is a strong side wind, it is well
to set the engine a little to one side to allow
for the wind, setting the engine towards the
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wind with its fly wheel turned slightly away
from the wind. The \iim1 will ^end to carry
the belt with it. an( the eiioii.e should be
l)laced so that the bel n Hi y^.n straight with
the fly wheel, also with the separator pidley,
as shown in Figure 45. I1ie amount the en-
gine is set over and the direction it is set
will depend upon how much the wind blows
the belt. The engineer should bear in
mind that a belt to run well should run straight
toward the pulley it is running on to.

The drive belt shoulrl be pulled out and a
mark made at the end of the belt where it will
lie upon the ground. The mark will serve as
an indicatiou as to the place where the shaft
of the engine will come. The engine should
be brought up nearly to position and in line
with the separatoi pulley. AVhere the engine
has a friction-clutch it is well to run the en-
gine up far enough to put the belt on easily,
then by throwing in the friction-clutch a trifle
the engine may be backed slightly until the
i)elt is tight enough. The fly wheJl on nearly
all traction engines turns ahead while thresh-
ing and while traveling backwards on tiie road.
V>y throwing the friction-clutch in slightly
while threshing, the belt may be tightened at
anv time.
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A Rood sized block, or better still a good
jack-screw, should be carried to block the
drive wheels when threshinj-. P.y carrying a
short piece of plank and digging a small in-
clined hole, putting one end of the jack-screw
upon the plank and the other against the drive
wheel, the screw can be brought up to block
the engine securely.

Packing. 'J^here should be two kinds of
packing with the engine, one for piston rods
valve stems, valve rods, etc.. which is called
a piston packing: another packing called sheet
packing, or gasket, for packing hand-holes
man-holes, under the cover of the steam chest,
and places of similar nature.

Piston Packing. Piston packing is anv
kind of packing that is used for packing pis-
ton rods, slide valve rods, and places of similar
nature. There are many kinds of piston
packing upon the market. The most common
packings are hemp packing, asbestos packin-
candle wick packing, and patented packing

'''

Hemp Packing. Hemp packing ,s nladc
from hemp fiber and looks somewhat like a
P'oce of rope. It is much softer than rope, how-
ever. Hemp packing may be used for packin-
any part of the engine, such as piston rod. valve
rod. pump and valve stems. The objection to

^jai^- m:^\
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hemp packinn^ is that it is liable to become
hard in the stuffing |)r>- and cut the rods more
than seme other packings. It is not expensive,
however, and when proi)erly put in and not al-
lowed to harden in the box good satisfaction
may be had from it.

In using hemp packing it should be picked
to pieces to take out any lumps orchard pieces,
ft is then well to ,.il it with cylinder oil anrl
S:raphitc before putting it in the stuffing box.
In putting it in the stuffing box. first dig out
all ot the old packing which is liable to'have
become hard, then twist the hemp packing up
somewhat like a rope. or. if the stufTing-
box is large, brair' the packing, until large
enough to fill the space between the rod and
the side of the box. put a turn around the pis-
ton rod and push it down into the stuffing-
box. Then put on another turn and push that
in. and so on until the stuffing-box is entirely
filled. Put in all the packing vou can get in.
bcrew the gland up firmly to force the pack--
nig into pbsitJon. It is well then to slack the
R and off tct allow the placking fcJ expand. The
8:land c^n feaSily be di^awn up' bv hand tigh't
enough to prevent steam le'aking through
which IS all that i. necessary. If packing^is
screwed up too tight it is liable to heat' the
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ri)d and burn the jjackinj^. It will also wear
the rod and is liable to cut a groove in it

Icns^thwise.

Candle Wick Packing. Candle wick pack-
ing is common candle wicking, and may be
used for i)acking valve stems or small parts.

The objection to using candle wick packing
for piston rods and valve rods is that it is

liable to become hard and wear the rods. It

is very convenient, however, to have candle
wick with the engine, as it is useful in many
places.

Asbestos Wick Packing. Asbestos wick
packing usually comes iu balls and is about
the size of the candle wick packing. It is used
for packing small valve stems and may be
used for packing the piston rod. It is of a
softer nature than the hemp or candle wick
packing. It gives good satisfaction when
used for the governor valve stem or a small
stuffing-box. It should not be used, however,
for packing the water end of a pump, or a
cross-head pump, as the water has a tendency
to wash the packing out. It should not be
iK.ed for packing to hold water pressure.

Patented Packing. There are several pa-
tented packings upon the market which give
very good satisfaction and are not expencive.

I'Mm^mmm-^m: ij^ M ;^ ••iA*
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Worn Piston Rod. Jn an old engine, or in

an engine where the packing has been allowed

to become hard, the piston rod often wears

smaller in the middle than at the ends. When
this occnrs, it is difficult to keep the j)iston

rod packed so as to prevent leaking. If the

rod is worn to (juite an extent it is best to send

't to a machine shop and ha\e it turned up
true from one end to the other.

Gasket Packing, (iasket packing is sheet

packing for use on tlat surfaces where there

is no wear but where it is desired to make a

tight joint. There are several kinds to be had,

the most common of which is rubber gasket

with cloth insertion. It is also made with

wire insertion, which is a little better and not

so liable to be blown out.

Gasket packing should not be thicker than

required to take up the uneven surface be-

tween the parts packed. If the surfaces are un-

even or rough a thick packing is necessafy,

but a thick packing is more liable to be blown
out than a thin one., due to more of its surface

being exposed t(3 the pressure. Where it is

desired to break the joint often, packiifg

sliould be coated on one side with graphite

nnd cylinder oil, which will prevent its stick-

ing to the plates. In case the plates are nearly
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true, such as under the cover of a steam chest
or cylinder head, sheet lead makes an excellent
p:asket. It can be used indefinitely, and when
well put in will seldom be blown out. The ob-
jection to it is that on rous^h surfaces it has
not sprinjr enou.erh to close the openinjr. Sheet
copper also makes a .irood s^asket. Sometimes
a copper wire is used.

Asbestos sheet packing: may be used for
steam but should not be used for water, as it

will water-soak and is liable to be blown out.
Tar paper is occasionally used for jrasket pack-
ing on water joints. Heavy manilla paper or an
old postal card is sometimes used, where the
joints come together fairly close.

On the better class of engines manv of the
joints are made true and do not require pack-
ing of any kind.

Tests for Leaks. A steam engine should
be tested occasionally to determine whether
there is any leakage of steam in the slide valve
or steam piston. Any leakage in either of
these parts is wasteful of steam, as the steam
IS allowed to escape without doing work.

To test the slide valve, place the engine in
such position that the high part of ,he eccen^
trie will be either straight up or straight down
from the main shaft. This will place the slide-

ill
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valve in the center of its travel so as to cover
both steam ports e(|nally. Now open the

throttle-valve, \vhich will admit steam to tiie

steam chest. If the slide valve leaks,

the leakini^j steam will escape throu^j^h the
cylinder cocks. If the slide-valve leaks to

any extent it should be re-faced or re-seated.

This would ])rol)al)ly necessitate s^^ndinj^

it to a machine shop and planing the valve
seat and the valve face, and afterwards scrap-
ing it to a true surface with a scraper, and
testin.ir by means of a true surface plate.

The steam piston may be tested to deter-
mine if the piston rin^^s leak by blocking- the
cross-head and admittincr steam to the engine.
It is best to test the piston in at least two
positions. To test it on the crank end of the
cylinder, put the engine on dead center with
the piston at the crank end of the cylinder,
and turn the enpne ahead just a trifle in order
to make sure that the slide-valve has opened
the steam i)ort. Now block the cross-head by
placing a strong hardwood block or an iron
bar between the cross-head and the end of the
cylinder. Open the throttle-valve, which will
admit steam to the cylinder on ti '^ crank end.
Open th J cylinder cuck on the head end of the
cylinder, and note if steam escapes. If steam

';^m.^:-
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I

f .capes to a considerable extent it is an indica-
tion that tlie piston lenks.

To test the piston on the head end of the
cylinder, pnt the en.i^Hne on dead center with
the crank towards the eylinch-r. 'I'nrn the cn-
pnc sHohtly ahead to he snre the steam port
is open, and block the cross-head by means of
a strong hardwood block or an iron bar. plac-
incr one end ajjainst the cross-head and the
other ajrainst the end of the crujdc or the main
bearing. Open the throttle-valve, and if steam
escapes from the cylinder coek on the crank
end of the cylinder, it is an indication that the
piston leaks.

The slide-valve shonld be tested f^rst in
order to determine if it leaks. If the slide-
valve leaks, this method would not hold good.
It might, however, ^ -ve as an indication, bv
noting the amount of steam escaping. It
might be that in testing the slide-valve'' only
a small amount of steam escaped, while more
escaped whi'e testing the piston. This would
indicate that there was a leaka-e in both the
slide-valve and the piston.

It is sometimes found that the piston and
valve wall leak in one position and will not
leak in another. This is due to the fact that
the cylinder or valve does not wear evenly A
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sli.e^hl anmuiit of Icaka.tje must l)o cxpcctcfl in
niakin^r these tests, a- fm|iicntlv Wwrv is a
sli.uHit leaka-o from tlio slide-valve and piston,
and this leaka.qv wonM show to a .i,'roater ex-
tent when the eross-hea.l is blocked than it

wonld when the en-ine is runnin- While
rnnnin.ir the piston and slide-valve are in mo-
tion, and prohahly no laroe (|tiantilv of steam
would escape.

If the pist(Mi leaks to any extent, it is pos-
sd)lc that the enfrine will re(|nire new cvlinder
nn-s. or if leaking hadlv the cvlinder 'should
here-bore,l. T<. re-hor- 'le cvlinder it is usu-
ally necessary to send u to a machi.ic shop,
have It put m a lathe and bored out true. This
is occasionally done at the en-ine. but can
nsually be done in a better manner at the ma-
chine shop, \\hen the cvlinder is re-bored
the p,st(.:: should be fitted' with larj^er rings
lliis should make the enjri„c as jrood as new

Counter-Bore. On the better class of steam
enj^mes the cylinders are counter-bored
Counter-bored means borin- the ends of the
cylmder a trifle larj^er than in the center If
a cylmder is not counter-bored, the piston in
travehn^ back and forth in the cvlinder is
hable to wear a shoulder at each end, as the
center part will wear while the ends do not

^w-MS^Y'^'mmmmmmwmr,
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I'.y borinjr th«> ends of thr cylinder a Utile
larj^^or and allowiiijj the piston to travel slight-
ly nito the enlartjed part, the wearini,^ of the
shoulder is prevented.

Pounding, i'oundinj,' in an enj^ine is usn-
ally due to some part hecoininj:^ loose or wear-
in.i:. and if allowed to continue for any leiijjth

ot time will continually become worse. While
an en.i,nne is more liable to pound in the crank-
pin or in the wrist-pin than at any other place,
it is no indication that the poundinj;^ is always
at these points and other points should have
careful attention. It is rather difficult at times
to locate the exact place where the pounding
occurs. 'Jhis is due to the fact that the sound
will travel with the rods. \\he?i an engine is

pounding it should be gone over very carefully
until the loose part is located. I'.etter to allow
some pounding than to tighten some bearing
too tight and cause heatinsr

A pound in the crank-pin, wrist-pin or
main shaft bearing, may be located by block-
ing the cross-head on each side, taking hold
of the fly wheel and moving it back and forth,
watching all of these parts closely and feeling
of them with the hand to locate the loosenes^
The pounding is sometimes caused by the fly
wheel being loose, or the governor pulley on

If

1
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tlic main shaft hoin.q: loose, Iooscmicss in the
cTctntrio straps, nr the sli.Ic-valve may have
t«>«» nim-li play cn.Iuiso oti tlu- valvo-n.'<I. I'h-
valvr-r.Ml .sli.,i,I,l uvvcr he ti-htt-iicd m, titjht
In the sH.Ir-valve. It sh.mM havr a httlo p?ay
Init iK.t cMiou^ri, to cause polln(linJ,^ just
vuuu^h to let the valve move hack and forth
from Its seat without hin,lin<r upon the rod.
Wlu-n pounihiio; ,,ccurs -0 over the engine
carefully until the looseness is located, .\fter
ti.i,ditening the loose hearing, watch it closely
for .M.uie time to see that it does not heat.

An engine will sometimes pound if out of
line. When an engine is in line the main shaft
sh.ndd he exactly at right angles to a line run-
"mg through the center of the cvlinder. A
line running through the center of the cylin-
der should en at exactly right angles a' line
runmng through the center of the main shaft
In case it should not do .so, the engine would
be said to he out of line.

An engine is usually thrown out of line
from wear upon the main hearing.s Where
a heavy helt is pulling upon the flv wheel it
u.ll wear the pillow-hlock on the side on
which the heaviest strain comes, and ff not
adjusted from that side the shaft will soon be
out ot Ime. When the engine is out of line
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the ciul of the cdiincclino; rod connccti'd to the

crank-i)in has a teiidetu-y to pound hack and
forth OH the crank-pin.

To determine if the enj^^dne is out of line

a fairly j^'-ood test is to (hscomiect the coiinect-

ini,^ rod from the crank-pin. tnri the cni^rinc on
dead center, pnll tlu- concctinj; rod ahead and
see if it strikes the crank-pin true. Turn the
enj^nnc on top (|iiarter. draw the piston ahead,
and note if the connvctinjj rod aj^^ain : •"'"kes

the crank-pii. true. Turn the en.cjine .... he
other dead center and te>t with the connect-
ing,^ rod in the same maimer. Also test it at
tlic hottom cpiarter. If the conncctintj rod
strikes the pin true at all positions, it is .-ui in-

dication that the eno;ine i^ in line.

Many slide-valve en<:,Mnes will pound when
steam is shut off from the eni^nne. This is

often caused hy the slide-valve movin.c^ up to
and away from its seat. A slide-valve should
have some play on the slide-valve rod, and is

held to its seat hy the steam pressure on the
hack of it. \\hen steam is shut ofT
from the engine the steam pressure in the
cylinder is sometimes higher than it is in the
steam chest and will force the slide-valve
back against the valve rod. The exhaust port
will then perhaps open, and the pressure in

^'
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the steam cliest will force the valve back to
Its scat. The valve will sometimes move back
and forth l)etween the valve rod and its seat
for some little time, (;r until the enj^ine stops.
This same rattle is occasionally caused when
the en^nne is working under a very li-ht load,
and the sTovernor shuts the pres'sure off or
nearly oflF from the steam chest. This rattle
does no harm at all. and the engineer should
not attempt to remedy it. When steam is
turned on, however, and the engine is work-
ing, this rattling should not occur.

Adjusting Bearings. When a bearing on
a steam engine or any machinery is well ad-
justed, it should run for a considerable length
of time without attention other than oiling
Many bearings heat and cause trouble from
the fact that they are not properly adjusted,
or that the boxes do not contain sufficient
hners. All important bearings should be
split m halves in order to allow for adjusting
for wear. The ideal bearing would be a true
hole bored in the box, with a shaft fitting
nearly close, leaving only sufficient room for
od to work between the bearing and the box
The od should be heavy enough to fill this
space, and not allow the shaft to move back
and forth or pound in the bearing.

j'-^^T^itseifii \''-''->'.5:.'»^'V''^j«K.. .««•.- / - ^- ""OTr-- ^^s^-i' '.'-.r'?l[Sr'-'',3W^.'SC;y>%:



In order to allow for wear it is necessary,

however, that the box be split. The split box
should be held apart, or from bearing too

closely upon the shaft, by placing liners be-

tween the halves of the box. Liners are

usually made from pieces of sheet iron or tin.

or sometimes from firm paste board. A suffi-

cient number of liners should be put in to hold
the box apart just the proper amount when
the bolts are drawn down tight. If an insuf-

ficient number of liners are put between the

halves of the box, the top part of the box will

have a tendency to rub againsi the shaft, and
prevent the box from receiving the proper
amount of oil.

When the box wears sufficiently to allow

the shaft to move up and down, or pound,
some of the liners should be removed, or a

thick liner removed and a thinner one put in

its place. The bolts should be drawn down
tight and the shaft turned to note if it binds.

If the shaft binds, another very thin liner

should be put in until the box is properly ad-

justed.

Cbniiectingf-Rod Brasses, rileans are usu-
ally provided in connecting rocfs for adjusting
the brasses or boxes, by the use of a taper
pin or an adjustable wedge. The adjustable

'TW-'-""ifiTnTir-iHiigrT-'^r—-—
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wedge is so constructed that tightening a bolt

on one side of the connecting rod will force

the wedge in and tighten the bearing. Tight-
ening a bolt on the opposite side will draw the

wedge back and release the bearing. It is

common practice in adjusting brasses of this

kind to first loosen the bolt which withdraws
the wedge, turn the bolt that draws the wedge
in, so as to wedge the brasses as tight as pos-

sible, then turn the bolt back about % to 3^4

of a turn and tighten the bolt which with-
draws the wedge, this will give the re-

quired amount of play for uii. Connecting
rod brasses are usually constructed so the two
halves of the boxes will not come quite close

together. When the brasses wear and the
halves of the box come together it is common
practice to remove considerable from the
halves of the box with a file to allow for ad-
justment.

These brasses are not usually fitted with
liners, but connecting rod brasses can be
fitted much better, and will run for a much
longer time without readjusting, if liners be
put between the halves of the brasses. When
liners of the proper thickness are placed be-
tween the halves of brasses, the wedge may
be drawn down solid, wliich will make the

MT^V^iS? m
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brasses firm at all points except around the
crank-pin. This makes the bearing practic-
ally solid except the hole for the pin, and the
liners hold the brasses away from the pin a
sufficient distance to allow a free passage for
the oil entirely around the pin, but there is

no looseness at any other point. When the
brasses are adjusted in this manner there is

much less liability of the brasses becoming
loose, or of their stopping the flow of oil and
heating the crank-pin, and the bearing will
ran for a much longer time without re-adjus^-
ment.
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LUBRICATION.

Lubrication. The bearing surface of all

parts of the engine will require a lubricant or

oil to keep the moving parts from coming too

close together and causing friction. Oil acts

like small balls constantly rolling between the

metallic surfaces and thus reduces the friction.

Two kinds of oil are necessary with steam

engines, and in large steam engines three

kinds are necessary. One oil, called cylinder

oil, is to be used for oiling the slide-valve and

steam piston within the cylinder. On a very

large engine a heavy oil will be required for

the large bearings, such as on the main shaft,

and a thinner or lighter oil w'ill be required

for the governor, and places of similar nature,

where the bearings are light. The cylinder

oil must be of such nature as to stand the

heat in the steam chest and cylinder. Were
engine oil used for this purpose ihe action of

the heat would decompose it, and it would

retain none of its lubricating features.

There are various tests for oil, which will

Jetermine to some degree the quality of th&

od. Many of these tests, however, are dif-

ficult to perform and fire not used in general

practice. For a small engine probably the

:^iK,fi'ssE'ir
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most satisfactory rc'ilts are had by buying
oil from a reliable dealer, e^ettinp^ a good grade

of oil and testing it upon the engine. The
amount of cylinder oil used upon the engine

will depend upon the size of the engine. A
lo horse power engine would probably re-

quire about two to four drops of oil per min-

ute. A 40 horse power engine would probably

recpiirc a'tait four to six drops ])er minute.

The amount of oil used would also depend
ui)on whether the engine was priming or

foaming. A\'hen an engine is priming or

foaming more oil will be required. A new en-

gine will also re(|uire more oil until the slide-

valve and cylinder are well polished. After
running an engine for, say, one or two weeks,
and using a certain rundier of drops ])er min-
ute, remove the cylinder head and note the

condition of the cylinder on the inside. If the

cylinder has a mirror-like appearance on the

inside walls, and if upon feeling with the fin-

gers the inside walls appear to be slightly

oily, indications are that the oil is good and a

sufficient quantity is being used. If the cyl-

inder appears to have considerable oil in it,

I)njbably less oil could be i.-cd. If the cylin-

der appears rough and dry, it is an indication

cither that an insufficient amount of oil is
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used, or that the oil is of a poor quality. Alore

oil should be used, and if the cylinder still re-

mains rough, it would be advisable to change

the brand of oil.

When a brand of oil is found to do the

work, it is advisable to keep using that

brand, as the engineer will know about how
fast to feed it, and it is not a good plan to

change the oil upon an engine. It is more
economical to pay a good price for cylinder

oil and buy a good grade, as a smaller amount
will be required to keep the engine in good
condition.

Lubricators. hi order to introduce the

cylinder oil into the steam chest and cylinder,

it is necessary that some form of lubricator

which will force the oil in against the steam
pressuie. be used. The most common type

of lubricator is the simple oil cup, which is a

cup with a tight fitting plug at the top for

filling, and a valve at the bottoom for closing

when the oil cup is being filled, and for regu-

lating the speed with which the oil is to feed

into the engine. This style of lubricator is

objectionable in that it is impossible to know
just how fast it is feeding oil. Often it will

feed oil too rapidly, and the oil cup will be-

come empty before the engineer is aware of

' ^'^m.^-^^tukf'msm^iMritmm^''^:^ TxTT^^x^T^^^-f^^JW^^ Ij^-'.^'.W
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it, and the engine is liable to be run for some
time before the oil cup is again filled. For
this reason it is much better to provide an
engine with some sort of a sight feed lubri-
cator.

One style of sight feed lubricator, which
is probably in most common use upon station-
ary engines, is shown in Figure 46. One cut
shows the method by which it is attached to
the steam pipe, and the other shows a section
removed from the body of the lubricator.
This is termed a double connection lubricator,
having two openings connected with the steam
pipe which supplies steam to the engine.

Nearly all sight feed lubricators are caused
to work by the weight of the water in the
lubricator pipes forcing the oil out of the
lubricator. They are so constructed that
steam enters a part of the lubricator and
condenses or turns to water. The water
would have a tendency to run out of
the lower opening against the steam press-
nre. This tendency is due to the weight of
the water. The lubricator is so constructed
that this water in running out would be re-
(|uircd to pass first through the lubricator,
and in that manner force the oil out ahead of
It. When we say a lubricator is empty, the

ii^/^',i;V' ' :^'^i^'' y^'ij^4'%^.
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oil will have passed out of it but the lubricator

will be full of water. Before filling the lubri-

cator again with oil, it will be necessary to

remove the water.

In Figure 46 it will be noted that the pipe

from the upper connection of the lubricatoi

passes down on the inside of the lubricator,

and is open near the bottom. It is through
this pipe that the water enters the lubricator.

As the water enters the lubricator at the bot-

tom through the pipe P it has a tendency to

raise the oil to the top of the lubricator. Oil

will naturally stay on top of the water. The
only way in which the oil can escape from the

lubricator is by being taken off from the top
of the lubricator through the tube S, carried

downward through the regulating valve at

the bottom of the sight feed glass, wdiere it

is released and passes out through the sight
feed glass which is filled with water, or some-
times with glycerine. When the oil is re-

leased at the bottom of the sight feed g'ass,

being lighter than the water it will rise to

the top of the sight feed glass and flow to the
engine through the tube T, which passes di-

rectly through the lubricator.

The amount of oil which a lubricator feeds

is regulated by the valve at the bottom of the

W:^^^ "*SS^i!^rj^^'^wmsm:fmm. ^^m.-£^^fssm%j>
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•sight feed glass. Wlu'ii the engine is stopped
this valve should be closed to stop the lubri-
cator. When the engine is started, it should
be opened slightly. This lubricator will need
very little attention except in cold weather,
when it will be necessary to drain oflf the
water if there is danger of freezing.

Fig. 46.

To fill the lubricator, first close the valve
at the bottom. Ay, which will hold the water
in the sight feed glass and shut the steam
pressure oflf from the lower connection K
Next close the valve A4. This shuts oflF the tube

111
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P which admits the water from the condens-

injj chamber A2. It also prevents the steam and
water from blowinj^ flown throupfh the upper
connection when the lubricator is beings drain-

ed. Next open the drip-cock at the bottom of

the lubricator, AS. and remove the filling-pluj^

A3. When the water has all been drained out

of the lubricator, close the drip-cock A, fill

the lubricator full of oil, and replace the fill-

ing-plug A3, open the valve A4 which allows

the water from the condensins: chamber to

pass into the lubricator and puts the pressure
upon the oil. Lastly, open the regulating

valve A7 until the lubricator feeds the desired

number of drops per minute.

In starting a lubricator after filling, always
turn the water into the lubricator first before
opening the oil regulating valve Ay. If the
regulating valve Ay be opened first, the steam
pressure will pass in through the tube T, and
force the water which is in the sight feed glass
down through the feed glass and up through
the oil tube S, mixing the oil and water in the
lubricator and daubing the sight feed o-lass

with dirty oil, and it will be some time before
the lubricator will feed properly.

Under ordinary conditions a lubricator does
not need to be blown out or the steam allowed
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to 1)!o\v through it while filHn«:r. This is only
necessary when the hihricator is choked up.

If the steam be allowed to blow thronji:li the

lubricator it removes the water from the con-

densing: chamber A2. and the lubricator will

not work ap^ain until the steam has condensed
and filled the condensing chamber with water.

The lubricator shown in Figure 46 has a

glass-gage, J, upon one side, simply to indicate

the amount of oil there is in the lubricator.

As the oil is being used from the lubricator

the oil in the glass J will gradually rise to the
top. When the oil disappears from sight at

i>ie top of the glass, it is time to re-fill the

lubricatcr. It is not a good plan to allow a

lubricator to run entirely empty.
The type of lubricator shown in Figure 46

is not in common -use upon traction engines.
The objection to it is that in cold weather the
oil will not be warmed sufficiently bv the
steam to enable it to ^

. :1 freely. AMiere a
lubricator is exposed to the cold, as on a trac-

tion engine, some form is required in which the
steam will pass through a passage in the body
of the lubricator, to warm the oil .so that it

will flow freely.

Another form of lubricator in quite com-



mon use is the Swift Inl.rieat<.r, which has a
silicic connection.

In a sinjj;le connection ' '>i-ie .;or it is cus-
tomary to extend a pip, ")"\:nl aixl then
downward a.^ain into the ii! -icuor. in ordir
to secure sufficient heij^-hi mi pi ssure from
the water to force the f;\\ -Uo fiu- enj. =nc.

Qtiite a number of e-icrincs aro now supplied
with an oil pump in place of the lubricator,
the pump havino; some comicction with the
vu^inc so arrans^ed that wlu n the cu<.,nne is

motion the pump will be in motion and fci
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Grease Cups, u i.s cp c common practice
' > lubricate som: .ring^ of machinery with
hai.i .i!. w.nch j.^ Mipplied to the bearings bvm ms of gr ,se ips. Hard oil looks like

k se r vaseline, and is semi-solid at
ormarv inp-atn .. The grease .aps are
filled ,th tl nr' oil. which is fed to the
bean-4 m soi. ases by screwing down
the top of the gr.ase cup occasionally. In
ntl-. grease cups the oil is forced to the
1h''- g by means of a spring, the amount of
th. iard oil supplied to the bearing being reg-

tXt"
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hi

ulatcd by an adjustinj^ screw partly closiiij^

the ])assas:je from the j^roasc cup to the l)car-

inS". In case a bearing heats or becomes warm-
er than the ordinary temperature, the hard
oil will melt and lubricate the bearinpf.

A bearinj^ which is lubricated by means
of hard oil will not run quite so freely as a

bearing:: lubricated witb liquid oil. But tbe

difference is so small that the convenience of

a hard oil cup in many cases offsets it.

Hot Boxes. In case a bearing becomes
hot. it is advisable to supply oil and slack the

bolts s'ightly if possible. If the bearing has
heated to quite an extent, better to oil it with
cylinder oil, as the cylinder oil will stand the
heat and cool the box better than the common
engine oil. In case the box is cut so as to

roughen the shaft or the inside of the box, it

is advisable to remove the shaft and scrape
it or file it smooth. The box should also be
scraped to remove any rough projections. Be-
fore placing the shaft in the bo\ again, it is

wc'l to coat the shaft and the inside of the
box with a mixture of oil and graphite. The
graphite will bed into the uneven surface of
the shaft and bearing, and reduce the friction.

Nearly all boxes have, or should have, oil

grooves cut in them. An oil groove is simply
a passageway leading out in each direction
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from the oil hole, to serve as a passageway
for the oil or grease. The oil gjoove should
not extend clear to the edge of the box, but
should stop within about one fourth of an inch
from the edge. If extended out to the edge
of the box, the oil will be liable to flow out at
the end of the bearing-.

Wasting Oil. An engineer should use care
in oiling bearings, in order to not waste the
oil. Bearings should be oiled a little at a
time and often. In .r.any cases the oil runs
out of the bearing and down ilie side of the
machinery, where it is wasted and -athers
dust and dirt. A small quantity of oil is

sufficient for a bearing, but it should be oiled
often.

Many bearings are now so constructed as
to be self-oiling. One of the best methods is
to so construct the bearing that an oil chamber
wdl be directly under the central part. Then
provide a ring or small chain which will sur-
round the shaft with one side extending down
into the oil chamber. As the shaft revolves
the chain or ring will revolve and carry up
sufficient oil to lubricate the shaft. The super-
fluous oil will run back into the oil chamber.
This method keeps the bearing thoroughly
lubricated and prevents wasting of oil, as the
oil is used over and over again.
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Laying Up the Engine. When an engine

is laid up for some time, such as at the end of

the season, it should be thoroughly cleaned

from oil and grease, the bearings should be

oiled to prevent rusting, the cylinder head

should be removed, and the cylinder wiped
dry on the inside and coated with oil to pre-

vent rusting.The packing should be removed
from all stufifing-boxcs to prevent rusting of

the rods. All bright parts of the engine, such

as the piston rod, connecting rod, disk, main
shaft, etc., should be coated with a mixture

of ecjual proportions of white lead and tallow

melted together. The tallow prevents the

white lead from hardening, and the white lead

prevents the tallow from being removed too

easily. This coating will prevent rusting, and
when it is desired to use the engine again, the

coating may be easily removed by wetting it

freely with kerosene and wiping it off.

Portable Engines. A portable engine is an

engine used where it is desired to move the

engine frecpiently, but is not necessary to have
the engine self-propelling, the engine being

moved by means of horses. The main diflfer-

ence between a traction engine and a portable

engine, is that the portable engine does not

have the traction gearing.

W^-
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SIZE OF ENGINE.

The Size of a Steam Engine. The size of a
steam engine is often stated by giving the size
of the cylinder in inches, the diameter always
being stated first. An engine called an 8xio
engine would have a cylinder 8 inches in dia-
meter and a lo-inch stroke. The power ob-
tained from such an engine would depend up-
on the speed the engine was run and upon the
steam pressure carried. A small stationary
engine would probably have a piston speed of
from 300 to 600 feet per minute. An engine
with a short >troke would usually run a greater
number of revolutions per minute.

Actual Horse Power. The actual horse
power of an engine is the power which an en-
gine has for driving machinery, aside from
what is consumed in overcoming its own fric-
tion. This is called the actual horse power,
and is usually marked A. 11. P.

Indicated Horse Power. The indicated
horse power .^ an engine is the power re-
quired to dr.c he engine itself, as well as to
drive other m^Jiinery, and would be the total
power of the engine. The engine will not do
quite as much work as shown by the indicato-
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on account of 'he power consumed in driving
itself. Indicated horse power is marked I

U. P.

Brake Horse Power. The brake power of
an engine is the power which an engine will
give to a brake applied to the fly wheel. This
would not include the power required to drive
the engine itself. The brake horse power would
be marked B. H. P. If a steam engine were to
develop 8 brake horse power or actual horse
power, and it recpiires 2 horse power to Tlrive
the engine itself, it would be called a 10 in-
dicated horse power and 8 actual or brake
horse power engine.

Estimated Hors« Power of an Engine. The
horse power or size of an engine may be
estimated when the size of the cylinder, the
length of the stroke, the number of revolu-
tions which the engine runs per minute, and
the average steam pressure on the piston dur-
ing its full stroke, are known. The average
steam pressure upon the piston during its full

stroke can best be determined by a steam in-
dicator. Where a steam engine indicator can-
not be used, it is common practice in slide-
valve engines to estimate the average pressure
at one-half of the boiler pressure. This is
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about what would be obtained when the
gine is working to its full capacity.

en-

Th e average steam pressure u
ton during its full strok

pon the pis-

e i^ called the mean
pressure, and is usually marked M.

effective

E. P.

To find the horse power of an engine, mul-
tiply the M. E. P. on the piston in pounds per
square inch by the area of the piston in square
inches, to obtain the total pressure on the pis-
ton. Multiply twice the number of revolu-
tions per minute by the length of the stroke,
and reduce it to feet to obtain the feet of the'
Pi-ston per minute. Multiplv the total press-
ure on the piston by the piston speed to obtain
the total work done per minute. Divide this
last product by 33,000 (the number of foot
pounds ,n one horse power)

; the quotient will
l>e the theoretical horse power of the engine

In determining the horse power of an en-
gine m this manner, .some allowance should
'c made for the amount of power consumed
l)y the engine itself while running.

In calculating the area of the piston, allow-
ance should be made for the space on one si<le
which 15 occupied by the piston rod. To ob-
tain the average area upon which the steam
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acts, deduct one-half of the area of the piston-
rod.

In figuring the horse power of an engine
with a steam engine indicator, the only ob-
ject of the indicator is to find the average
pressure upon the piston during its full stroke.
It is often used not only to find what norse
power the engine is capable of developing,
but also to determine the amount of power
required to drive any machinery. In figuring
the horse power the rule would'be exactly the
same as the above rule, except that in place
of taking one-half of the boiler pressure, we
would take the pressure recorded by the in-
dicator.

Increasing the Power of an Engine. It
will be noted that the power of an engine may
be mcreased in two ways, one of which is to
mcrease the steam pressure. If the boiler be
strong enough to stand an increased pressure
the power of the engine may be increased by
carrying the pressure higher. This would
give a higher average pressure upon the pis-
ton The power of the engine will increase
in direct ratio as the steam pressure increases
Doubling the steam pressure upon the en-ine
would double the power of the engine, provid-
ing the steam pressure were maintained.



The other manner of increasing the power
of the engine would be to increase the piston
speed, or the number of revokitions which the
engine runs per minute. If the boiler be large
enough to maintain the steam pressure, when
the speed of the engine is increased the power
of the engine will increase in direct ratio with
the increase of the speed. Doubling the speed
of the engine would double the power of the
engine, if the steam pressure were maintained.
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STEAM ENGINE INDICATOR.

Steam Engine Indicator. The steam en-

g^ine indicator is an instrument for recording
the steam pressure at all points of the stroke

of the piston. It is seldom used upon traction

engines or engines of small size. For the

Fig. 48.

larger engines which use a considerable

amount of steam, it is a very valuable instru'

ment. The three main objtfcts fbr which the

indicator can be used are, first, to serve as a

guide for setting the valves of an engine;
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second, to (lotcniiiiK' the power required to

drive any machines or machinery ; third, to de-

termine, in connection with a feed water test,

the economy with which an engine works.

Fig. 49.

There are several different makes of indi-

cators on the market, all of which are made

practically upon the same principle. Figure

48 is a cut of the Crosbv indicatcTr. Figure 49

IS a cut of the sarrie indic'afar in section, show-

ing the steam piston and spring, 'also the spriifg

controlling the drum. Tht instrument con-

sists of a cylinder 4, containing the piston 8,

_g
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with a piston ro;! i-xtoiKHtij^f to the top of the

iiulicator and connected by means of a Hnk to

the pencil arm 16. '\hv cyhnder also con-

tains a sprinjT. <,iie end of which is attached to

the ni)per ])art of the indicator, and the other

end to the indicator piston. The indicator is at-

tached to the steam enp^ine cylinder bv the

union 7. 'J1ie steam is turned on and off from
the indicator by the use of a valve. I'pon the

smaller eng^iiu-s this is often what is termed
a three-way valve. The indicator would be
attached directly to the valve and two ])ipcs

would lead from the valve, one to each end of

the cylinder. On larjje enji^ines the indicator

is attached at one end of the cylinder at a time
in order to do away with the long pipes, and
secure more accurate results. When the in-

dicator valve is opened to one end of the cyl-

inder, steam is admitted to the indicator cyl-

inder, causing the piston 8, to rise according to

the pressure in the engine. As the piston rises,

it raises the pencil arm. At the end of the
pencil arm is a lead pencil adjusted to bear
lightly upon a paper carried upon the indicator
drum. The indicator is so constructed that
the pencil will rise in a vertical direction. Thfe
indicator spring is so constructed that one
pound of steam pressure on the piston will

.-J>!J.PP..W
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raise tlu> pencil a certain amount. If the

sprinjif it wliat is termed a 40-i)()un(l sjirin^'.

40 ])()un(ls pressnre jx-r s(|nare inch upon the

piston would raise the jjcncil one inch. 80

pounds would raise the pencil 2 inches. 100

pounds pressure would raise the pencil 2j/>

inches.

The pressure upon the indicator piston can

be determined hy measuring;: the height the

pencil point rises, as the pencil will rise and

fall accordin^'^ to the pressure in the cylin-

der. The upper drum 24 is so constructed that

a piece of jiaper about 3x6 inches may be put

around it and held firmly by clips. The up-

per drum is caused to revolve by attaching^ a

cord to a reducing motion from the cross-

head of the engine. Were the cord attached

directly to the cross-head on a large engine,

a very large drum would be required. This

is avoided by means of a reducing motion

which will give the cord a shorter travel

than the cross-head. Wlien the engine makes

a stroke in one direction the cord turns the

drum. The drum contain- a spring which

turns the drum in the other direction w hen the

cross-head is returning. It will be noted then

that the drum turns back and forth exactly in

li
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I
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accordance with the niovfiiu'iit of tlic piston
in the cnj^nnc cylinder.

\\ hen the shed of paper, or "can!" as it

is name.l. is str tched upoti the drum, and the
pencil lM..nj;,dit to bear n])on it. the instrument
traces upon the paper a 1 iu> termed the "in-
dicator (ha«»:ram." Since the motion of the
drum is mack' to coincide with the motion of
the piston of the engine and the hei,i,dit to
which the pencil rises varies accordinj^ to the
steam pressure in the cylinder, the indicator
diajjram presents a record of the pressure of
steam in the en.q:i,u. cylinder at every .point of
the stroke. The shai)c of fijrure traced upon
the indicator card depends alloj:fether on the
manner in which the stca n pressure acts in
the cylinder. If the steam pr. ssure bo admit-
ted at the besinninp^ and • xhaust at the end
of the stroke, the admission continuing from
one end to the other, the shape of the diagram
is nearly rectangular. If iho admission con-
tinue through only a part of the stroke, the
diagram would be simihir to that shown in
Figure 50, which is given to illustrate the es-
sential features of the indicator diagram.
This diagram is about the same as v\'ould be
obtained from a slide-valve engine rutting ofT
at about one-quarter stroke.

k
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Tlu" (liaLrrani '^liows tliat tlu- admission of

steam romuK-ncfS al A ami i-usls at I). The
cut-t>lY comnu'tu'cs at (." and hocomc^ com-

plete at I). I'.xpansinn occurs from 1 ) to I''.. The

release of the exhaust hej^ins at I*', and contin-

ues to the point 11. 'Ilie compression of the ex-

haust steam commciu at (I and ends at the

admission point A. The line A-li is calle<l the

Fig. 50-

admission line; P>-C the steam line; D-E the

expansion line ; F-G the exhaust or back press-

ure line, (or in case of a condensing engine,

the vacuum line) ; H-A is the compression

line, and I F the atmos])heric line.

The atmospheric line 1-J is a straight line

taken when steam is not admitted to the in-

dicator, 'i'he liston in the indicator would

If
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then 1)0 acted upon only by the pressure of
the atmosphere. The point of the pencil
would remain stationary, and the straij^ht line

l-J would represent the i)ressurc of the at-

mosphere. In an non-condensinp;- enj^ine the
back pressure line V-C, would be above the
atmospheric line. In a condensinjj enjrine the
line F-G would be below the atmospheric line.

The distance below would corrcnond to the
vacuum in the condenser.

The diajjram shown represents the work
the piston was doinj^ upon one end of the cyl-
inder only. Another diaK^ram. which is often
taken upon the same card, should be taken
from the other end of the cylinder. If both
dias:rams are of the .same shape and size, it is

an indication that the enjjine is donj:^ the same
amount of work on each end.

The pressure at the points of cut-ofT. re-
lease and compression, are the heights of the
various points above the atmospheric 'ine
measured and compared with the scale of the
spring used in the indicator.

The diagram shows the pressure of the
steam at every point of the stroke. The power
is computed from the average amount of this
pressure, which is independent of the adjust-
ment of the valves, the form of the diagram, or
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of any condition upon which economy depends.

The diajrrani e;ivcs what is termed the indi-

cated ])ower of the engine, which is the power
exerted hy the steam. The indicated i)ower

consists of the net power delivered, and in ad

dition the power consumed in propelling the

enjjine itself.

In this way an indicator is valuahle for

measuring the amount of power transmitted to

a machine or set of the machines that the en-

gine is employed to drive. The manner of

measuring the power consists in indicating the

engine first with the machine in motion, and
then wjth the driving belt thrown off. The
difference in the amount of power developed

in two cases would be the amount of power
required to drive the machine.

The average pressure shown by the indi-

cator diagram is sometimes measured with a

special instrument called the "planimeter,"

which is a recording instrument made in such
a mr"-KT that by tracing the outlines of the in-

dica V diagram with one of its points, the

average pressure may be read upon a scale.

When the planimeter is net used, the average
pressure may be found by drawing a line at

each end of the diagram at right angles to the

atmospheric line, dividing the space between

I

m
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the two vertical lines into, say, ten spaces,

measuring the liei.i,Hit of the diagram in the

center of each of these spaces, from the bot-

tom of the diagram to the top. Adding the

height of the ten spaces and dividing it by
ten, will give the average height of space.

i\lultipl\ing the average height of space

by the pressure of the spring, would give the

average steam pressure, or mean effective

pressure, per square inch, from one end of the

cylinder to the other.

The Ptony Brake. — The brake horse

power of an engine is the actual power which
the engine will develop aside from the ])ower

required to drive the engine itself, and is the

power it would be capable oi supplying to a

machine. The most common method of de-

termining the power of tlie engine in actual

operation is by means of the "Prony" brake.

The Prony brake may be used for testing the

power develo])ed by a steam engine, gas en-

gine, electric motor, or any machine from
which power is obtained.

Figure 51 ir, a cut of a Prony brake as it is

usi.ally applied to the flywheel of an engine.
It consists of two blocks of wood fitted to the
pulley of the engine, and is so arranged that
by tightening up the bolts they mnv be made
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to grip the pulley more firmly, (^ne of the

blocks luis an extension arm which rests upon
a pair of scales, or. if the lever be turned on
the opposite side from that shown, it may be
weijjrhted with weights, or. what is still bet-

ter, held by means of a sprin<^ balance. When
the enrrine is in motion and the screws are

tightened on the blocks, the arm tends to be
carried around with the pullev. With the end

S

FJRT- 51-

of the arm resting upon the scales this is pre-

vented, and the pressure with which the arm
presses down upon the scales may be weighed
upon the scales. The engine is started and
the bolts drawn up until the friction of the

brake causes the engine to work to its ful'

capacity.

rt

ill
1 :
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In applyinjTf the Prony brake to a large

piilk'v, it is (juite common to attach a number
of l)l<)cks to a l)elt or iron band surrounding

the pulk'v. having the ends attached to the

arm resting upon the scak's.

The l)l()cks are kept cool by means of a

stream of water running upon them, or in

some cases they are greased, or oiled. The
running water is better, however.

It is evident that when the engine is in

motion the pressure which is obtained at the

end of the arm would be the same as would
be obtained from a pulley having a radius

equal to the distance from the center of the

shaft to the ])oint of the arm resting upon
the scales. Multiplying the circumference,

then, of a pulley having a radius e(pial to the

length of the arm in feet, by the number of

pounds 'shown ujwn the scales, by the number
of revolutions ])er minute, would give the foot

pounds of work which the engine was doing.

Ry dividing this product by 33000 (the num-
ber of foot pounds in one horse power), the

horse power of the engine is obtained.

Tt will be noted that the size of the pulley

is immatenai. for the length of arm is taken
from the center of the pulley to the point of

bearing njn)n the scales.
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Example: Revolutions per minute, 200.

Pressure given on the scales, 30 pounds. Dis-

tance from center of pulley to point of bearing

!l arm upon the scales, 3 feet. To find the

horse power developed

:

ilii

3 feet, Length of arm.

2

6 feet, Diameter uf pulley having radius

3.1416 equal to length of arm.

18.8496 feet. Circumference of pulley hav-

ing radius equal to length of arm.

18.8496

200 Revolutions per minute.

3769.9200 Feet per minute.

30 lbs. Pressure on scales.

113097.6000 Foot pounds.

33000) 1 13097.6 (3.42+Horse Power.

99000

140976

132000

89760

66000

f: V

I!

i.

:|
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111 calciilatinc: the brake power of an en-

gine, the fig^iirint^ may be simplified consider-

ably by makinn^ the length of the arm 5 feet

and 3 inches, in which case we would mul-
tti)ly the weight on the scales by the number
t)f revolutions per minute, and divide by 1000,

which would give the horse power.
If the arm ui)on the brake be very heavy,

it should be counter-balanced, in order that
the wcigth of the arm may not be considered
as power given by the engine.
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SPEED OF PULLEYS.

Speed of Pulleys and Gearing. In cal-

culating- the speed of pulleys for running

shafting or machinery, it is not necessary to

find their circumference. Pulleys are spoken
of in reference to their diameter. The dia-

meter of pulleys commonly runs in even inch-

es, and in calculating them, where the cal-

culations come under or over a full inch, the

fraction is eitlier thrown off or added to, as

the case may be. in order to allow for slip-

l)ing. llelts will slip or crecj) a trifle on pul-

leys. The drixen pulley should be a trifle

smaller than it figures. The driving pul'ey

should be a trifle larger than it figures, to

allow for slipping, in calculating the speed
of gear wheels or chain sprocket wheels, mul-
tiply or divide by the number of teeth in the

wheels.

The pulley upon the engine, or the one
which is doing the work, is called the driving
pulley. The pulle\' uprni the shafting, or the

ane that is being driven, is called the driven
pulley.

Rule I. To find the number of revolutions

of driven jjulley. when the diameter of the

driving pulley and its speed are given:

—

1 I
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Multii)ly the (lianictcr of the driving pul-

ley by its number of revolutions per minute,

and divide the product by the diameter of

the driven ])ulley. The (piotient will be the

speed of the driveii pulley.

Example :

Diameter of driving pulley—30 inches.

Revolutions per minute—200.

Diameter of driven i)ulley— 15 inches.

What is the speed of the driven pulley?

30 multiplied by 200 e(|uals 6000.

6000 divided by 15 equals 4CX), speed of

driven ])ulley.

Rule 2. To find the diameter required for

driven pulley, when its number of revolutions

and the diameter and number of revolutions

of the driving; pulley, are given :

—

Multiply the diameter of the driving pul-

ley by its number of revolutions, and divide

the product by the number of revolutions the

driven pulley is to make.

Example :

Diameter of driving pulley—30 inches.

Revoltions of driving pulley per minute

—

200.

Speed re(iuired of driven pulley—400 re^.

volutions.
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What should be the diameter of the dri\ en

pulley?

30 multiplied by 200 equals 6000.

6000 divided by 4(K) ecpials 15 inches, dia-

meter of driven i)ulley.

Rule 3. To find the nund)er of revolutions

of driving pulley, when its diameter and the

diameter and speed of driven pulley are
jjiven :

—

Multiply the diameter of driven pulley by
its revolutions, and divide the product by the

diameter of drivinj^: pulley. The quotient will

be the speed re(juired of driving pulley.

Example,

Diameter of driving pulley—30 inches.

Diameter of driven pulley— 13 inches.

Speed of driven pulley —400 revolutions.

AVhat is the speed of the driving pulley?

400 multii)lie(l by 15 equals 6000.

Ciooo divided by 30 equals 200, required
speed of driving pulley.

Rule 4. 'i'o find diameter of driving pul-
ley, when its speed and the speed of driven
pulley and its number of revoululions per
minute, are given:

—

'Vlultiply the diameter of the driven pulley
by its number of revoltuions per minute. Di-
vide i-e product by the number of revolutions

I

i

i

I
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of tlu' (lri\ iti}4 pulley, l he <|U()tieiit will be the

diameter of the dri\ in;.,^ pulley re(|uircil.

Example :

Speed of driviuj^- jjulley—jcx) revolu'ions

per uiinute.

Diauieler of driven pulley— 15 inches.

Speed of driven pulley

—

^iny revolutions.

What should he the diameter of the dri\ iu''

pulley?

4(X) nndtiplied by 13 c(|uals 6000.

ftooo divided by 200 ecpials 30. size of re

quired drivini,^ pulley.

vAi^.v-gM "^^^KJJ,,
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BELT LACING.

Lacing Belts. In ordor to jT^ct the best

service from a belt, it sbould be cut the pro-

per lonsth and well laced. The belt should
be ti.i,dit enoufrli to prevent sHppinj;-. but not
ti^ht enouj^h to cause heatinj,^ of the bearings.
The i)rt)per tension (if a belt can best be learn-

ed by experience.

Tn puttinir on a leather belt it should be
placed with the "hair"" side or hard side next
the pulley. After a belt has been run for a
short time and is in good condition, this side

will carry the most power without slipping.

The bell will also last longer when run with
this side next the pulley. Ujion examining a

leather belt it will be noted that the hair side
is much more firm than the tlesh side. If a
belt be \n\{ on with the llesh side next the
pulley tlu- hair side will be obliged to stand
the pulling strain. As the belt becomes older
or harder, this pulling strain will crack the
belt on tlie hard side. The strain must then
be carried by the Hcsh side alone, which will
have a tendency to stretch and the belt be-
come loose. If a belt be nm with the hard
side next the pulley, the tlesli side will stretch

I
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a trifle and the strain will be distributed

tliroui^h the entire thickness of the belt.

Leather belts should l)e placed so as to run off

from the lai)S and not on to the laps. This

will prevent the belt from turning; up at the

ends of the splices.

There are many patent belt fastenings

upon the market, but probably the most satis-

factory for all around work is the ordinary

belt lace. Jf the lacing be well made, the belt

should run for a considerable length of time

without attention. One difficulty is that lac-

ings are often put in hurredly and are not

])r()perly done.

I1ie ends of the belt should be cut perfectly

s(iuare across. The holes should be punched

exactly opposite each other in the two ends.

In punching holes in a leather belt it is well

to use an oval punch, the longer diameter of

the punch being parallel with the belt, so as

to cut off as little of the belt as possible.

In a rubber or Gandy belt, the holes should

be made with an awl, which will separate the

canvas in the belt without cuttting it.

For the best method of lacing there should

be two rows of holes. It is usually better to

put one more hole in the row next to the end,

than in the second row. The size of lace to

r.-i^., rvf-vi^^ ''i'j:^:^'^^i^<. ^nife:. '^•rr^^pw^i^^'
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use will •lepend upon the size of the belt. If

a Hj^ht belt, the lace should be one-quarter of

an inch wide, or less. With medium belts,

3/8 inch lace should be used. For heavy belt

use JA inch lace.

Lace leather may be bought either in the

hide or in bunches of 100 feet, ir^' feet of lace

would be pieces sufficient to reach 100 feet if

they were laid end to end. Each piece is

usually about four feet in length. Where

much lace is used it is better to buy the hide,

as in this way any desired wi'th of lace may

be cut.

f n lacing belts always keep the lace straight

on the "^ide of the belt that runs next the

pullev, crossing Lhe lace on the outside of the

belt. Always start lacing in the center of the

b'dt and at the center of the lace. Lace out

and back with each end of the lace. This

will bring the end of the lace back to the

center of the belt. By placing the ends of lace

through small hole-s punched a short distance

back from the other holes, so the lace will

draw through firmly, there will be no need of

tying it. Simply cut off the lace about one-

half inch from the hole. In making the lacing,

the belt should be held so the sides of the belt

will be straight with each other.

i*
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1:

After tlic lacing is made, it is a good plan

to lay the belt on a block and with a hammer
or mallet pound it don'n a little to flatten the

lace where it passes through the holes and

prevent jumping when the splice passs over

the ])ullevs.

o

o

—
I II > I I
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BABA
rig- 52. Fig. 53.

Figure 52 shows a lacing for a small belt

pulling a medium load. This is a good lacing

where too much strain is not put upon the

belt. A shows the flesh side of the belt, or

the side away from the pulley. B shows the

hair side; or the side running next the pulley.

Figure 53 shows a good lacing for a belt

somewhat larger and heavier, and where much
more work is required.

Figure 54 shows a lacing for a It avy belt

doing heavy work. While this lacnig is a

w-.A «»'«ry".--:«»:< EJ^'ieswswT'jjaBsniKE.
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little more complicated to make, it will stand

more strain and will probably run with less

poundin<,^ than the other lacings. The cen-

tral part of the splice has two thicknesses of

the lace, while the part farthest away from

the joint of the belt has only one thickness.

In this lacing: the one thickness strikes '.he

pulley first and then the double thickness,

which allows the splice to mount the pulley

without pounding to a great extent.

Figure 55 is the "hinge" lacing, and is

frequently used on a belt running rapidly

over a small pulley. This belt is laced the

same as a baseball cover is sewed. In making

this lacing the ends of the belt should be

bevelled off a trifle so as not to v^•ear the lace.

In making this lacing it is necessary that the

i
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ends of the lace cotiic at the sides of the belt,

as the lace passes only once throuj:,di each hole.

This is in order to get as thin a lacing as pos-

sible and ])revent pounding as it passes over
the pulley.

I>elts are sometin. s made endless. This
is accomplished by trimming the ends of the

belt down so as to lap and cementing them
together with a belt cement. A belt that is

made endless wiV run much better and quieter
than where lacing is used. The objection to

an endless belt is that it requires some time
to make the joint, and it is more difficult to

take off when it becomes slack, as the joint

would have to be opened and re-cemented.
A leather belt should be oiled with neats

foot oil to keep it in good working condition.
It should not be soaked full of the oil, as it

would be liable to stretch, but just enough
to keep it pliable and prevent cracking. It

is not a good plan to apply rosin, or anything
of similar nature, to a belt to prevent slipping.

A belt should be wide enough and tight
enough to do the work required of it without
slipping. Rosin applied to a belt has a ten-
dency to make it hard, and will shorten its

life.

^^am^m^v,
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BABBITTING.

Babbitting Boxes. liabbitt metal is a

metal which may bo molted at a low tempera-

ture, and is used for lining boxes in order to

make the boxes fit the bearings properly an.',

prevent friction. Babbitt metal is named af-

ter the inventor. The genuine babbitt is com-

posed of I pound copper, 2 pounds antimony

and 22 pounds tin. The metals arc melted

tojrether and form the babbitt metal. Babbitt

metal can bo obtained at prices form eight to

fifty cents per pound. The cheaper grades

contain more or less lead, and sometimes zinc.

Boxes which require babbitting are made

after two general patterns. One is the solid

box which does not allow of adjustment for

wear. The other is the split box, in which

wear may be taken up by removing the liners

and tightening the box.

To babbitt a solid box, first chip or melt

out all of the old babbitt and clean out the

retaining holes. If the box is a difficult one to

babbitt, it would bo best to hi at the box in

order to prevent it cooling the babbitt too

quickly, the labbitt will also run more freely

in the warm box. It may be warmed by

J t.

If
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placino- it in tin- fire before l)a1)l)ittinjjf it, or

by lioldinq- a bet iron a.i^'-ainst it. M..ve tbe

sbaft clean and place it in position in the cen-

ter of the box. and s»e tliat the sbaft is level

and parallel wilb the other shafts, lilock

it into proper position.

In the solid box i^ is necessarv to allow
for some play npon ' shaft. If tbe babbitt

is ponred directly oi. the shaft, when it cools

it will be too tijrht to allow for oil. To allow

for this, wra]) abont one thickness of writing

pa])er around the sh-.ft and tie it with cord
wrapped a few times around it, bein,s^ careful

not to allow the cord to extend to the outside
of the box. After the babbitt is poured the

space occupied by th(> strinj;- will form grooves
for oil.

Make collars from paste-board that will

fit the shaft and place them close against the
ends of the box, stopping any small opening
with putty or with clay mixed with water to

form a stiff mud. Melt the babbitt in a ladle

or shovel, being careful not to get it too hot.

As soon as the babbitt is melted so as to flow
freely, stir it with a clean pine stick. If the
metal is hot enough to burn or char the stick,

it is ready to jiour. If the babbitt is allowed
to become too hot it is liable to spoil it. Pour

yTrVrf.y^o<r..~.t,' 'v,rk-f7r»'"!^.<'- i*3e'^Sf<f'WiiTV'3?-''!KtaSl3lftKiBHl««:^
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the babbitt tbroush the oil hole of the box

until the box is full. Remove the putty and

work the box back and forth to remove it

from shaft. Take out the paper and cord,

drill out the oil hole, and the box will be

ready for use. If no drill is at hand, some-

times the oil hole is retained by placing a

wooden plug in it which reaches down to the

shaft, and pouring the babbitt metal in

through a hole formed at one end of the box

having a funnel made from putty around it.

In babbitting a split box, fit the lower half

of the box w ith the sliaft in position, blocking

the shaft in the position recjuired. Place lin-

ers upon the box which v.ill touch the shaft

the full length, except two or three notches

on the side next the shaft to allow the babbitt

to reach the lower half. Bolt the top part of

the box in position, stop the ends, and pour

the babbitt the same as in the solid box.

After the babbitt is poured, drive a cold chisel

between the halves of the box to break the

babbitt ofif in the notches of the liners. Trim

and slightly bevel the edges of the babbittt

where the halves of the box come together.

It is a good plan to cut oil gsooves extending

from the oil hole to near the end of each box.

These grooves are usually cut in the form of

wsi^imimiif^^iPSK^i*ss'^: ~;
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a letter X crossinpf at the oil hole. Cut with
a round nose or diamond point chisel.

The split box may also he babbitted by
placinj^r the lower half in position an<i bab-
bittins the lower half first, pouring tlie metal
directly on the shaft where it will run down
on each side. When the lower half is full,

place the liners in position extcndinjj them
close to the shaft. Bolt the upper half of the
box in position and babbitt it. The liners
will prevent the babbitt from running to-

S^ether. The upper half may be easilv re-
moved.

It is not necessary to use paper around the
shaft when babbitting- the split box. The
necessary space for oil may be obtained by
placing an extra liner on each side of the box
and scraping the edges where the box comes
together to relieve it.

Before pouring babbitt always make sure
that the box is perfectly dry. Any moisture
IS liable to form steam and blow the babbitt
out. Sometimes a small lump of rosin is

added to the babbitt to prevent it blowing
out.

^
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SOLDERING.

Soldering, A scjldering iron is made fiMii

copper, the nicdiinn si/c \vciji:hing ijj to

2 pounds. In order to work properly a solder-

inj^ iron must be 'tinned." in order that the

solder will stick to it and follow the iron.

There are two connnon ways of tinning the

soldering iron, one by the use of rosin and

the other by the use of sal-ammoniat. The sal-

ammoniac is the better, as it cleans the iron

more quickly.

To tin a soldering iron, heat the iron a

little below red heat, file it bright on the end

to remove all dirt and have it perfectly clean.

Rub it on a block of sal-ammoniac and hold

a piece of solder against it. The solder will

melt and stick lo the iron giving it a bright

appearance when it is tinned. If the pulver-

ized sal-ammoniac is used, pour some of it on

a piece of sheet iron or tin and rub the hot iron

and solder into it. Roi'in may be used in the

same manner but will not work so well as the

sal-ammoniac.

In heating a soldering iron, be careful not

to get quite red-hot. When heated to a red-

hot temperature the solder will melt oflf from

it and it will require re-tinning.

'<
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'1\) solder brip^ht tin rosin is commonly
used for a tlux to cause the metal to How
freely. < )n rusty tinware, iron, brass, copper,

or nearly all metals, better results may be

had by usinj^ a solderinjj;- fluid. One of the

most common fluid is muriatic acid diluted

with zinc.

'J'o prei)are this tluid. jjlace some of the

aci<l in a bottle and then put in it some pieces

of zinc iwelal. The acid will dissolve the zinc

until its strength is weakened. Put in a little

more zinc than the acid will dissolve. The
fluid will then be ready for use.

When soldering- care should be taken to

keep the soldering: iron clean, have it properly

tinned, and keep it at the j)roper temperature.

The surface to be soldered should be dry, and
scraped or filed perfectly clean. Put on some
of the fluid by means of a small brush or

stick, and melt the solder into it with the

soldering iron. Move the iron along so as to

melt the solder freely and allow it to flow into

the opening, and smooth up all edges. Do
not, however, hold the hot iron too long in one
place, as ihe solder will melt and fall away
frotn the iron.

;iiB{Wi'Wir ,lBtaH&£J7^^.«i;fi T^^raE.'^s^fcfiw^Tiya*-
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Tlu" fttllowinj^ i> a li^l "f (|iu'sti(ins and

answers sonic f»f which arc U'^uall\ asked by

hnilcr iiispcotnrs when mi\ini; an cn^incir an

c'xamin.'itinn for a hccnsr T' (|ucsti<»ns askod

aiic. the amount t»t cxpcncncc wnioh he lias

had. in firint:: 'I'^d in ojieratinti" n cnsj^ino or

machinery of any kind. A'-o as > what class

and size of machinery he d^ -ires to o])eratc.

If tlie applicant hr -; had vjierience with en-

gines and boilers. • shonid be able to state

tile kind and <i/e of boiler and enijine. abo
stale the _<jeneral desi^i^n of the enijine and

boiler. The applicant should not attenii)! t(j

answer (piestions which he doe^ not nnder-

stand. lie shonld be ])erfectly free in his ex-

planations, and not attempt to explain anv-

'^STBff7:.,id.'i'i ^4t
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thiniif which he does not uiKlerstaiul.

Q. \\'hat is steam?

A. Steam is a vapor given off from water
wlien heated to the boilinj^ point.

Q. AX'hat is the boihn<r point of water?
A. The hoiUnjT^ ])oint of water depends

uj)on the pressnre. In an open keti^c, at the
sea level, water boils at a temperatnrc of 212
degrees Fahrenheit. If confined in a closed
boiler, the boiling temjjeratnre will rise when
the steam pressure rises. If a vacuum be pro-
duced the water will boil at less than 212 de-
grees, the boiling point depending on the
vacuum secured.

Q. \\ hat is the temperat ire of steam at

100 pounds gage pressure?
A. x^7 degrees Fahrenheit.

Q. How much more space will water oc-
cupy when turned into steam than it occupied
as water?

A. 'JMie s])ace occupied by the water when
turned into steam will depend upon the press-

• lire. At the pressure of the atmosi)here it will
occupy about 1.700 times as much space. At
100 pounds gage pressure it will occupy about
240 times as much space.

g. Mow should the glass gage be set on
a boiler?
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A. The g'lass ^n^v should he set so that

the bottom of the j^hiss is level with or just a

trifle hij^^her than the crowu sheet or top row
of tul)es iu the boiler.

O. Are s^lass ^ages always properly set

on boilers?

A. X(^. ( iften they arc placed too high or

too low.

O. How could you tell if a gage was pro-

perly set?

A. By leveling it with a s])irit level, or by
'. jnioving^ the handholc and measuring the

amount of water over the tubes or crown
sheet, and comparing it with the amount shown
in the glass gage.

O. How should the gage-cocks be set

A. The lowest gage-c.^ck should be set

about one inch above the crown sheet or top
row (jf tubes. The '^liddle gage-cock should
be about four to six inches above the crown
sheet or top row of tubes, the distance de-

pending somewhat upon the size of the boiler.

A large boiler sh<'uld have the gage-cocks a

little higher.

Q. How much water would you carry
over the tulies or crown sheet?

A. From four to six inches, depending
upon the size of the boiler. A large size boiler

-«««M
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shoiill have a little more water than one of a

smaller size.

O. What harm would it do to carry more
water?

A. Carryin.tr more water would not leave

sufficient steam room in the boiler, and the

boiler would be liable to foam or prime. Water
would be carried over with the steam into the

engine. This would be wastful of fuel, as cold

tvater must be pumped in to maintain the

water level, and the engine would not run as

well as it would with dry steam.

Q. What harm would it do to carry less

water?

A. Carrying less water would be danger-
ous in case the pump or injector should stop

working, the water level would become too
low and there would be danger of burning the

tubes or the crown sheet.

Q. How often would you clean the tul)es

on a boiler?

A. The tubes should be cleaned with a

scraper as often as necessary to keep them
perfectly clean. The frecpiency of cleaning
them will dei)end upon the amount of fuel

used and to what extent ihe boiler is used.

They should be cleaned in the morning before
firing up, at least,

k e.£^j< WM-^. JH* ^te iiUK' % rii tf^ vkvt
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O. How would you uianage a boiler in re-
gard to kecjMng it clean ?

A. The fre(|uency of cleaning a boiler will
depend upon the amount of water that is used
and to what extent the boiler is used. Under
usual conditions the boiler should be blown
out a little every day. It is a good plan be-
fore stopping after a day's run to pump in

more water than is required while running.
The next morning after the fire is started, and
from lo to 40 pounds pressure has been raised,

open the blow-oflf valve and blow the water
down to the proper level. If the water is very
muddy, it is a good plan to blow it out a little

after dinner, before starting up. After the
boiler has been run for some length of time,
usually from one to three weeks, the water
should all be turned out. and the boiler opened
and thoroughly washed inside. The boiler
should not be blown out under steam pressure.
The best time to blow it out is when the steam
pressure has just gone down and the water is

hot. Open the blow-ofT valve, let all the water
run out, remove the handholes and manholes,
and wash the boiler with a ho^e if pressure
can be had. The boiler should also be scraped
with a scraper consisting of an elliptical shap-

RB^^^i^^M?!'
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ed piece of iroti shaped to fit the side of the

boiler and fastened to a rod for a handle.

O. Is it always necessarv to use a boiler

compound?
A. Xo. In many cases l)oiler compounds

would be of no benefit whatever, especially

where the water is soft and contains only sub-

stances which form a mud. and do not turn

into a hard scale.

O. I'nder what conditions is a boiler com-

pound necessary ?

A. A boiler compound is necessary when
the water is such as to form a hard scale on

the shell and tubes of the boiler, and it is not

possible to keep it from forming by washing

the boiler frequently and scraping- it with an

iron scraper.

O. Will boiler compound make the water

perfectly pure?

A. No. All that a boiler compound can

do is to change the scale-forming substance in

the w'atcr so as to prevent it forming a hard

scale, but it will remain in the boiler in the

form of a soft mud which must be removed by
blowing out and washing the boiler fre-

quently.

Q. How low is it safe to allow the water

to become in the boiler?
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A. A boiler is safe, and more wate. may
he admitted, as lonj^ as iliere is water over the
tiihcs or crown sheet. It is always best, how-
ever, not to allow the water ^ become lower
than one inch above the tubes and crown
sheet.

Q. What should be done in case the water
becomes as low as the tubes or crown sheet.

A. When the water becomes as low as the
tubes or crown sheet, tl,c ilic .nIiuurI be pulled
out and the boiler allowed to cool down before
admittinj:^ more water.

Q. What precautions should be taken
with the safety valve?

A. The safety valve should be opened
every morning when about 40 pounds steam
pressure has been raised, in order to see that
it is in good working order and jiot stuck to
its seat.

Q. Give several causes for a boiler feed
pump refusing to work?

A. Leaks in the suction pipe; pump
plunger worn; sticks, etc.. getting under the
pump valves or check valve

; pump not proper-
ly packed; too high a lift; the water too hot;
pump being air bound; suction pipe being
clogged up. discharge pipe between the pump
and the boiler may be filled with scale.
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Q. Give several causes for an injector re-

fusing- to work.

A. Leaks in the suction pipe; sticks, etc..

l)einjif drawn into the injector partly closinrj

the o])enings ; too high a lift • water too hot

;

not sufficient steam pressure; leaking check
valve; the injec or scaled uj) ; discharge i)ipe

between injector and boiler may be scaled up.

O. ^^hat are the usual causes of Icakinjr

boiler tubes?

A. Boiler tubes are liable to leak when
the flue doors are open and allow cold air to

sfike them. The tubes being of thinner ma-
terial than the boiler shell will cool quicker,

and in cooling contract more than ihe shell of

the boiler, causing a strain at the tube ends.

When the water is allowed to become below
the tubes in the boiler, they will become over-
heated and are liable to leak.

Q. How would you stop boiler tubes from
leaking?

A. Small leaks may usually be stopped by
the use of a beading tool, turning the ends of

the tube down against the tube sheet. If the
tubes leak badly, they should be expanded
vv'ith a tube expander and then beaded down
with tl-.e beading tool.

Q. What causes "foaming" in a boiler?

^c,^
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A. "Foam in ji^"" is iisujiliy caused by the

boiler l)ciiifi;' ilirty or the water l>eiti^ impure.

It is more 'iable to occur when the watei is

hi^h in the l)oiler and the engine is ".»..rl<infjf

hard.

Q. How wouUl you prevent "foamin<j?"

A. "Foaminjr" may be pnvented bv kcep-

inrr the boiler clean and usintif as ])ure water

as is possible to j^^et. Carry the steam press-

ure hii^h, and do not carry more water than is

necessary to be safe.

O. \\'hat parts would you examine close-

ly on takinjnr charrje of a steam boiler and en-

gine?

A. The boiler should be examined closclv

inside and out to determine whether it is

clea 1, also if the boiler material is in ^c^ood

condition, the boiler not rusted, pitted, bagg't'd

or blistered. Also notice the ends of the tubes

and see that the bead is not burned or rusted

off. Trace out all pipes. Sec how the glass-

gage and gage-cocks are set comparing them
with the top side of the top row of tubes,

or with the crown sheet. Jixamine the pipe

between the pump or injector and boiler Uy be

sure it is not scaled up. See that all valves

are packed and are in good working condition.

If the boiler is set in brickwork, see that all

W. gSff!CT^" A^!!:^.Viyi:k..i... J... ti.r..Jr/l<^ -..LA.^..^ai"^r '(W-



cracks or opcniiio^s which would athiiit air, ex-

cept throu<;li the ashpit dtjors. arc carcfiillv

closed.

O. What is a simple engine?

A. A siiii])le engine is an en.niiie that uses
steam once onlv.

O. \\ hat is a comp(5und enj^^ine

A. A compound enj^inc is an cni^ine usinj^

the steam more than once, passing- it first int(j

a small or hic^h pressure cylinder and cxhaust-
injj from the hi,i,di pressure cylinder into one
or more other cylinders.

Q. \\ hat is a condensin<,^ enj^ine?

A. A condcnsinjr engine is an engine that
exhausts into a condenser, which is a contriv-
ance for condensing the exhaust steam, therc-
hy gaining part of the pressure of the atmos-
phere.

Q. ^\'hat is "lead" on an engine?
A. "Lead" on an engine is the amount of

opening: which the slide valve allows into the
steam port when the eng^ine is on dead center.

O. How would von g^ive an engine more
lead?

A. Tn a simple slide-valve engine give the
engine more lead by turning the eccentric
ahead on the shaft, or the direction in which
the engine was running.

mifi^R"
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Q. If an engine had nion- katl un one end

than on the other hnw wonhl yon make it

even ?

A. 'I'he lead mnst be made even by mov-
injT the sbde-valve on the md. or by a<ljnstin^

the eecentric rod. onc-lialf of the difference

between the lead on each end.

Q. If an enj:jine is Ljiven more lea;l, what

effect will it ha\e on the point of cnt-off, com-

pression and e.xhanst of the enj^ine?

A. If an en.<^ine is c^iven more lead the

point of cut-off. the compression and (jpcning

of the exhaust port will all take ])lacc earlier in

the stroke.

O. What would you do if the water .c^ot

out of sitj^ht in your g^lass-gaj^e ?

A. If the bottom of the jzlass-iracre was set

level with the top of the tubes or crown sheet,

pull out the fire and allow the boiler to cool

down before addinp^ water. The cnj:^ine should

be allowed to run in order to relieve the press-

ure.

O. \\'hat would you do in case the water

was becoming low in the boiler?

A. When water got down to within one
inch of the tubes or crown sheet, and it was
not possible to get water in immediately, the

tire should be banked with fresh coal or ashes.

PPBMfWPK ISIHP <!U^Kidvr:»arr?^iAnav: ,>£-
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[f a wood or ^^traw tiro, it should be allowed to

die out. Tlu' i-nj^ine :^lioul(j be- stopped in or-

der to hold what water there is in the boiler.

As soon as water can be obtained and the

pinn]) or injector started, it will be safe to ad-

mit more water,

Q. How would you rej^fulate the amount
of water a cross-head pump puts into the
boiler?

A, 'J'he amount of water which a cross-

head pump will put into a boiler is rej:julated

by a valve on the suction pipe.

Q. How would yon reverse a simple slide-

valve engine?

A. A simple slide-valve engine is reversed
by placinj-^ the engine on dead center, turning
the eccentric about one-third way around on
the shaft in the direction the engine was run-
ning, or until it has ii.v.- same amount of lead
on the same end it had running in the other
direction,

O. Is the piston of an engine in the center
of the cylinder when the crank pm stands at
the top or bottom quarter?

A. No. When the crank is at top or bot-
tom (piarter the piston will be a little more
than half way towards the crank end of the
cylinder. 'J'he distance it would be past the



center would depend upon the length of the

crank and connecting rod.

Q. Is the area f)f llie piston the same on

each side?

;\. Xo. The side of the piston towards

the crank has less area on account of the space

occupied hy the piston rod. In estimating

horse power one-half the area of the piston

rod is deducted from the area of the piston.

This is done for the reason that one-half the

work on the piston is done on the end where

the rod docs not take up part of the piston ar( a

and one-half is done on the end where the pis-

ton rod occupies part of the area.

O. What would be the horse power of a

simple slide-valve engine having a cylinder

6x9 inches running 225 revolutions per min-

ute, carrying 100 pounds steam pressure on

the boiler. Diameter of the piston rod ij4

inches.

A. 6 times 6 equals 3(>. 36 times .7854

equals 28.2744 inches (area of piston).

28.2744 minus .6135 (half the area of the

piston rod) e(|uals 27.6639 inches ( actual area

of the piston).

27.(^639 times 50 (half of hoiler pressure)

equals 1383.195 (total average pressure on pis-

ton).
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9 inches (Icnij^tli of stroke-) tinies 2 c(|uals

liS iticlies of travel of piston with each revohi-

tion.

225 times iS t(|nals 4050 inches.

4050 inches divided !»y 1 J e(|uals X^7 5 ^•^'*^'t.

travel of piston per minute.

^>'^'.V")5 times X^/? equals ^Od.HjH foot

pounds.

4()C),i^2H divided hy 33.f)<)o c(|uals 14. i liorse

power.

O. State by sti-ps how you would put an

enjnrine on dead center.

A. h'irst, 'i'urn the engine about 's of a

turn above dead center.

Second. Make a mark acro-;s the cross-head

and .^uide.

Third. With one end of a tram i)laced upon
a permanent mark on the engine frame, make
a mark on the t1y-wheel or disk witli the other

end of the tram.

Fourth, Turn the enj;inc below dead cen-

ter until the mark on the cross-head is brought
in line with the mark m the jruide.

Fifth, \\itli one end of the tram placed in

the same permanem mark on the engine
frame, make anotiier mark on the engine fly-

wheel or disk.
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Sixth, Measure on the tly-wliecl or disk and

find a point half way between the two marks

made with the tram.

Seventh, 'J^irn the en.tjine so as to bring

this center point on the enj^ine fly-wheel or

disk even with the point of the tram. The en-

gine will then be on dead center.

Eighth, Find the opposite dead center by

repeating the operation on the other end, or by

measuring around one-half way on the fly-

wheel or disk.

O. State bv steps how you would proceed

to set a slide valve in a simple slide- valve

engine.

A. First. Put the engine on dead center.

Second, Turn the eccentric one-fourth of a

turn ahead of the crank.

Third. Place the slide-valve in the center

of its travel so as to cover both st .m ports

equally, and fasten it to the valve rod.

Fourth. Turn the eccentric ahead the direc-

tion the engine is to run until 1/32 of an inch

lead is obtained on the same end of the cylin-

der that the piston is on. h'asten the eccen-

tric to the shaft.

Fifth. Turn the engine on the other dead

center to see if you have "^he same amount of

IP spB"
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lead on the other end. If the lead is equal on
both ends the valve will be set.

Sixth. If there is more lead on one end than
on the other, make the lead even bv movinL^
the slide valve on the rod, or adjusting the
length of the eceentric rod, until it has the
same lead at both ends.

Seventh. If the valve has too much lead on
both ends, but the lead is ecjual. give less lead

by turning the eccentric back. If there is not
enough lead turn the eccentric ahead.
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RULES AND INFORMATION.

To find the area (!t a Irian.^lc. multiply the

base by the altitude and take half the product.

To find the area of a rectangle, multiply

the length by the breadth.

To find the circumference of a circle multi-

ply the diameter by 3.1416.

To find the diameter of a circle, divide the

circumference by 3.1416.

To find the area of a circle, multiply the

S(|uare of the diameter l)y .7854-

To find the cubic contents of a cylinder,

multiply the area of the base by the height.

To find the surface of a si)here, multiply

the s(|uare of the diameter by 3.1416.

To find the cubic contents of a sphere,

multiply the cube of the diameter by .5236.

To find the cubic contents of any irregular

solid, fill a vessel to the brim with water: sitd<

the body in the water, catching the water

which is displaced and measuring it.

A gallon of water weighs 10 pounds and

contains 2jj.2~}^'i^^ cubic inches.

A cul)ic foot of water contains 6'
1

gallon-.

1,728 cubic inches, and weighs 62' j pounds.

To find the pressure in pounds per square
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inch of a culiiinn of water, multiply the height

of the column in feet hy .434.

The standard horse power is 33,000 pounds

raised one foot in oiie minute.

The standard horse power for steaiji boilers

is the evaporation of 30 poujids of water per

hour from a feed water temperature of 100

degrees F. into steam at 70 pounds gage

pressure.

^
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TABLES.

Cubic Feet In a Ton of Coal.

Hard coal, one ton occupies 40—43
Soft coal, one ton occupies 43

—

48

Dry Measure.

2 pints = I ((uart

8 quarts = i peck

4 pecks — I bushel

Liquid Measure.

4 gills = I pint

2 pints = I quart

4 quarts = i gallon

31/^ gallons = i barrel

Long Measure.

12 inches = i foot

3 feet — I ynr'l

i6y2 feet := I rod

320 rods = 1 mile

Square Measure.

144 sq. inches

9 sq. feet

272^4 sq. feet

160 sq. rods

640 acres

= I sq. foot

= I sq. yard

= I S(|. rod

= I acre

= I scj. mile
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Cubic Measure.

1728 cubic inches

27 cubic feet

128 cubic feet

J77.27384 cubic inches

2150.42 cubic inches

-
1 cu1)ic foot

-
I cubic yard

r^ 1 cnnl iwood)

rz I irallon

-_ 1 busliel

Melting Point of Substances.

SuhsliiiK T. I)c;;. I". SnlistiiiK't'. Dei,'. I".

Mefcurv -391 \ntinu)ny «I5

Ke 3-'! P.ron/o 10Q2

'Pal'' i\\ 92\ Silver 1740

Suli)hur 230
j

Gold 1975

Tin I Lead l 408

1

Copi)er 2000

Tin 440 iCast Iron 2075

llisniutli 505 Steel 2480

Lead 6t3 Wrought Iron 2822

Zinc 780 lira-s 1850

Weight of a Cubic Foot of Substances.

SulislMiici'. \Vt- 11)S. Slit)Sta!ii'o. \\t. lbs.

Aluminum 102 jllickorj. d ry, 53

r.rass 5041 lice 5«-7

r.rick 125 I Iron, cast, 450

Cement, (Portlanu) 90 iLead 711

Coal. hard, lieaped
j

Mercury at ;_>'^ F. 849

bushel, loose 80 Oak. drv, 50

Coal. soft, heaped Salt 45
bu>iiei. loose. 70 jSand. dry. 100

Earth, common loam. 'Snow 15—50
drv 76 I Steel 490

r,..id T204 i Water ru.5
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Standard Bolt Threads.

No. TUri-ads No. Tliri-ada

Diameter. per Incli. Diameter. licr Inch.

1/4 iiich

5/16 •'

3/8 "

7/16 "

\/2
"

JO
18

;

14

13

<)/i6 inch
' 5/8 "

i 3/4 '

:
7/8

"•

I

12

II

ID

9
8

Temperature of Fire Corresponding

to its Appearance.

Appearance
Temp.i
Fah. !

Is'.iTo

147tlo

i(r.<)o

ls:«)o

Appearance
Temp
Fah.

Red, just visible Orange, deep. 2<H()o

Red.dull
Red, cherry dull

Orange, clear -

White heat
Red, cherry lull White, bright

White, daz/ling
25500

Red, cherry clear i>7:«)o

Composition of Metals and Alloys.

V

4
85
80,

c

H
Lead

<6

8

P
Babbitt s,s

Brass, common 15

2
ISTiOO

Bronze »
Fusible plug

18W
33

44t;o
Plumbers' solder 67 45(!o
Tinners' solder Mixo

Proper Size of Pop Safety Valves, Crosby's.

Inr hes

Diameter of Valve 1
1

1?<
1

1
20 1

V4 *>

•'A\ 3

Capacity in Horsepower 10 30 ."V) so 1 100
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Wrought Iron Pipe.

Table of St&ndard Dimensions, as Manufactured by the

National Tube Works Company.

Diameter
Tra..sve.se

Art-a Nominal
Number^^

It a flrt ^ 2 "iSrt •s2 Weight
e a

if?
Is

5-
2S

per Foot
of Thread*

^« <c < K <: c < *< per InchE- til "" UJ

Inches Inches

.•J7

Inches

.4a">

Sq.Ins.

.((57:1

Sq. Ins. Lbs.

.241Vs .IU'.» 27

y* .:«I4 ..V4 .1041 .'.'."J .42 18

>H .4m .(i75 .1917 .358 .5.59 14

'4 .6'.'3 .84 .;i04s .554 .8:s7 14

I

.«i>4 1.05 .7:<:<3 .800 1.115 \VA
l.(M8 1.315 .StI'.'G 1.:j.58 1.008 IIK

1'.^ 1.3« 1.0C 1.4'.HJ 2.1t>4 2.244 11^

>5i l.Cll 1.9 •2.038 2.835 2.078 11^
•> 2.007 2.375 3.350 4.43 8.C09 8

:< 3.0C7 3.5 7.38X 0.021 7.5:«; 8

4 4.<>'.'»; 4.5 1'_'.73 15.!H4 10.1 ;• -.5 s

Capacity of Circular Cisterns and Tanks in

Barrels of 31J/2 Gallons.

Diameter in Feet

^U """
1

t-4 5 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 \f IV 18

Ti "3 "34 40 {*) 75 03 113 134 i;.H 1S3 210 '..,;» •.;tM) 302

',>8 40 frf> 72 01 li2 135 101 180 210 252 8Hr> 323 2»i3

7 :^3 47 (Vt 85 100 131 158 188 221 200 2<.M 3;<4 3"; 423

8 37 .54 73 05 121 140 ISO 215 252 202 330 382 431 483

4" <'>0 8*.' 107 l.SO 108 203 242 2S4 320 378 4:10 485 544

10 47 <'>7 91 110 1,51 180 2L'C 200 315 3«u; 420 47V 530 604

11 51 74 KM) 131 100 205 248 205 347 402 402 525 502 6(U)

1' m 81 110 143 181 224 271 322 378 430 503 5; 3 04V V25

13 01 87 110 155 llMi 242 2S)3 340 4M) 475 545 021 vol 785

14 (>5 .'•4 1'.'8 107 211 201 310 370 441 512 587 0(i8 755 840

1'. 70 01 137 170 ?','7 2«.0 33H 44)3 473 548 020 710 8<tH 900

10 75 107 14f 101 242 208 801 440 6(V1 585 571 704 802 !M1/

17 7"t 114 1.55 203 257 317 384 457 530 021 713 812 010 102;

18 84 1"1 1«)4 215 272 ^\ 400 483 507 058 755 85!» 970 lt»88

l'.» «• 1"8 174 227 287 XA 42*. 510 5in» 0!4 707 007 1024 1148

•-( !>3 \M 183| 230 302 373 451 5371 030 731 83'. 9.55 1078 1208
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LEGAL WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

The legal weights in Canada are tlie Imperial

pound avoirdupois and llio Imperial bushel. I'y Act

42 Vict., i»S7g, Chaj). i() (amended by Chap. 30. Acts

of i8g8) it is provided: That in contracts for sale

and delivery of any of the undermentioned articles

the bushel shall be determined by weighing, unless

tlie busliel measure be specially' agreed upon; the

weight equivalent to a bushel being as follows:

Kind of

Grain.

Weight
per bushel.

Wheat 60 lbs.

Indian Corn .... 56 lbs.

Rye 56 lbs.

Pease Oo lbs.

Barley 48 lbs.

Malt 36 lbs.

Ooats 34 lbs.

Beans 60 lbs.

Flaxseed 5t> Ih^-

Hemp 44 lbs.

Blue Grass Seed 14 lbs.

Lime 80 lbs.

Kind of

Grain.

Weight
per bushel.

Castor Beans . .

.

/^ 'bs.

Potatoes 6^ .bs.

Turnips 60 lbs.

Carrots 60 lbs.

Parsnips 60 lbs.

Beets 60 lbs.

Onions 50 lbs.

Bituminous C(!al. 70 lbs.

Clover Seed 60 lbs.

Timothy 48 lbs.

Buckwheat 48 lbs.

By the same Act the British hundredweight of

112 pounds and the ton of jj.\o pounds were abol-

ished, and the hundredweight was declared to be

100 pounds, and the ton of 2000 pounds avoirdupois,

thus assimilating the weights of C:inada and the

United States.

The legal measures in Canada arc the Imperial

yard and the Imperial gallon of 277.27384 cubic

inches. The Imperial gallon is equal to 4.54174

litres, while the wine gallon u>ed u\ the United

States is equal to ^.7^S litres.
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